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The focus of this Special Issue is aimed at enhancing the discussion of Engineering Education,
particularly related to technological and professional learning. It was associated with TEEM’18 (6th
International Conference on Technological Ecosystems for Enhancing Multiculturality), in particular
the special track (under the same nomination) [1] from which the authors of the best works were invited
to submit an extension of their paper. Later, it was also associated with CASHE’19 (1st Conference
on Academic Success in Higher Education). In parallel, since this special issue had an open call,
several works were submitted, from different universities and countries (Australia, Canada, Japan,
Portugal, Spain, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom), creating a more global view of different,
yet similar concerns.

A special thanks to all authors who responded to this call, contributing to the compiled multicultural
vision on this theme. The quality of the works received was carefully scrutinized by a panel of
international reviewers. To all of them we would like to express our sincere appreciation. Even though
not all of the received works were accepted (from 18 submissions, we selected 10 papers to include),
the quality of the papers received attests to the significance of debating this theme.

Here the reader can find works tackling several interesting topics such as: Educational resources
addressing students’ development of competences, the importance of final year projects as a link
to the professional environments, professional project management competences, the importance
of multicultural and interdisciplinary challenges, sustainable product design focusing on future
professional menaces, and ways of improving didactical issues aimed at students’ involvement and
their development as future engineers.

In the 21st century, students face a challenging demand: They are expected to have the best
scientific expertise, but also highly-developed social skills and qualities like teamwork, creativity,
communication and leadership. Even though students should be prepared through their academic
education, there is still a gap between academic life and professional life. This gap is usually fulfilled
with informal learning provided by older colleagues while these young engineers are immersed in the
professional field. Though unavoidable, this gap can be lessened if students are already aware of some
important working and social skills [2–4].

Engineering education organizations have been addressing new professional challenges, guided by
general concerns, such as teamwork abilities, argumentation and persuasion abilities in multiple
social contexts, creativity, complexity handling, leadership, and strong work ethics [2]. This stresses

Educ. Sci. 2019, 9, 277; doi:10.3390/educsci9040277 www.mdpi.com/journal/education1
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the importance of these competences being worked through college along with communication,
scientific/technological expertise, problem-solving or analytical/quantitative skills. Nowadays, it is as
important to address scientific expertise as students’ social and professional competences. Even though
both are important, they do not play equal parts in the minds of students and teachers [5–8]. Plus,
the outcome perspectives from academic and professional worlds can be quite different. Thus, different
points of view must be acknowledged and documented.

The need for a better understanding of engineering education in the 21st century is reflected in
scientific research [4,5,7,8], where it is common to encounter big experiences, involving funding and
school commitments. However, it is less common to encounter similar important scientific studies that
can be applied by any good willing teacher. Smaller scale studies, representing better-contextualized
teaching closer to professional demands, can also bring valid insight to this discussion in the scientific
community. The purpose of this Special Issue was to help identify good practices and/or particular
concerns that young engineers, their teachers or their employees feel needed improvement.

“Tutorials for Integrating CAD/CAM in Engineering Curricula” [9] talks about the importance of
developing computer-based competences within engineering courses. The authors discuss how the
use of specific tutorials helped their students solving engineering problems in real-life settings.

“Development of Final Projects in Engineering Degrees around an Industry 4.0-Oriented Flexible
Manufacturing System: Preliminary Outcomes and Some Initial Considerations” [10] is also dedicated
to digital engineering competences. It explains how an educational tool, made to develop final projects
in an engineering degree, helped students exploring different aspects in parallel, such as automation,
supervision, instrumentation, communication and robotics.

“Lessons Learned from the Development of Open Educational Resources at Post-Secondary Level
in the Field of Environmental Modelling: An Exploratory Study” [11] explores a different perspective
of our digital era: it claims students tend to seek more resources when they are enrolled in a course
with online materials. Authors claim that if these open educational sources are well designed, students’
achievements, involvement and satisfaction are very positive.

Another important 21st century engineering competence is project management. “Project
Management Competences by Teaching and Research Staff for the Sustained Success of Engineering
Education” [12] brings us a study about the importance of improving professional project management
competences. Authors describe how research may be used to improve teachers’ skills while guiding
students into this process.

Professional and socio-professional engineering competences are addressed in “Fostering
Professional Competencies in Engineering Undergraduates with EPS@ISEP” [13], under the scope
of the European Project Semester. During a semester, students from different countries, degrees and
cultures, come together and use their diversity of experiences and expertise to solve a problem through
a Project Based Learning (PBL) experience.

Future professionals should also develop vital competences regarding rethinking products and
business models in order to address the emergent sustainability problems. As the author of “Eco-Design
and Eco-Efficiency Competencies Development in Engineering and Design Students” [14] explains,
students may gain sensibility as they develop professional competences while working in assignments
provided by real industrial companies with this concern in mind.

“Enhancing Railway Engineering Student Engagement Using Interactive Technology Embedded
with Infotainment” [15] starts with a brief review on different teaching pedagogies addressing their
suitability and use of interactive technologies. The authors discuss a new teaching application which
they think can improve students’ participation and performance.

Students’ perceptions regarding their development through their education as future engineers are
addressed in “Students’ Perceptions Regarding Assessment Changes in a Fluid Mechanics Course” [16].
The authors chose a crucial aspect to analyze: the impact of different methods of students’ assessment.
Social and scientific competences are analyzed in parallel.
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The importance of the learning objectives being completely understood by the students from the
beginning of each course is the theme of “An Extended Constructive Alignment Model in Teaching
Electromagnetism to Engineering Undergraduates” [17]. This work addresses the importance of a
modification in students’ perceptions of what each course may represent and how it can aid them as
future professionals while developing strong consolidated competences throughout their degree.

The final year project is also addressed in “A Systematic Review of Project Allocation Methods
in Undergraduate Transnational Engineering Education” [18]. In this work, several strategies of
project allocations are identified studying the corresponding students’ experiences and learning gains.
Authors discuss how different factors can affect these allocations and they make recommendations in
order to solve some of the identified challenges.

We believe these papers may provide an insightful reflection of our own practices as engineering
educators. Hopefully, those reflections on particular aspects of our teaching may contribute to enhance
students’ development towards the upcoming challenges of their future career! In the meantime, work
continues [19,20].

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Engineering education addresses the development of professional competencies in
undergraduates. In this context, the core set of professional competencies includes critical thinking
and problem solving, effective communication, collaboration and team building, and creativity
and innovation—also known as the four Cs—as well as socio-professional ethics and sustainable
development—referred in this paper as the two Ss. While the four Cs were identified by the
associates of the American Management Association based on the needs of the society, professional
associations, and businesses; this paper proposes the two S extension to ensure that future engineers
contribute to the well-being of individuals and the preservation of life on Earth. It proposes a
tangible framework—the 4C2S—and an application method to analyse the contributions made
by engineering capstone programmes to the development of these core competencies in future
engineering professionals. The method is applied to an engineering capstone programme—the
European Project Semester (EPS) offered by the Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto (ISEP)—and
a specific project case—EPS@ISEP Pet Tracker project developed in 2013, constituting, in addition,
a road map for the application of the 4C2S framework to engineering capstone programmes. The
results show that EPS@ISEP complies with the 4C2S framework.

Keywords: engineering education; capstone project; professional competencies; European Project
Semester; 4C2S analysis framework

1. Introduction

Engineering education aims to prepare professionals to address the challenges of the future. This is
a highly demanding goal since it not only implies a forecast of future needs but also anticipates scientific
and technological advancement trends. Society (while beneficiaries), academia (while educators),
and businesses (while employers) must work together to define the set of core competencies of
future engineers.

The American Management Association (AMA) conducted in 2012 a critical skills survey among
its corporate associates regarding the core professional competencies of the 21st century workforce.
From the entrepreneurs’ perspective, the 21st century business requires, beyond the basics of reading,
writing, and arithmetics (the three R), skills such as critical thinking and problem solving, effective
communication, collaboration and team building, and creativity and innovation (the four Cs) [1]. Specifically,
the AMA defines critical thinking and problem solving (CTPS) as the ability to make decisions, to solve
problems, and to take action as appropriate; effective communication (EC) as the ability to synthesise and
transmit ideas both in written and oral formats; collaboration and team building (CTB) as the ability to

Educ. Sci. 2019, 9, 119; doi:10.3390/educsci9020119 www.mdpi.com/journal/education5
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work effectively with others, including those from diverse groups and with opposing points of view;
and creativity and innovation (CI) as the ability to see what is not there and to make something happen.

However, according to Cohen and Grace [2], social responsibility should be seen as integral to
the performance of engineers as individuals and of engineering as a profession. It involves thinking
positively of social responsibility, avoiding harm, and consciously choosing to do good [2]. Since the
engineering practice deals with the environment, professional ethics and behaviours, matters of health
and safety, and discipline [3], additionally, this paper advocates the need to foster sustainable development
(SD) and socio-professional ethics (SPE) (the two Ss) in the engineering practice. In this context, sustainable
development corresponds to “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [4] and socio-professional ethics translate to the
set of values governing the conduct of engineers in their role as professionals as well as individuals.

In the Bruntland report, the definition of sustainable development encompassed two key concepts:
(i) the concept of needs, in particular the essential needs of the world’s poor to which an overriding
priority should be given, and (ii) the idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and
social organisation on the environment’s ability to meet present and future needs [4]. Later, in 2004,
the Barcelona Declaration reinforced the need to educate engineers for sustainable development.
Specifically, it called for the multidisciplinary, systems-oriented, critical thinking, participative and
holistic education of engineers [5]. More recently, in 2016, the United Nations 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, which defines 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), officially came
into force. While the SDG are not legally binding, governments are expected to take ownership and to
establish a national framework for their achievement [6].

Ethics, as a whole, deals with the moral choices that are made by each person in his or her
relationship with others, including those made while practising engineering. Engineering ethics
encompasses the more general definition of ethics but applies it more specifically to situations involving
engineers in their professional lives. Thus, engineering ethics is a body of philosophy indicating the
ways that engineers should conduct themselves in their professional capacity [7]. Whether working
on multinational project teams, navigating geographically dispersed supply chains, or engaging
customers and clients abroad, engineering graduates encounter worlds of professional practice that are
increasingly global in character [8]. In this context, the global engineer needs to be aware of effective
ways to navigate these cultural differences, which is crucial for achieving their common goals [9]. This
makes a strong case in favour of using multinational teamwork as a setup to learn socio-professional
ethics. When students communicate, discuss, or organise their project work, they learn to respect the
values of others and to develop global engineering competency as defined by Jesiek et al. [8].

The 4C2S framework proposes an enlarged set of competencies to analyse engineering education
programmes. The framework allows the adoption of an evidence-based approach to identify how a
programme contributes to the development of these competencies in future engineering professionals.
The application of the approach is illustrated using an engineering capstone programme—the European
Project Semester (EPS) offered by Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto (ISEP)—and a specific
project case—the EPS@ISEP Pet Tracker project. The adopted method analyses the context and
the team’s learning journey using the framework, searching for evidences of the development
of professional competencies within the process and timeline of the pet tracker project (activities,
milestones, and deliverables).

The main contributions of this work are the proposed framework and method, which together
attempt to identify and quantify evidences of the development of professional competencies within an
engineering capstone programme.

In terms of organisation, this paper includes the following sections: Section 1 introduces the
problem of the development of engineering professional competencies in undergraduates, the 4C2S
analysis framework, and the structure of this document; Section 2 provides the perspectives of
professional engineers associations from Europe, the United Sates of America (USA), and Australia
regarding the most sought professional competences of future engineers; Section 3 presents similar
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capstone programmes; Section 4 details the approach followed to identify how a programme
contributes to the development of these competencies in future engineering professionals; Section 5
describes, in general, the EPS and, in particular, the experiential active learning process of the EPS@ISEP
from the perspective of the 4C2S framework; Section 6 analyses the case study of the development of
the Pet Tracker project at the light of the proposed 4C2S framework; Section 7 discusses the outcomes;
and Section 8 draws the conclusions.

2. Professional Competencies

Several national and international engineering accreditation organisations and engineering
professional bodies around the world have disclosed criteria that should be followed by high education
institutions graduating engineers:

European Network for Accreditation of Engineering Education (ENAEE) authorises the associated
accreditation and quality assurance agencies in Europe to award to accredited engineering
degree programmes the EURopean-ACcredited Engineer (EUR-ACE R©) label, which is one
of the European quality labels in higher education sponsored by the European Commission.
The EUR-ACE R© Standards and Guidelines for Accreditation of Engineering Programmes
(EAFSG) are described in terms of student workload requirements, programme outcomes, and
programme management [10]. ENAEE screens bachelor and master engineering programmes
with reference to knowledge and understanding; (ii) engineering analysis; (iii) engineering
design; (iv) research; (v) engineering practice; (vi) judgement making; (vii) communication
and team-working; and (viii) lifelong learning. In particular, EASFG claims that exposing
undergraduates to

• engineering practice enables the acquisition of “knowledge and understanding
of the nontechnical—societal, health and safety, environmental, economic, and
industrial—implications as well as critical awareness of economic, organisational, and
managerial issues”;

• judgement making enables the “ability to gather and interpret relevant data and handle
complexity within their field of study; to inform judgements that include reflection on
relevant social and ethical issues; to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems
in their field of study; as well as to manage complex technical or professional activities or
projects in their field of study, taking responsibility for decision making”;

• communication and team-working enables the ability “to communicate effectively
information, ideas, problems, and solutions with the engineering community and society
at large as well as to function effectively in a national and international context, as an
individual and as a member of a team and to cooperate effectively with engineers and
non-engineers”;

• lifelong learning enables the ability “to recognise the need for and to engage in independent
life-long learning and to follow developments in science and technology” at the bachelor
level and “to engage in independent life-long learning and to undertake further study
autonomously” at the master level.

Moreover, ENAEE details that master graduates need to demonstrate the ability to analyse,
conceptualise, and solve unfamiliar problems, including the design of innovative analyses and
problem-solving methods.

Engineering Council (UKEC) sets in the United Kingdom the overall requirements for the
Accreditation of Higher Education Programmes in engineering in line with the UK Standard for
Professional Engineering Competence. In order for an engineering degree to be accredited in UK,
six broad areas of learning are analysed: (i) science and mathematics; (ii) engineering analysis;
(iii) design; (iv) economic, legal, social, ethical, and environmental context; (v) engineering
practice; and (vi) general skills [11]. According to the Engineering Council [11], Bachelor’s
degrees with honours are awarded to students who have demonstrated the following:
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• systematic understanding, including the acquisition of coherent and detailed knowledge, and
conceptual understanding to critically evaluate, make judgements, and frame appropriate
questions to achieve a solution—or identify a range of solutions—to a problem;

• awareness of the uncertainty, ambiguity, and limits of knowledge;
• ability to accurately apply methods and techniques of analysis and enquiry to review, consolidate,

and extend their knowledge and understanding and to initiate and carry out projects;
• ability to communicate information, ideas, problems, and solutions to both specialist and

nonspecialist audiences.
• ability to manage their own learning and to make use of scholarly reviews and primary sources.

In terms of professional competencies, engineering graduates in the UK are expected to exhibit
the following professional competencies: (i) exercise of initiative and personal responsibility;
(ii) decision-making in complex and unpredictable contexts; and (iii) the learning ability needed to
undertake appropriate further training of a professional or equivalent nature.

Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology (ABET) in the United States defines a set
of standards, called the Engineering Criteria 2000 (EC2000) [12], for engineering degrees.
EC2000 shifted the basis for accreditation from inputs—what is taught—to outputs—what
is learned—with the introduction of programme outcomes criteria [13]. The aim of these criteria
is to ensure that students attain an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility as well as
the broad education necessary to understand the impact of technical solutions in a global, economic,
environmental, and societal context. Specifically, ABET specifies under Criterion 3 the so-called a–k
list of student outcomes [14]. Moreover, according to a survey distributed to USA employers
by the National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE) [15], the three most important
skills of an engineer today are (i) the ability to communicate and work in teams; (ii) the ability
to solve or troubleshoot problems in new or unfamiliar situations; and (iii) knowledge of a specific
engineering discipline.

Engineers Australia (EA) which performs in Australia the professional accreditation of engineering
programmes, defines that engineering graduates must demonstrate at the point of entry to
practice the following set of competencies [16]:

• knowledge-oriented—comprehensive and conceptual understanding; knowledge
development and research; awareness of contextual factors impacting the engineering
discipline; and understanding of the scope, principles, norms, accountabilities, and bounds
of contemporary engineering practice;

• application-oriented—application of engineering methods, techniques, tools and resources
and systematic engineering synthesis, design processes, and approaches to run and manage
engineering projects;

• profession-oriented—ethical conduct and professional accountability, effective
communication, creativeness, innovation and pro-activity, professional management and
conduct, effective team membership, and team leadership.

The Engineers Australia summarises in Reference [17] its accreditation criteria, including the
complete set of desired student educational outcomes.

Table 1 maps the desired engineering student skills identified by ABET, EA, UKEC, and ENAEE
to the 4C2S framework. These employability skills correspond to the “ability to perform engineering
related knowledge, skills, and personal attributes to gain employment, maintain employment, and
succeed in the engineering field” [18].
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Table 1. Worldwide perspectives of engineering professional skills and 4C2S competencies.

Competency Body Desired Professional Skill
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ABET
ability to understand the impact of engineering solutions (critical thinking)
ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems
ability to recognise the need for and engage in life-long learning

EA
ability to undertake problem solving, design, and project work
ability to display critical reflection
capacity for lifelong learning and professional development

UKEC
ability to critically evaluate, make judgements, and frame appropriate
questions to achieve a solution to a problem
ability to manage their own learning

ENAEE
ability to make judgements, identify, formulate, and solve engineering
problems as well as to manage complex technical or professional activities
ability to engage in independent life-long learning
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ABET ability to communicate effectively and work in teams

EA ability to display effective communication and pro-activity skills

UKEC ability to communicate with both specialist and nonspecialist audiences

ENAEE ability to communicate effectively with the engineering community and
society
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ABET ability to function on multidisciplinary teams

EA ability to assume effective team membership and team leadership

UKEC ability to work as a member of an engineering team and awareness of team
roles

ENAEE
ability to function in a national and international context, as an individual
and as a member of a team, and to cooperate effectively with engineers and
non-engineers
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ABET ability to apply knowledge creatively in order to solve a problem

EA ability to display effective creativeness, innovation, and pro-activity

UKEC ability to find creative solutions that are fit for purpose

ENAEE ability to design innovative analysis and problem solving methods (master
level)
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t ABET ability to consider economic, environmental, and sustainability constraints

EA ability to accommodate the economic and environmental responsibilities

UKEC ability to identify environmental and sustainability limitations

ENAEE ability to identify the environmental, economic, industrial, and managerial
issues and to understand their implications
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ABET ability to work with professional and ethical responsibility

EA ability to accommodate social, cultural, ethical, legal, and political
responsibilities as well as follow health and safety imperatives

UKEC ability to identify ethical, health, safety, security, risk, and intellectual
property issues and to follow codes of practice and standards

ENAEE ability to inform judgements that include reflection on relevant social and
ethical issues, taking responsibility for decision making

3. Engineering Capstone Programmes

The importance of grounding engineering education in real world experiences is highlighted by
the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) in several publications [19,20]. In 2012, NAE reported on a
selection of 29 capstone programmes offered by public and private universities and colleges in the USA,
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which successfully infused real world experiences into engineering undergraduate education [21]. The
report features a diverse range of programmes (institution, category, scope, location, and longevity),
potential implementation barriers, and strategies to overcome these barriers.

According to Hackman et al. [22], there are four main trends in engineering capstone projects:
(i) the key role played by technology in the capstone experience (integration of technology into course
administration, instructional methods, industry sponsorship and integration, and course evaluations);
(ii) service-learning and community-based projects, in an attempt to provide real-world experiences
while simultaneously providing a benefit to society; (iii) multidisciplinary projects, where student
design teams are assembled from different majors or from different emphasis areas within a major;
and (iv) the incorporation of sustainability principles into the capstone project, often in conjunction
with community-based and service-learning projects. EPS@ISEP follows these trends (see Section 5).

The following engineering capstone programmes share similarities with the EPS@ISEP:

• Oladiran et al. [23] introduced the Global Engineering Teams programme, which adopts a
multinational, intercultural, and geographically dispersed team-based approach. It tackled
practical engineering problems, and each edition lasted for about six months between April
and October. The groups in the programme were virtual teams consisting of students located
in different countries and usually across multiple time zones, working in collaboration with
industry partners. This programme, like EPS, implemented multinational, multidisciplinary
teamwork and favoured real-world problems.

• Sheppard et al. [24] presented a two-semester pilot project at Stevens Institute of Technology to
develop a systems engineering framework for multidisciplinary capstone design. It provided
a series of workshops through the course of the capstone project to teach relevant systems
engineering concepts in what approximates to a just-in-time mode. Interdisciplinary projects
of significant scope were performed by teams of students from engineering and product
architecture fields, working with external stakeholders and mentors. It was part of an initiative
involving 14 institutions (including all the military academies), sponsored by the Department
of Defense. The goal was to inculcate aspects of systems engineering into the education of
students in all engineering disciplines through their major capstone project. The similarities
with EPS included short intensive project supportive workshops, interdisciplinary projects, and
multidisciplinary teams.

• Hackman et al. [22] described the new approach adopted by the School of Industrial and Systems
Engineering at Georgia Tech to the capstone senior design course. The course structure creatively
integrated internal and external resources for teaching, like EPS@ISEP, to promote business skills,
soft skills, professionalism, and legal issues in an interdisciplinary, on-demand team-teaching
format. Students formed teams and identified, scoped, and executed projects for real-world
clients. The results showed that project quality and student nontechnical skills improved.

• Stanford et al. [25] reported on a capstone programme for civil engineering undergraduates
employing a class-wide jigsaw approach and addressing community-based, sustainability-related
problems. Results revealed that real-world projects with a focus on sustainability have a positive
impact on students’ critical thinking skills, leading to an increased knowledge of sustainability,
and that open-ended problems with real project constraints could yield a uniquely beneficial
learning experience without sacrificing the quality of student design or project deliverables. The
pervasive concern with sustainability and the selection of real open-ended problems are common
to EPS@ISEP.

• Palacin-Silva et al. [26] described a team-oriented capstone for software engineering
undergraduates directed to the development of software services for sustainability. The course
followed a collaborative learning approach, where students worked together to engineer a
software project with the lecturer as a facilitator. The projects’ challenge was to link Information
and Communication Technologies to greening solutions, incorporating social, economic, and
environmental concerns by involving computing, environmental sustainability, and citizen
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engagement. This approach shares with EPS@ISEP the focus on sustainability-oriented design
and sustainability problems.

4. Method

The 4C2S framework allows the adoption of an evidence-based approach to identify how
a capstone programme contributes to the development of the identified competencies in future
engineering professionals. To illustrate this empirical approach, the EPS@ISEP programme and
the Pet Tracker project case are analysed from the 4C2S perspective.

The proposed method analyses the programme and the learning process of the students
throughout the semester, searching for evidences of the development of critical professional
competences, including the deliverables and the activities performed by the team. Specifically, the
method looks for signs of professional behaviour and team work, e.g., the ability to meet deadlines,
to define agendas, to lead meetings, to solve conflicts, to report and discuss findings, and to together
reach a solution to an open-ended problem.

First, it identifies the skills related to the six core competencies of the framework (Table 1). Then,
at the EPS@ISEP programme level, it matches these competencies against the aims (Table 4), learning
process (Figure 1), and mandatory team deliverables (Table 3). Finally, at the project level, it analyses
in detail the timeline of the Pet Tracker project to quantify the evidences of the development of the
4C2S competencies by the team. This timeline includes the scheduled activities—the project weekly
meetings, the supportive module seminars, invited talks, presentation, and assessment events—and
multiple milestones, involving the handing-in of different deliverables—Gantt chart, cardboard model,
structural and control drawings, list of materials, components and providers, leaflet, brochure, report,
poster, video, wiki, and prototype.

5. European Project Semester at ISEP

The European Project Semester was started in 1995 by Arvid Andersen [27]. It is a one semester
student-centred international capstone programme currently offered by a group of European high
education institutions called the EPS Providers as part of their student exchange programme portfolio
more information available at http://www.europeanprojectsemester.eu/. While EPS Providers have
the freedom to implement the programme with distinct flavours, they must comply with the EPS
10 Golden Rules listed at http://www.europeanprojectsemester.eu/. EPS provides an integrated
framework for undertaking engineering capstone projects, which adopts a project-based learning
methodology; focuses on teamwork; and exposes students to cultural, scientific, and technical diversity.
In fact, it was designed for the capstone semester of engineering, product design, and business degrees.
EPS aims to prepare future engineers to think and act globally [28].

The EPS is a package organised around one central module—the EPS project—and a set of
complementary supportive modules. The project proposals refer to multidisciplinary real-world
problems, i.e., draw on knowledge from diverse fields, and are open-ended, i.e., specify exclusively
top-level requirements such as the compliance with the applicable directives/norms and the budget.
According to the EPS 10 Golden Rules, the teams, which are composed of four to six students from
different scientific backgrounds and nationalities, are fully responsible for the development of their
projects [29]. Multicultural and multidisciplinary educational backgrounds contribute to product
development and innovation, develop communication skills, and catalyse collaborative learning
among team elements.

The EPS@ISEP programme—the EPS provided by the School of Engineering Instituto Superior de
Engenharia do Porto of the Porto Polytechnic—welcomes engineering, business, and product design
students since 2011. This 30 European Credit Transfer System Units (ECTU) programme is composed
of six modules: Project, Project Management and Team Work, Marketing and Communication, Foreign
Language, Energy and Sustainable Development, and Ethics and Deontology. Table 2 presents the
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programme syllabus. The 2 ECTU modules are project supportive seminars oriented towards the
specificities of each team project.

Table 2. EPS@ISEP Syllabus.

Module Acronym ECTU

Project PROJE 20
Project Management and Team Work PRMTW 2
Marketing and Communication MACOM 2
Foreign Language PORTU 2
Energy and Sustainable Development ESUSD 2
Ethics and Deontology ETHDO 2

As far as project supervision is concerned, EPS@ISEP adopts a unique model where a panel
of multidisciplinary expert advisers acts as a coaching and consulting committee. Concerning
communication, the panel is aware that it interacts with students from diverse scientific and cultural
backgrounds. Furthermore, in the weekly supervision meeting, only the topics previously specified by
the team in the wiki agenda are discussed. Another very important aspect of the coaching methodology
is the prompt feedback given to the students. Students meet with the panel once a week to discuss the
topics the team previously posted in the wiki agenda.

During the semester, the teams maintain the project wiki and produce several deliverables,
including the report, video, paper, manual, brochure, and proof of concept prototype. The structure
and presentation of the deliverables are addressed in the communication seminar. The report structure
(provided beforehand) includes as mandatory sections the introduction, state of the art, project
management, marketing plan, sustainability, ethical concerns, conclusions, and bibliography. The
marketing, ethical and deontological concerns as well as eco-efficiency and sustainability measures
chapters are produced and refined within the corresponding complementary modules. Table 3
identifies the professional competencies developed with the production of these deliverables. In
particular, the state of the art, project management, marketing plan, eco-efficiency measures for
sustainability, and ethical and deontological concerns chapters not only report the team’s corresponding
studies but also specify the set of product requirements which were directly derived. The wiki is
a key tool of the process. It is a collaborative work platform for team members and advisers, as
well as the project show case, integrating the project plan, the weekly logbook, the report, and the
deliverables areas.

Table 3. Mapping EPS@ISEP deliverables to 4C2S.

Deliverables CTPS EC CTB CI SD SPE

Interim Report � � � �
Interim Presentation � � � �
Final Report � � � �
Final Presentation � � �
Paper � � �
Poster � � �
Leaflet � �
User Manual � � � �
Video � � � � � �

Figure 1 illustrates this process.
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Figure 1. EPS@ISEP learning process.

The full process takes 15 weeks and includes the set of scheduled activities—the project weekly
meetings, the supportive module seminars, invited talks, and global events—and multiple milestones.
The global events, which involve lecturers, project coaches, students, and invitees, are the opening
session in February (Week 1), the interim presentation in April (week 8), the final presentation in June
(week 15), and the closing session, including certificate awarding and prototype hand-in. The milestones
correspond to mandatory team and staff inputs. The different modules help drive the process:

Team Building | Week 1—Selection of the proposal and establishment of the Team Agreement, which
defines the team’s preferred conflict resolution method.

Project Management | Week 2–15—Definition of the activities and tasks, task allocation, and Gantt
chart of the project (Week 2), followed by a continuous iterative refinement and adjustment cycle.

Communication | Week 2–15—Wiki maintenance, uploading of the interim deliverables (Week 7),
presentation of interim outcomes (Week 8), refinement of interim deliverables (Week 10),
uploading of final deliverables (Week 14), presentation of final outcomes (Week 15), and
refinement (Week 16).

Sustainable Development | Week 1–7—Survey, application, and reporting of the relevant sustainable
development practices and derivation of corresponding product requirements in the chapter
“Eco-efficiency Measures for Sustainability”.

Ethics and Deontology | Week 2–7—Study, selection, application, and reporting of applicable codes
of ethics in order to derive product requirements in the chapter “Ethical and Deontological
Concerns”.

Marketing | Week 2–7—Research, definition, and reporting of the marketing plan of the proposed
product and identification of resulting product requirements in the chapter “Marketing Plan”.

Project Design | Week 2–7—Specification of the black box system diagrams and structural drafts
(Week 3); analysis of the state of the art (reported in chapter “State of Art”); detailed specification
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of product requirements (Week 4), detailed system schematics, and structural drawings together
with the card board scale model of the proposed solution (Week 5); and definition of the complete
list of materials and components (Week 6).

Prototype Implementation and Operation (Week 9–15)—Procurement of components and materials,
assembly, development, tests, and debugging.

Feedback and Assessment | Week 8 and Week 15—Interim Self and Peer (S&P) assessment (Week 7);
discussion of the interim outcomes as a team (Week 8); feedback from peers (based on the S&P
assessment) and staff, including improvement suggestions from staff; S&P assessment (Week 14);
and discussion of the final outcomes as a team and individually (Week 15).

EPS@ISEP contributes to the development of (i) critical thinking and problem solving by specifying
open-ended project proposals and by promoting inner team brainstorms and weekly meetings
with a group of multidisciplinary coaches; (ii) effective communication by fostering intercultural and
professional communication skills—the preparation of multiple textual and media deliverables during
the semester and the definition of the agenda, leading, reporting the achievements, and writing the
minutes of the weekly project meeting with the panel of advisers; (iii) collaboration and team building
by working together in multicultural and multidisciplinary teams (defined according to the “EPS 10
Golden Rules” and the Belbin profiles); (iv) creativity and innovation by being expose to ill-defined
open-ended problems, i.e., with very general requirements such as the budget, the applicable European
Union (EU) directives, and the adoption of the International System of Units; (v) socio-professional
ethics by tackling the related aspects of the project within the ETHDO module, with the writing
of a dedicated report chapter, and the PROJE module, with the establishment of associated project
requirements; and (vi) sustainable development by addressing all aspects related within the ESUSD and
PROJE modules, resulting in the writing of a dedicated report chapter and the identification of related
project requirements, respectively. Table 4 maps the EPS aims with the 4C2S framework.

Table 4. Mapping EPS@ISEP aims to 4C2S.

Aims CTPS EC CTB CI SD SPE

To train students in teamwork and to emphasise
realistic and real-life situations � � � � � �
To demonstrate the ability to use modern design tools
and techniques � � �
To demonstrate the ability to plan and run a
team-based project � � � �
To show the ability to communicate clearly in writing
(a proper project report) as well as by other means � � � �

6. EPS@ISEP Pet Tracker Case Study

In the spring of 2013, a team of four students from Finland, Poland, Portugal, and Spain, with
background education in Industrial Engineering and Management, Biotechnology, Electrical and
Computer Engineering, and Computer Engineering chose to develop a pet tracker [30].

A pet tracker is a device used to monitor and track a pet, which can be used for different purposes,
e.g., to follow hunting dogs or to verify the whereabouts of a domestic pet. While in terms of the
determination of the location of the animal, these devices can use Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) or the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), in terms of the range of operation,
i.e., communication with the owner, they rely either on the GSM/General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
network or on Radio Frequency (RF) transceiver pairs. The positioning accuracy corresponds typically,
in the case of the usage of the GSM, to the cell size, i.e., from hundreds to thousands of meters while,
in the case of the GNSS, to less than 5 m. While the main objective was to design and develop a pet
tracking system, after analysing the state of the art, the team decided to add an activity monitoring
feature for product differentiation. This feature allowed the owner to keep track of the pet’s activity
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and to schedule the exercise it needed. According to the team, the product should “create a unique
environment for the pet owner, where functionalities meet the client needs” [31]. Therefore, the final
goal was to design, develop, and build a system allowing the pet owner not only to check the location
of the pet but also to monitor and share on social media its daily level of activity.

The team, based on the market research, concluded that the Pet Tracker would be the first
European pet activity tracking solution. This distinctive feature would make Pet Tracker unique in
the European market. Regarding the particular market to address, the team decided first to aim for
the Finnish market. The Finnish monthly median gross income was at the time 2776 e [32] with
approximately 600,000 registered dogs, including approximately 450,000 pure-bred [33]. Finally, the
students determined a final price for the Pet Tracker of 230 e, including fixed costs and a three month
service. The monthly service fee packages contemplated by the team were (i) the 3-month package
(19.99 e); (ii) the half-year package (34.99 e); and (iii) the full-year package (64.99 e).

The team considered the environmental, social, and economic components of sustainability.
Concerning the environmental aspects, the students focused on the control and reduction of the
materials and resources used, as well as on the waste produced. The goal was to select materials as
durable and recyclable as possible, since using durable and recyclable materials reduces the ecological
footprint and creates a better image for the company. They also planned to adhere to electronic device
disposal services, promoting the reuse of components and the dispatch of leftovers to the appropriate
disposal centres. Regarding the economic aspects of sustainability, among others, the team declared the
need to have a continuous improvement/development process, including performance measurement,
target setting, action taking, and result review. Such a continuous improvement process implies the
development and adoption of quality, environmental, and risk management systems. The social
sustainability perspective, i.e., the health and security of the customer and of the pet, was one of
the most important concerns of the team. Consequently, the team became committed to designing a
harmless and comfortable product both to humans and animals, i.e., the materials, components, and
shape of the device must be safe for both the pet and the owner. Finally, the team analysed different
codes of ethics and embraced the Fundamental Canons of the Code of Ethics for Engineers of the
National Society of Professional Engineers [34]. The code was applied at different stages of the project.
The team detailed the main concerns regarding the Pet Tracker from the marketing, environmental,
safety and health, manufacturing, intellectual property, and liability viewpoints.

After taking into consideration these different project design dimensions, the team decided to create
a product with the following requirements: (i) provide a Web interface for pet owners; (ii) display tracks
using Google Maps; (iii) adopt open source technologies; and (vi) offer a light, small, wearable device for
pets with on-board data storage, data download interface, and power autonomy of at least 48 h.

The proposed analysis framework was first applied to the team’s wiki, which is available at
http://www.eps2013-wiki2.dee.isep.ipp.pt/, specifically, to the project logbook. It found a total of
54 supporting evidences of the six core competencies. Figure 2 displays the results. As expected, the
logbook provides multiple evidences of the different framework dimensions. Effective communication,
critical thinking and problem solving, collaboration and team building, and socio-professional
ethics are predominant. While the logbook provides few creativity and innovation and sustainable
development evidences, multiple evidences of this competency can be found in the paper, report, and
video of the team.

Figure 3 shows the EPS@ISEP timeline, providing an overall view of the global events, the
mandatory teacher feedback on the left size and the team inputs on the right side. Furthermore, the
corresponding Pet Tracker team inputs (deliverables) were analysed using the 4C2S framework. The
central strip identifies the professional competencies developed by the team based on the evidences
found in the deliverables, using a matrix format. The columns correspond, from left to right, to
critical thinking and problem solving, effective communication, collaboration and team building,
creativeness and innovation, sustainable development, and socio-professional ethics, whereas the lines
identify milestones or deadlines. Whenever there is a clear evidence that the team activity induced the
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development of the corresponding professional competency, the cell is highlighted with the matching
colour and a tick.

Figure 2. Evidences found in the weekly logbook.

Figure 3. EPS@ISEP process timeline.

7. Discussion

Senior capstone programmes provide a comprehensive experience that helps students make the
transition from academic life to professional life [22]. Not only do team-based projects encourage
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students to develop and improve employability skills, such as team work, problem solving, and
intra-team communication [35] but also students undertaking real community-oriented projects report
a significantly stronger development of work-ready skills [36]. EPS@ISEP not only develops these
skills but also follows the trends identified by Hackman et al. [22]: relies on technology, selects
service-learning and community-based multidisciplinary projects, and incorporates ethical and
sustainability principles into the capstone project.

The 4C2S analysis framework is intended to identify evidences supporting the development
by capstone programmes of the core professional competencies in future engineering graduates.
Although it can be further detailed, it covers the critical competencies pinpointed by ABET, EA, UKEC,
and ENAEE, namely, the scientific, personal, societal, ethical, and sustainability dimensions. These
competency dimensions have been mapped into the set of desired engineering employability skills.
According to the Royal Academy of Engineering [37], they comprise knowledge, wider employability
skills, such as communication, team working, and organisational skills, and important professional
behaviours such as ethics. Robinson [38] identified a growing demand for sustainability literacy as
organisations across the public, private, and voluntary sectors sought graduates who could help them
adapt their policies and practices to meet sustainability objectives. Moreover, the proposed extension
of the 4Cs with 2Ss competencies is aligned with the employability agenda, which is about getting
graduates to adapt to the new flexible workplace. On the one hand, Conlon [39] stated that “a narrow
focus on the skills and values of individual students related to employability is not adequate to prepare
them for the challenge of delivering sustainable and just engineering solutions” and that “students
need to develop the capacity to situate their individual practice as engineers in its wider social context”.
On the other hand, for Robinson [40], “employability is about what makes for successful employment
and about maximising good consequences for the individual and society; it is also intrinsically a good,
and therefore not value-free”.

Existing skills frameworks typically fall into the 4Cs competencies but fail to include the 2Ss.
It is the case of the engineering employability skills framework of Yuzainee et al. [18] for Malaysian
engineering graduates. It comprises three main groups—personal knowledge, personal attributes, and
personal skills—and ten types of skills—communication, team work, lifelong learning, professionalism,
problem-solving and decision-making, competency in application and practice, knowledge of science
and engineering principles, knowledge of contemporary issues, engineering system approach, and
competency in specific engineering disciplines.

The proposed 4C2S framework was applied to the learning process of a team of students
throughout the capstone semester, searching for evidences of the development of the six critical
professional competences. Specifically, it inspected the process timeline, the produced deliverables,
and the attitude of the teams, identifying signs of professional behaviour and team work, e.g., the ability
to meet deadlines, to define agendas, to lead meetings, to solve conflicts, to report and discuss findings,
and to together reach a solution to an open-ended problem. It has been shown that the EPS@ISEP
programme complies with the 4C2S framework, as depicted in Figures 2 and 3. On the one hand,
the experiential learning techniques, such as those adopted by EPS@ISEP, provide various learning
experiences such as critical thinking, collaborative learning, and peer evaluation [41]. On the other
hand, the pervasive focus on sustainability and ethics imprints these concerns in the future engineers.
The goal of the EPS programme is more ambitious than just expecting the students to implement
prototypes (in this case the “Pet Tracker”)—it also makes them contribute with their distinct visions of
the problem to a common consensual solution. This process is not always easy, since at this educational
level the students are not used to collaborating with peers from different nationalities (implying
distinct cultural backgrounds) and from different study backgrounds (engineering students tend to
think differently from business and product design students).
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8. Conclusions

Engineering degrees have different focuses when it comes to the development of professional
competencies in undergraduates. While the academic-oriented concentrate on the development of
traditional hard competencies and the market-driven consider the 4Cs, this work proposes a holistic
perspective, extending the 4Cs with socio-professional ethics and sustainability competencies (2Ss).
This extension aims to reposition the engineering profession at the heart of the society by introducing
well-being and well-doing as central goals of the engineering practice. In terms of contributions, this
work proposes the 4C2S analysis framework, which derives from the needs identified by the society,
professional associations, and businesses for Engineering education, as well as an application method
for engineering capstone programmes. The adopted method searches for evidences of the development
of the desired professional competencies in engineering undergraduates.

To illustrate the application of the framework, the EPS@ISEP engineering capstone
implementation and the Pet Tracker project were described and analysed in the light of 4C2S.
It involved the mapping of the aims, learning processes, and mandatory deliverables of the EPS@ISEP
to the development of the six core competencies and the collection of related evidences from the
deliverables and learning journey of the Pet Tracker team. The result shows that EPS@ISEP contributes
to fostering the desired 4C2S competencies in engineering undergraduates, comprising the much
sought combination of soft, hard, and character employability skills.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

4C2S CTPS, EC, CTB, CI, SI, and SPE
AMA American Management Association
ABET Accreditation Board of Engineering Technology
CI Creativity and innovation
CTB Collaboration and team building
CTPS Critical thinking and problem solving
EA Engineers Australia
EC Effective communication
ECTU European Credit Transfer System Unit
ENAEE European Network for Accreditation of Engineering Education
EPS European Project Semester
ESUSD Energy and Sustainable Development
ETHDO Ethics and Deontology
GET Global Engineering Teams
GPRS Global Packet Radio Service
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
ISEP Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto
MACOM Marketing and Communication
NAE National Academy of Engineering
NSPE National Society of Professional Engineers
PORTU Foreign Language
PRMTW Project Management and Team Work
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PROJE Project
RF Radio Frequency
SD Sustainable Development
SDG Sustainable Development Goal
SPE Socio-professional ethics
UKEC United Kingdom Engineering Council
USA United States of America
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Abstract: Projects have become an essential instrument for the success of universities. In a context
of globalization and increasing complexity, they must sharpen their resourcefulness to face these
challenges and adapt to this changing environment. To reach these objectives, they undertake a
series of activities of a unique, concrete and temporary nature, not always technical but managerial
ones. If universities work with people on projects in the production, transmission and dissemination
of knowledge, then they link with society to solve its problems. For this reason, teaching and
research staff (TRS) should promote a range of professional project management (PM) competences in
different areas for the proper management of the projects in which they take part. Through a Delphi
technique, a panel of twenty-four accredited teaching experts who are carrying out significant research
and holding directive roles, measured the importance of acquiring and/or improving professional
PM competences by their TRS. Consensus and stability reached after two rounds of consultation
confirmed there are a series of crucial competences for the practice of relevant teaching and pioneer
research. Results obtained are the basis for a gap plan that allows the TRS to participate in and/or
lead university projects with greater self-confidence and personal motivation.

Keywords: project management; competences; engineering education; teaching and research staff

1. Introduction

In the university context, the TRS undertakes projects of diverse nature. However, despite their
variety, their approaches are comparable to professional projects [1]. Firstly, there are research projects,
with an administrative and documentary complexity normally proportional to their scope. Then,
there are projects that arise from companies’ needs, developed as collaborative initiatives through
agreements, contracts or even industrial doctoral theses. Next, there are educational innovation and
educative improvement projects. After that, there are entrepreneurship projects that help students
engage themselves in real experiences. Finally, there is the university management itself, which covers
many different types of projects, such as the design of internal management systems; the creation
of research and educational innovation groups; the organization of faculties, technical schools, and
departments; or even the assessment of degree programs, among many others. All these actions require
stakeholder involvement, adapting their needs to specific requirements, and to carrying them out
within planned schedules and budgets and with limited resources, considering risks and opportunities.

Teachers and researchers themselves usually formulate, manage, execute and/or evaluate different
modalities of university projects. To do this, the TRS is not isolated but they are members of
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organizational structures, in which they administrate public and private resources, and engage both
internal and external stakeholders to create, share and transfer knowledge to society. Even though
research and educational innovation groups are autonomous organizations with their own strategies,
governance, interests, culture and values, they insert within universities, supporting the formulation of
projects. In this context, these groups manage their projects. Therefore, their members have to acquire
and/or improve the necessary competences to work in projects.

Nevertheless, educational and research processes select and promote the TRS, without any
consideration of management aspects, so they have to develop a range of competences in transversal
areas, if they want to succeed in the projects in which they participate, as directors or as team members.
Besides, if the recognition of their competences culminates in a formal process, including the issuance
of a certificate of the competence possessed by an authorized institution [2], then the adaptability of
the TRS is acquired, which facilitates their transferability in different contexts [3].

2. Background

2.1. Knowledge and Innovation Society

Universities are the center of the knowledge society. In fact, the link between universities and
society and the organization of this around the abstract and universalized understanding of the
world that universities provide are distinguishing features of the knowledge society [4]. The role of
universities in stimulating innovation has long been accepted [5], bringing new ideas to society and
being an integral economic engine. Figure 1 relates the sequence for the innovation process. Multiple
factors and motivations that yield actions instigate innovation. These acts usually involve making
inputs and driving research, development, production and distribution. Because of this, their outputs
emerge as new knowledge and inventions, submit into outcomes as endeavors or enterprises, and
impact on the promotion of more innovation activities.

 

Motivation Actions Outputs Outcomes

InnovationImpact

Inputs Processes

Figure 1. Innovation process in the knowledge society.

In this context, it is necessary to emphasize that knowledge adds value through its contribution to
products, processes and people. Nevertheless, its management concerns with not only organizations
but also universities, entities and public institutions. As shown in Figure 2, knowledge management
includes its:

• Generation and development [6]
• Acquisition by an organization, identifying it from external environment and transforming it into

an usable representation [7]
• Sharing, enhancing firms agility while improving stability [8]
• Capitalization, preserving and perpetuating the most critical one [9]
• Transfer, exchanging ideas, proofs and expertise and adding value [10]
• Application, maximizing organizational performance [11]
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Figure 2. Knowledge management processes.

Furthermore, in a global and knowledge-driven economy, innovation is critical to competitiveness,
long-term productivity growth, and prosperity. Thus, research bridges scientific discoveries and
practical applications, as well as educates for giving skills to new generations, in order to convert
knowledge into innovative products and services [12]. Consequently, several topics related to
engineering appear in order to face challenges of the knowledge society. Under these circumstances,
the address of complex problems that balance interdisciplinarity and commitment is the basis for the
qualification of future engineers, once disciplinary skills are achieved [13].

2.2. Research Universities

In the knowledge and innovation society, research universities are key institutions for social and
economic development. They are characterized by their global mission, research intensity, diversified
funding, worldwide recruitment, increasing complexity, relationship with public administrations and
industry, and global collaboration with other universities. These achievements are made through
focusing on the discovery of new knowledge to develop the next generation of scholars, decision
makers and entrepreneurs [14]. Moreover, research universities interact at different levels within the
global market [15], including:

• Qualification possibilities which students benefit from
• Prestige associated with their publications
• Effectiveness and transferability of knowledge provided

On the other hand, the success of research universities depends on the TRS potential, funds in
order to run, and a flexible structure. These properties allow them to succeed in different cultural and
political contexts without sacrificing their autonomy and organizational vision. As summarized in
Figure 3, research universities can be identified by [16]:

• Pioneer research, inspiring the TRS to generate new knowledge in a creative and useful way, as a
stable driving force that ends connecting industry and university

• Relevant teaching, contributing to the strengthening and prestige of the institution in which it
takes place, and being current, reflecting, suitable and not isolated
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• Link with society, being significant to create substantial incomes in order to operate, and meeting
social needs, at the forefront of progress, research and innovation

 

Figure 3. Intrinsic characteristics of research universities.

In summary, research universities serve the progress of society, solving its problems, threats,
opportunities and/or needs [17]. Research universities are challenged to become the engine of
transformation of society [18], recovering the original concept of the university as an institution of
generation, tutelage and dissemination of knowledge [19]. International rankings such as the Academic
Ranking of World Universities, Scimago Institutions Rankings, Center for World Global Universities
Ranking, University Ranking by Academic Performance or the Ranking Web of Universities, among
others, consider these aforementioned characteristics. In fact, if these are taken into account, then
universities can lead to an improved position in rankings [20].

2.3. Project Management Competences

Projects have become omnipresent not only in economy but also in society [21]. However,
they require an adjustment of organizational solutions, individual competences and changes in
understanding their effects [22]. According to the Standish Group [23], almost twenty percent of
all implemented projects are never finished, while forty-five percent are finished but with aberrations
from their original goals, and only thirty-five percent can be described as efficiently implemented. In
a context in which organizations face more and more challenges, it is necessary to find out what is
needed to advance sustained and long-term solutions through increasingly more complex, fluid, and
multicultural projects [24].

Additionally, the concept of competence in PM has been researched for many purposes, providing
a detailed examination of its evolution [25] or explaining the role of knowledge in defining position
descriptions [26]. However, the understanding and application of knowledge, tools and techniques
recognized as good practices are not enough for effectively managing projects [27]. It also requires
specific skills and general abilities.

Nevertheless, almost all PM standards are process-oriented. On the contrary, very few of them
are competence-based, defining the specifications needed for a good performance of people in project
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environments [28]. While the first group of standards typically prescribes procedures and methods,
ensuring organizations to have a universal approach in managing projects, the second one presents a
wide spectrum of knowledge and skills that organizations need for success, holding people to perform
tasks in projects [29]. From this perspective, the development of competences by personnel and
maturity by organizations leads to the success of projects and related business [30].

On the other hand, the most extended and oldest PM associations worldwide are the International
Project Management Association (IPMA) and the Project Management Institute (PMI). IPMA is a
federation founded in 1965 and composed of seventy national associations. PMI is a professional
membership association founded in 1969, with over half a million members and certification holders
in one hundred eighty-five countries. Both IPMA [31–33] and PMI [34–36], as well as the International
Standards Organization (ISO) 21500 [37] and European Union (EU) PM2 [38] standards, among others,
guide their foundational standards, bodies of knowledge, methodologies, practical guides, baselines
and frameworks focused on three approaches, as represented in Figure 4:

• Projects: Knowledge and practices to manage individual projects
• Organizations: Knowledge and practices to manage projects, programs and portfolios
• People: Development, counselling, registration and certification

Projects

ISO
21500

OrganizationsPeople

PMI
OPM

IPMA
OCB

IPMA
PEB

PMI
PMBOK

PMI
PMCDF

IPMA
ICB

Project Management
Body of Knowledge

Organizational
Project Management

Individual
Competence Baseline

Project Excellence
Baseline

Project Management
Competency Development Framework

Organizational
Competence Baseline

EU
PM2

Figure 4. EU, IPMA, ISO and PMI project management approaches.

In the context of PM, competences include a set of abilities to mobilize knowledge, skills and
resources to reach the expected performance in work, adding them economic and social value [39]. This
combination of elements, related to work contexts (such as abilities, capabilities, expertise, experience,
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knowledge and skills), complement and integrate in conjunction with personal attributes (such as
attitude, behavior, motivation, personality and personal values) [40].

The importance of both “hard” competences (relating to processes) and “soft” ones (dealing
with people and their environment) is widely recognized in PM [41,42], but managers are ultimately
responsible for balancing and optimizing their application. From this perspective, to learn about
individual and organizational competences (and not only about technical ones) is critical, in order to
complete the role transformation from engineers and other technicians to managers [43,44].

EU and ISO organizations and IPMA and PMI associations also group individual competences
into three blocks:

• For IPMA ICB4 [31] and EU PM2 [38]: Perspective, practice and people

• For PMI PMBOK6 [36]: Strategic-business, technical and leadership

• For PMI PMCDF3 [34]: Knowledge, performance and personal

• For ISO 21500 [37]: Contextual, technical and behavioral

Many researchers classify PM competences analogously as professional associations and
international organizations:

• For Cheng, Dainty and Moore [45]: Occupational, understanding and attitudinal

• For Crawford [46]: Input, personal and output

• For Le Deist and Winterton [47]: Social, functional and cognitive

• For Binkley et al. [48]: Living in the world, tools for work and ways of thinking

• For Onisk [49]: Compliance, professional and behavioral

• For Omidvar et al. [50]: Contextual, job and personal

• For Teijeiro, Rungo and Freire [51]: Instrumental, interpersonal and systemic

• For Chipulu et al. [29]: Knowledge and expertise, managerial and personal traits

In summary, PM by competences, thanks to its intrinsic transverse and humanistic condition,
covers management requirements in any sector [52], including research and education, which is
considered as a professional sector as any other in this research. Within this framework, development
of competences by the TRS allows achieving better project performance, thanks to growing motivation,
better self-organization and reduced need for centralized control [53]. However, there are many
ways of acquiring and improving them, depending on the organizational structure and its integrated
management system, as well as on singularities and functions found in the organization chart in which
they are located, as professional workers of the research and education sector.

2.3.1. Competences for PM practitioners

To manage projects requires a series of competences including interpersonal skills, technical
abilities, cognitive aptitudes, abilities to understand both context and people and integrate leadership
behaviors [54]. In fact, many studies highlight the impact of individual competences on project
success [54–59]. In this regard, managerial skills and personal traits are critical to manage complex
environments characterized by rapid changes and uncertainty [29].

In general, if organizations adjust their work arrangements to accommodate professional
standards in PM, coordination is facilitated and performance is improved [60]. Among contrasted
professional models, IPMA and PMI ones are internationally recognized in professional PM [61], and
actually appear as more flexible and adaptive approaches than rigid frameworks [62].

On the one hand, the standard ICB 4 by IPMA [31] offers unique and role-specific competence
development guidelines for improving project success, training and certifying practitioners. These
professionals will probably work in disseminated environments with overlapping and conflicting
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stakeholder interests. In most cases, real-time data and performance management tools will shape
them, too much information and not enough communication will challenge them, and their ability to
deliver outcomes that align with short- and long-term strategies will judge them.

On the contrary, the standard PMCDF 3 by PMI [34] proposes the necessary specific skills and
general management proficiencies required to domain for projects. At the same time, the standard
PMBOK 6 by PMI [36] provides guidelines for managing individual projects and defines PM related
concepts, such as methods, processes and practices.

To learn and train them, PMCDF and PMBOK by PMI standards focus on the end itself, from the
premise that competences have a direct effect on performance. In opposition to them, the ICB by IPMA
approach pays attention to the method itself, offering a series of proposals for individual development.
Among them, self-study, peer-to-peer development, education and training, coaching and mentoring,
and simulation and serious games are highlighted.

This approach based on international professional standards has demonstrated its utility for
strategic projects (aligning objectives [63]), for educational projects (connecting teaching subjects with
real-world problems [64]), and for research projects (driving the formation of the personnel [65]),
influencing their effectiveness [66]. In Table 1, PM competences of the IPMA model are compared in
pairs with PMI ones.

Table 1. Comparative between IPMA and PMI approaches.

IPMA ICB 4 Code PMI PMCDF 3 and PMBOK 6

Perspective: Strategic and business management:
Strategy C01 Strategy and business

Governance, structures and processes C02 Organizational process assets
Compliance, standards and regulations C03 Organizational systems

Power and interest C04 Politics and power
Culture and values C05 Enterprise environmental factors

People: Personal:
Self-reflection and self-management B01 Managing

Personal integrity and reliability B02 Professionalism
Personal communication B03 Communicating

Relations and engagement B04 Personality
Leadership B05 Leading
Teamwork B06 Being collaborative

Conflict and crisis B07 Dealing with people
Resourcefulness B08 Cognitive ability

Negotiation B09 Getting things done
Result orientation B10 Effectiveness

Practice: Technical:
Design T01 Tailoring

Requirements, objectives and benefits T02 Goals and objectives
Scope T03 Scope
Time T04 Time

Organization and information T05 Communication
Quality T06 Quality
Finance T07 Cost

Resources T08 Human resources
Procurement and partnership T09 Procurement

Plan and control T10 Scheduling
Risk and opportunities T11 Risks

Stakeholders T12 Stakeholders
Change and transformation T13 Integration

Select and balance T14 Prioritization
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2.3.2. Competences for Students

In education, cooperative project-based learning proposals and coworking competence-based
training initiatives can introduce professional PM competences into theoretical educational
frameworks [67,68]. In the case of the EU and Latin America, these approaches are broadly covered
by [52]:

• Definition and Selection of Competencies (DeSeCo) Project by the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) [69] during the pre-university stage. It tries to instill that
students assert rights and duties, communicate, conduct plans and projects, construct alliances,
cooperate, empathize, make decisions, negotiate, recognize merits, resolve conflicts, are self-aware,
suggest alternatives, support others, and take responsibilities.

• European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the Latin America Academic Training (ALFA)
Tuning Projects [70,71] during the university stage. They try to ensure that students analyze,
appreciate diversity, are competitive, creative and critical, commit, communicate, lead, learn,
make decisions, motivate, solve problems, synthesize, take initiative, and work as a team.

It is possible to organize both projects, as shown in Table 2, if knowing how to:

• Understand: Theoretical knowledge of academic fields

• Act: Practical application of knowledge to specific situations

• Be: Value as an integral element in social contexts

Table 2. Comparative among DeSeCo Project and Tuning Project competences.

OECD DeSeCo Project ALFA amd EHEA Tuning Project

Use tools interactively: Instrumental:
Reframe the problem Problem solving

Learn from past actions Applying knowledge in practice
Evaluate the value of information Basic general knowledge

Analyze issues and interests Working in international context
Understand of debate Judgement of cultures and customs

Interact in heterogeneous groups: Interpersonal:
Understand own interests Criticism and self-criticism
Know rules and principles Ethical commitment

Use communication skills effectively Communication
Be empathetic Appreciation of diversity

Make decisions Leadership
Present ideas and listen to others Teamwork

Manage emotions Motivation
Suggest alternative solutions Creativity

Negotiate Cooperation
Identify action consequences Initiative and entrepreneurial spirit

Act autonomously: Technical:
Define projects and set goals Project design and management

Prioritize needs and goals Will to succeed
Have an idea of the system Learning

Construct arguments Research
Organize knowledge and information Information management

Choose among available options Concern for quality
Use technology Elementary computing

Evaluate necessary resources Working autonomously
Construct tactical alliances Interaction with technical experts

Monitor progress Organization and planning
Understand patterns Analysis and synthesis

Identify areas of agreement Working in heterogeneous teams
Access adequate information sources Adaptation to new situations

Balance resources to meet goals Decision making
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First, the DeSeCo project helps young people develop as individuals and professionals in training
projects that will last a lifetime, addressing complex demands by putting into action, in specific
situations, psychological resources, skills and attitudes. After that, the Tuning projects seek to enable
university students to prepare and carry out sufficiently and responsibly the tasks entrusted to them,
as future professionals.

2.3.3. Competences in Engineering Education

In the field of engineering, companies require future engineers to have a wide range of
competences that allow them to meet labor market expectations and to face successfully challenges
that the changing world is promoting [72]. From this point of view, engineering education must
add to main subject areas those competences that help them into entrepreneurial, environmental and
social contexts and the understanding of professionals’ characteristics [73–76]. Consequently, technical
competences are no longer enough. Instead, the engineers’ profile has to be based on the ability and
willingness for learning, solid knowledge of basic natural sciences and good knowledge of any field of
technology, in addition to general human and social values [77].

In the context of engineering education, three competence-based programs accreditation stand
out for their dissemination and assurance of results:

• Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology (ABET) accreditation [78]

• Conceive → Design → Implement → Operate (CDIO) initiative [79]

• European Accredited Engineer (EUR-ACE®) label [80]

Comparative analyses among ABET, CDIO and EUR-ACE frameworks have been realized in
the last years [72,77,81–86], concluding that there are many more similarities than differences, with
all of them placing individual competences at the center of educational systems in which they have
been implemented.

Firstly, the Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology (ABET) was founded in 1980
in the United States by a series of member engineering societies. ABET shows the indispensable
competences for engineers classifying them in two categories: hard skills (technical ones in nature)
and professional ones (makers of real differences among professionals) [87], as exposed in Table 3.
Besides, it underlines the importance of the competences needed for professional practice rather than
emphasizing the curriculum [88]. Currently, almost eight hundred institutions of more than thirty
countries are participating in ABET accreditation programs.

Table 3. ABET competences for engineering students.

Hard skills:

Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering
Design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data

Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic constraints
Identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems

Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering practice

Professional skills:

Function on multidisciplinary teams
Understand of professionalism and ethical responsibility

Communicate effectively
Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic, environmental, and societal context

Engage in life-long learning
Know contemporary issues

Secondly, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in collaboration with Chalmers University of
Technology, Linköping University and the Royal Institute of Technology, proposed in 2000 the CDIO
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initiative (Conceive → Design → Implement → Operate). The CDIO framework defines competences
that students must own when completing their training as engineers, including not only generic,
personal and interpersonal competences but also those that have traditionally been identified as typical
of engineering [89], as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. CDIO competences for engineering students.

Technical knowledge and reasoning: Interpersonal skills:

Basic science Teamwork
Fundamental engineering Communication

Advanced engineering Foreign languages

Personal and professional attributes: CDIO in business and social contexts:

Engineering reasoning Social context
Problem solving Business context

Experimentation and discovery Conceive
Systemic thinking Design
Personal attitudes Implement
Professional skills Operate

Likewise, the CDIO proposal masters a deep knowledge in fundamental techniques, leading the
promotion of new products, processes and systems, and understanding the importance and strategic
impact of research and technological development in society [90,91]. Currently, almost one hundred
fifty institutions of almost forty countries are participating in CDIO accreditation programs.

Thirdly, the European Network for Accreditation of Engineering Education created the European
Accredited Engineer (EUR-ACE®) system in 2006, after the Bologna Process. The EUR-ACE project
formulates framework standards for the accreditation of higher education programs in engineering [92],
as an entry route to the engineering profession. It has proved to be a powerful tool to improve
both academic quality and relevance for the workplace [93]. Its main objective is to promote the
quality of engineering graduates in order to facilitate their professional mobility and strengthen their
personal and collective skills, as collected in Table 5. In summary, the EUR-ACE label assures that
educational programs prepare graduates who are able to assume relevant roles in the job market [94].
Currently, more than three hundred institutions of more than thirty countries have accredited their
engineering programs.

2.3.4. Competences for Workplace

Employability includes an array of technical and non-technical competences, encompassing
knowledge, skills, expertise and even experience, to ensure that students are able to put them
into practice, which is why educational stages must include them [95]. In the twenty-first century,
organizations seek versatile individuals, even for entry-level jobs [96]. In this context, executives
consider competences a very important attribute in labor applicants [97], becoming extremely
important for job hires in many occupations [98], thanks to their potential role in maximizing business
success [99].

Numerous studies have compared and compiled competences demanded by the labor
market [100–103]. All of them agree on those related to or present in projects, such as communication,
creativity, critical thinking, ethics, leadership, problem solving, professionalism, results orientation,
self-management, or teamwork, among others. Shortly, candidates who add value with their
competences have the ability to make a difference in obtaining and retaining the jobs for which
they have been prepared [104].
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Table 5. EUR-ACE competences for engineering students.

Knowledge and Understanding:

Scientific and mathematical principles underlying own engineering branch
Key aspects and concepts of own engineering branch

Forefront of own engineering branch

Engineering Analysis:

Identification, formulation and resolution of engineering problems using established methods
Analysis of engineering products, processes and methods

Selection an application of relevant analytic and modelling methods

Engineering Design:

Development and realization of designs to meet defined and specified requirements
Use of design methodologies

Investigation:

Search of literature and use of data bases and other sources of information
Design and conduction of appropriate experiments and interpretation of the data and drawing

Workshop and laboratory skills

Engineering Practice:

Selection and use of appropriate equipment, tools and methods
Combination of theory and practice to solve engineering problems

Understanding of applicable techniques and methods, and of their limitations
Awareness of the non-technical implications of engineering practice

Transferable skills:

Function effectively as individuals and as members of a team
Use of diverse methods to communicate effectively with engineering community and society at large

Awareness of health, safety and legal issues and responsibilities of engineering practice
Commitment to professional ethics, responsibilities and norms of engineering practice

Awareness of project management and business practices
Engagement in independent and life-long learning

3. Objectives

The main objective of this research was to establish the importance of the TRS acquisition and
improvement of professional PM competences in the university context. From the list of competences
proposed by IPMA, the most important ones are the priority competences. If the development
of professional PM practices had the necessary resources, then the universities would be closer to
succeeding in the projects they have undertaken, and consequently they would contribute efficiently
to society. The context of the research is schemed in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Framework of the research.

Knowledge society needs the transfer of new ideas to the market in order to make use of them.
For this reason, universities become an essential economic driver and also play a crucial role in its
construction, in terms of prosperity [105,106]. From an external perspective, universities confront these
challenges undertaking projects that allow them to implement their strategies. At the same time, it
requires a management system that responds to demands of adaptability, flexibility and availability,
constituting itself as a device of change, adaptation and transformation [107,108].

PM tools and techniques can be applied to higher education sector [109,110], helping to affront
challenges and barriers and improving its efficiency. If university projects are managed by PM methods
to teach [111,112], research [113,114] and transfer [115,116], then the application of PM competences
by the TRS can promote success in achieving objectives, providing value and generating synergies
among institution members, universities, companies and social agents.

The IPMA ICB model focuses on people and helps to relate to a changing context and establish
fundamental values to enhance society [64], incorporating human relations and social dynamics to the
technical and technological dimensions. From a holistic point of view, the IPMA ICB approach is the
most potentially applicable and useful professional PM framework at the university and incorporating
sustained success principles [117,118]. However, other professional PM methodologies, such as
PMI PMBOK or PMI PMCDF, which focus on processes, contribute the success of teaching and
research projects, as flexible, open and transversal tools [119,120]. It can be noted that both are
completely compatible. The former empowers the TRS and the latter establish a management system
for their support.

4. Methodology

The purpose of this research was to emphasize the most relevant competences by the TRS for the
development of projects undertaken in the university context. To achieve it, a Delphi technique was
used. Figure 6 summarizes the process steps.
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Figure 6. Research methodology.

The Delphi Technique is a prospective method for structuring an effective communication process
that allows a group of individuals, as a whole, to deal with complex problems [121]. This process
ends when the answers by a group of experts from a series of intensive questionnaires reach a
reliable consensus and stability [122]. These iterations combine with controlled comments thanks
to the provision of feedback from participants, who own expertise in the key area. At the same
time, it is particularly useful to collect ideas on the specific topic and establish agreement to discover
the underlying assumptions or perspectives among them, while avoiding the loss of its theoretical
framework [123]. Once the process starts, the Delphi technique allows determining experts’ points of
arrangement, level of consensus and hierarchy of their importance.

The initial step to be done is the selection of experts [124]. That is, the Delphi technique has to
be executed with the participation of individuals who have knowledge and competence in the study
subject [123], as well as a deep understanding of the problem [125]. Therefore, the selection of the
panel is one of the most critical actions of the process [126].

Thus, to be part of the initial sample, it was necessary that experts relate to engineering education,
come from institutions where DeSeCo and Tuning projects are implemented and work in structures
accredited (or in process of accreditation) by ABET, CDIO and/or EUR-ACE programs. Besides, with
the aim of avoiding partiality, diversity and even lack of expertise, candidates had to comply additional
requirements:

• Experience managing innovation educational and international research projects: At least five of
each of them

• Experience in directive roles in universities: Faculty deans or directors of higher technical schools,
departments, educational innovation and research groups Accredited relevant teaching experience:
At least ten years of recognition (two quinquennia)

• Pioneer research at an international level: At least twelve years of impact and quality research
(two sexennia)

Afterwards, it was necessary to design the research question that would be asked to the experts.
The original research question was formulated in Spanish language and distributed among professors
and researchers from Spanish and Latin American engineering schools, whereas both institutions and
individuals had to meet the requirements set out above. The research question is translated exactly in
the following terms:
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“On a scale from 0 to 10, being 0 trivial and 10 essential, indicate the degree of importance
that you grant to the acquisition and improvement of the following competences, by the
teaching and research staff -TRS-, in the university context, in order to carry out the projects in
which they participate, both for the practice of a relevant and sustainable teaching, especially
in educational innovation projects, and for developing their research, in R+D+i projects,
among others.”

Then, the list of twenty-nine competences of the IPMA model and their definition (brief description,
including purpose, knowledge needed and skills involved) was presented to experts asking them to
rate their importance on a scale of 0–10, both for educational innovation projects on the one hand, and
research projects on the other hand. Next, two stop criteria were predefined: achievement of consensus
and stability. The fulfilling of the conditions imposed are [127,128]:

• Consensus was scored through the interquartile range (IQR):

Definition: Difference between the third quartile (Q3) and the first one (Q1)
Acceptance: Variation of equal or less than twenty percent

• Stability was calculated using the relative interquartile range (RIR):

Definition: IQR divided into the second quartile (Q2)
Admission: Variation within the twenty-five percent of the value range

Finally, it was necessary to evaluate answers obtained once reliable data were also validated.
To this end and for every question, the results of the Delphi technique were distributed and categorized
into five blocks through a double entry table, depending on their importance (much or little) and
consensus (majoritarian or scarce) [129], as presented in Figure 7. According to it, crucial factors re
those that have a high consensus and importance. Consequently, in this research, they must be the
primary focus of attention for the acquisition, development and improvement of professional PM
competences by the TRS.

Figure 7. Competences’ categorization according to importance and consensus.
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5. Results

A total of twenty-four respondents meeting the requisites established participated from 25 January
to 25 July 2018. The group of experts of the international academic community invited belong to
sixteen universities from Spain and Latin America, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Location of experts.

Institutions Country Characteristics

Monterrey Institute of Technology Mexico

Polytechnic
Polytechnic University of Catalonia (2) Spain
Polytechnic University of Madrid (4) Spain
Polytechnic University of Valencia (2) Spain
Salesian Polytechnic University Ecuador

Jaume I University Spain

Generalist

Pontifical Catholic University Chile
University of Cadiz (2) Spain
University of Cordoba Spain
University of Granada (2) Spain
University of Huelva Spain
University of Oviedo Spain
University of Piura Peru
University of Seville (2) Spain
University of Valladolid Spain

National Distance Education University Spain Distance

Furthermore, expert applicants develop their activities in eighteen knowledge areas related to
engineering, as summarized in Table 7.

Table 7. Knowledge areas of experts.

Knowledge Areas

Architectural projects
Business administration

Construction engineering (2)
Education science

Electrical engineering
Energy efficiency

Engineering projects (4)
Environmental technology
Industrial organization (2)

Inorganic chemistry
Market trading

Manufacturing processes (2)
Materials science

Mechanical engineering
Prospecting and mining

Rural development
Statistics and operational research

Structures

Finally, experience managing and leading teaching and research projects are briefed in Table 8,
including the range of minimum and maximum values obtained.
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Table 8. Experience and participation in teaching and research projects.

Teaching Experience Teaching Projects Research Experience Research Projects

~ 24 years
(from 11 to 39 years)

~ 9
(from 7 to 33 ones)

~ 20 years
(from 12 to 41 years)

~ 25
(from 6 to 140 ones)

5.1. Competences for teaching

Consensus and stability were met after two rounds of consultation for teaching projects. In fact,
only six of the twenty-nine elements of competence did not reach consensus in the first round (which
are marked in brown). However, sixteen experts modified their opinions not only in those ones but
also in fourteen other items in the second round (marked in green or blue if importance assigned
increased and in magenta or purple if decreased), augmenting their respective consensus, as well as
promoting a significant level of importance, as can be checked in Table 9.

Table 9. Results of Delphi panel for teaching.

Code

Round 1 Round 2
Importance Consensus Importance Consensus

M 1 SD 2 Q2 3 IQR 4 RIR 5 M 1 SD 2 Q2 3 IQR 4 RIR 5

Contextual:
C01 8.10 1.25 8 1 0.13 8.30 0.98 8 1 0.13
C02 7.10 2.05 7 2.75 0.39 7.60 1.35 7.5 1.75 0.23
C03 7.90 1.68 8 2 0.25 7.90 1.68 8 2 0.25
C04 7.25 1.89 7.5 1.75 0.23 7.40 1.43 7.5 1.75 0.23
C05 7.85 1.95 8 2 0.25 8.05 1.70 8 1.75 0.22

Behavioral:
B01 7.85 2.30 8.5 2 0.24 8.00 2.05 8.5 2 0.24
B02 8.80 1.20 9 2 0.22 8.80 1.20 9 2 0.22
B03 9.05 0.89 9 1.75 0.19 9.05 0.89 9 1.75 0.19
B04 7.80 1.51 8 2 0.25 7.80 1.51 8 2 0.25
B05 7.75 1.59 8 1.75 0.22 7.75 1.59 8 1.75 0.22
B06 8.25 1.25 8.5 2 0.24 8.25 1.25 8.5 2 0.24
B07 7.90 1.45 8 2 0.25 7.90 1.45 8 2 0.25
B08 8.60 1.35 9 1 0.11 8.80 0.83 9 1 0.11
B09 7.35 1.39 7 1.75 0.25 7.35 1.39 7 1.75 0.25
B10 8.60 1.14 9 1.75 0.19 8.60 1.14 9 1.75 0.19

Technical:
T01 8.40 0.99 8 1 0.13 8.55 0.89 8.5 1 0.12
T02 8.75 1.45 9 1.75 0.19 8.85 1.23 9 1.75 0.19
T03 7.35 1.53 7.5 1.75 0.23 7.50 1.47 8 1 0.13
T04 7.75 1.71 8 1.75 0.22 7.90 1.68 8 2 0.25
T05 7.35 1.31 7.5 1.75 0.23 7.50 1.19 8 1 0.13
T06 7.25 1.80 7.5 1 0.13 7.50 1.43 7.5 1 0.13
T07 7.00 1.78 6.5 2.75 0.42 7.45 1.19 7 1.75 0.25
T08 7.00 1.56 7 2 0.29 7.35 1.09 7 1.75 0.25
T09 5.70 2.30 6 2 0.33 6.20 0.77 6 1 0.17
T10 7.60 2.26 8 3.75 0.47 8.00 1.65 8 2 0.25
T11 6.75 1.62 7 2 0.29 6.65 1.31 7 1.75 0.25
T12 8.15 1.53 8 2.75 0.34 8.25 1.21 8 2 0.25
T13 7.35 1.84 7 2.75 0.39 7.60 0.99 7 1.75 0.25
T14 7.80 0.95 8 0.75 0.09 7.70 0.92 8 1 0.13

Average 7.74 1.72 7.88 1.44

Note: 1 M: Mean; 2 SD: Standard deviation; 3 Q1: 1st Quartile (25th percentile); 3 Q2: 2nd Quartile (50th percentile),
Q2 = Median; 3 Q3: 3rd Quartile (75th> percentile); 4 IQR: Interquartile Range, IQR= (Q3−Q1), ≤ 2.00 for consensus;
5 RIR: Relative Interquartile Range, RIR = (Q3−Q1)/Q2, ≤ 0.25 for stability.
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5.2. Competences for Research

Consensus and stability were met after two rounds of consultation for research projects. In fact,
only three elements of competence did not reach consensus in the first round (which are marked
in brown) by the experts. However, eighteen experts modified their opinions in not only those but
also in fifteen other items in the second round (marked in green or blue if importance increased),
augmenting their respective consensus and promoting a significant level of importance, as can be
checked in Table 10.

Table 10. Results of Delphi panel for research.

Code

Round 1 Round 2
Importance Consensus Importance Consensus

M 1 SD 2 Q2 3 IQR 4 RIR 5 M 1 SD 2 Q2 3 IQR 4 RIR 5

Contextual:
C01 9.10 0.85 10 1 0.11 9.15 0.81 9 1 0.11
C02 7.70 1.78 8 1.75 0.22 7.95 1.19 8 1.75 0.22
C03 8.60 1.14 9 1.75 0.19 8.60 1.14 9 1.75 0.19
C04 7.65 1.84 8 1.75 0.22 7.85 1.39 8 1.75 0.22
C05 8.10 1.74 8.5 2.75 0.32 8.25 1.29 8.5 2 0.24

Behavioral:
B01 7.75 1.68 8 2 0.25 7.90 1.33 8 2 0.25
B02 8.95 1.00 9 2 0.22 8.95 1.00 9 2 0.22
B03 8.80 0.95 9 1.75 0.19 8.80 0.95 9 1.75 0.19
B04 8.20 1.28 8 2 0.25 8.20 1.28 8 2 0.25
B05 8.70 1.03 9 1.75 0.19 8.90 0.97 9 2 0.22
B06 9.00 0.92 9 1 0.11 9.05 0.94 9 1 0.11
B07 8.45 1.15 8 2.5 0.31 8.45 1.05 8 1 0.13
B08 8.90 0.79 9 1.75 0.19 8.90 0.79 9 1.75 0.19
B09 7.60 1.43 8 2 0.25 7.80 1.06 8 2 0.25
B10 8.85 1.04 9 2 0.22 8.85 1.04 9 2 0.22

Technical:
T01 9.05 0.89 9 1.75 0.19 9.20 0.77 9 1 0.11
T02 8.90 1.33 9 1.75 0.19 9.05 1.10 9 1.75 0.19
T03 8.25 1.48 8 1 0.13 8.45 1.19 8 1 0.13
T04 8.45 1.36 8.5 1.75 0.21 8.45 1.36 8.5 1.75 0.21
T05 8.25 1.16 8 1 0.13 8.30 1.13 8 1 0.13
T06 7.90 1.68 8 1.75 0.22 8.15 1.14 8 1.75 0.22
T07 8.70 1.22 9 1.75 0.19 8.70 1.08 9 1 0.11
T08 7.95 1.67 8 1.75 0.22 8.20 1.06 8 1.75 0.22
T09 7.00 1.81 7 1.75 0.25 7.10 1.02 7 1.75 0.25
T10 8.15 1.95 8 2.75 0.34 8.50 1.36 8.5 2 0.24
T11 7.80 1.64 8 2 0.25 7.80 1.11 8 1.75 0.22
T12 8.15 1.60 8 1.75 0.22 8.45 1.05 8.5 1 0.12
T13 7.65 1.60 8 2.75 0.34 7.90 1.17 8 2 0.25
T14 8.20 0.77 8 1 0.13 8.20 0.89 8 1 0.13

Average 8.30 1.45 8.42 1.18

Note: 1 M:Mean; 2 SD: Standard deviation; 3 Q1: 1st Quartile (25th percentile); 3 Q2: 2nd Quartile (50th percentile),
Q2 = Median; 3 Q3: 3rd Quartile (75th percentile); 4 IQR: Interquartile Range, IQR= (Q3−Q1), ≤ 2.00 for consensus;
5 RIR: Relative Interquartile Range, RIR = (Q3−Q1)/Q2, ≤ 0.25 for stability.

6. Discussion of Results

The discussion of results consists of five subsections. First, the sample of experts is analyzed.
Afterwards, the consensus and stability reached in answers is checked. Then, the importance given to
each competence as isolated elements, both for educational innovation projects and for research ones,
is assessed. Next, the network formed by the relationship among crucial competences, to highlight
main nodes, is studied. Finally, the structure for a gap plan is developed.
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6.1. Sample Representativeness

On the one side, EHEA or ALFA higher education areas insert universities to which experts
belong, so traceability from the DeSeCo project to the Tuning one is ensured. In addition, these
universities are either accredited or in the process of accreditation in a competence-based program
(ABET, CDIO and/or EUR-ACE) in engineering. The entire sample complies with these institutional
requirements. In relation to their physical location, twelve universities are Spanish and the other four
are Latin American.

On the other side, the Delphi technique is a widely accepted method for gathering data, but
only if respondents are within their domain of expertise [130]. Among knowledge areas related to
main disciplines of engineering (construction, environment, industry, and technology), eighteen are
included in the sample. Therefore, the different types of university projects related to engineering
are widely represented. Finally, the size of the group is suitable if it is within the optimum range
recommended, i.e. from six to thirty experts [131]. Twenty-four recognized experts composed the
sample, thus it can be considered acceptable.

6.2. Validity and Reliability of Results

Validity and reliability increase transparency and decrease opportunities to insert researchers’
bias in qualitative research [132]. Whereas reliability refers to the repeatability of findings, validity
represents the truthfulness of findings [133]. Both refer to the consensus and stability of the results
obtained [134].

IQR and RIR indexes measure consensus and stability, respectively. In this context, there is
no need for experts to participate a third time, because variations were minimal after two rounds
of consultation, thus results can be considered stable. At the same time, consensus was achieved.
Therefore, for most questions, both IQR and RIR of the final round were lower than those of the initial
one. In fact, convergence of responses was more common than divergence with more rounds [121].

However, the process reached consensus and stability for teaching projects in twenty-three
competences in the first round, except C02, T07 and T10–T13. Analogously, the process achieved
consensus and stability for research projects in twenty-six competences in the first round, except
C05, T10 and T13. In summary, consensus and stability needed only one round of consultation on
forty-nine of fifty-eight issues. Plan and control (T10) and Change and transformation (T13) were the
competences with the least consensus and stability. On the contrary, Strategy (C01) and Select and
balance (T14) were the competences with the most consensus and stability.

6.3. Grade of Importance

Once the process achieved the minimum level of consensus and stability thanks to the agreement
of the experts, it was necessary to discuss the degree of importance obtained by each element of
competence, for both educational innovation and research projects. If the importance was low, the
element of competence was classified as conjunctural. On the contrary, if it was high, it was crucial.

In brief and to focus on the most crucial ones (those that realized a greater value of importance,
once consensus and stability were ensured), a prioritized list of competences was extracted, as
summarized in Table 11. However, it can be noted that all of them were crucial. Indeed, all elements of
competence received more than half of the maximum score, for both types of projects.

The average score for the importance of professional PM competences based on the IPMA model
for educational innovation projects was almost eight out of ten points. For educational innovation
projects, two elements scored between 6–7 points, fifteen between 7–8 points, eleven between 8–9
points and one (B03) between 9–10 points. More in detail, technical competences reached an average
of 7.5 points, contextual competences reached an average of 7.7 points and behavioral competences
reached an average of 8.4 points.
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Table 11. Prioritization of elements of competence according to their individual results.

Code Element of Competence Teaching Research Average Priority

Contextual:
C01 Strategy 8.30 9.15 8.73 6
C02 Governance, structures and processes 7.60 7.95 7.78 22

C03 Compliance, standards and
regulations 7.90 8.60 8.25 12

C04 Power and interest 7.40 7.85 7.63 26
C05 Culture and values 8.05 8.25 8.15 15

Behavioral:
B01 Self-reflection and self-management 8.00 7.90 7.95 19
B02 Personal integrity and reliability 8.80 8.95 8.88 3
B03 Personal communication 9.05 8.80 8.93 2
B04 Relations and engagement 7.80 8.20 8.00 17
B05 Leadership 7.75 8.90 8.33 10
B06 Teamwork 8.25 9.05 8.65 8
B07 Conflict and crisis 7.90 8.45 8.18 13
B08 Resourcefulness 8.80 8.90 8.85 5
B09 Negotiation 7.35 7.80 7.58 27
B10 Result orientation 8.60 8.85 8.73 7

Technical:
T01 Design 8.55 9.20 8.88 4
T02 Requirements, objectives and benefits 8.85 9.05 8.95 1
T03 Scope 7.50 8.45 7.98 18
T04 Time 7.90 8.45 8.18 14
T05 Organization and information 7.50 8.30 7.90 21
T06 Quality 7.50 8.15 7.83 23
T07 Finance 7.45 8.70 8.08 16
T08 Resources 7.35 8.20 7.78 25
T09 Procurement and partnership 6.20 7.10 6.65 29
T10 Plan and control 8.00 8.50 8.25 11
T11 Risk and opportunities 6.65 7.80 7.23 28
T12 Stakeholders 8.25 8.45 8.35 9
T13 Change and transformation 7.60 7.90 7.75 24
T14 Select and balance 7.70 8.20 7.95 20

Average 7.88 8.42 8.15

Note:    Eight most crucial competences.

By contrast, the average score in research projects was almost eight and a half points out of ten.
For research projects, seven elements scored between 7–8 points, eighteen between 8–9 points and
four (C01, B03, T01 and T02) between 9–10 points. Technical competences reached an average of 8.3
points, contextual competences reached an average of 8.4 points, and behavioral competences reached
an average of 8.6 points.

Although the value obtained for educational innovation projects was almost 90%, in the case
of research projects, the importance rose to almost 85%. Besides, there is a need to emphasize the
relevance of behavioral competences for both educational innovation projects and research ones.
However, as shown in Table 11 and considering all possible situations in a university context, between
the most valued competence and the eighth, there was the same difference as between the eighth and
the ninth, which implies that these competences make up the first gap.

6.4. Net of competences

In practical project situations, elements of competence are not isolated, because they are related
each other. For that reason, the individual value of their importance should not be the unique criterion
for their assessment. As competences are trained, performance is achieved not only by these elements
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but also by those with which they are related, contributing to each other’s improvement [31]. Table 12
compiles the relationships among the eight most crucial competences, from the basis of the proposal
of the IPMA ICB 4 model [31]. These relationships are multi-lateral, but being important enough for
providers and receivers (establishing strong relations) or only for one of them (establishing weak or
medium relations between providers and receivers).

Table 12. Relationships among crucial elements of competence.

Code C01 B02 B03 B06 B08 B10 T01 T02

C01 Strategy -
B02 Integrity and reliability -
B03 Communication -
B06 Teamwork -
B08 Resourcefulness -
B10 Result orientation -
T01 Design -
T02 Requirements and objectives -

Note:    : Weak relationships;
   

: Medium relationships;    : Strong relationships.

Based on the relationships from Table 12 and according to the influences they exert on each
other, as shown in Figure 8, the competence Result orientation (B10) is the center of the net of crucial
elements of competence. It was the most relevant, having a relationship with the seven other ones.
Next, Resourcefulness (B08) is highlighted, with six relations. This is followed by Communication
(B03) and Requirements and objectives (T02), with five each. Then, Teamwork (B06), Integrity and
reliability (B02) and Design (T01) with four and Strategy with three relations, the most isolated.

 

B06

B03

B02

B08

B10

T02

T01

C01

Figure 8. Net of essential elements of competence.

6.5. Basis for a Gap Plan

Once the most crucial elements of competence were identified and prioritized, isolated and
together, it was necessary to lay the groundwork for their acquisition, development and improvement
by the TRS. The following indicators can be used for their implementation, according to the guidelines
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of the IPMA ICB 4 model [31], with the help of the PMI PMCDF 3 and the PMI PMBOK 6
frameworks [34,36]:

• The competence C01 (Strategy) ensures the correlation between objectives and goals with the
mission of the university. To do this, it is necessary to identify and exploit opportunities for
influencing at the university strategy; develop and ensure the ongoing validity of its justification;
and determine, assess and review critical success factors and key performance indicators.

• The competence T01 (Design) integrates demands, desires and influences, drafting how resources,
funds, benefits, risks and opportunities, deliveries, priorities and urgencies are considered and
deriving the proper approach to guarantee success. This requires acknowledging, prioritizing
and reviewing success criteria; applying and exchanging lessons learned; determining complexity
and its consequences for the approach; and selecting, if possible, the overall PM approach.

• The competence T02 (Requirements and objectives) deals with objectives, benefits, deliverables,
requirements and outcomes and how they relate to each other. This implies defining and
developing goals hierarchy; identifying and analyzing needs and expectations; and prioritizing
and deciding on acceptance criteria.

• The competence B02 (integrity and reliability) builds integrity, reliability and responsibility from
ethics, commitment and trust. For this, it is necessary to acknowledge and apply ethical values
to both decisions and actions derived; to promote the viability and consolidation of outputs
and outcomes; to take responsibility for own decisions and actions; to act, take decisions and
communicate in a consistent way; and to complete tasks thoroughly in order to build confidence
with others stakeholders.

• The competence B03 (Personal communication) exchanges adequate information and delivers
it with precision and coherence to relevant parties. Because of it, there is clear and structured
information to verify their understanding; to facilitate and promote open communication; to
choose communication styles and channels to meet audience needs; to communicate effectively
with virtual teams; and to employ humor and perspective when appropriate.

• The competence B06 (Teamwork) brings people together to realize common goals, building
a productive team by forming (selecting right members), supporting (promoting orientation)
and leading (managing the team). This involves selecting and building the team; promoting
cooperation and networking between team members; supporting, facilitating and reviewing the
development of members team; empowering teams by delegating tasks and responsibilities; and
recognizing errors to facilitate learning from mistakes.

• The competence B08 (Resourcefulness) facilitates applying ways of thinking for the definition,
analysis, prioritization, finding alternatives for, dealing with and solving challenges and problems,
in order to manage better and more effective approaches. This means stimulating and supporting
an open and creative environment; applying conceptual thinking to define strategies and analytic
techniques for the analysis of situations, data and trends; and promoting creative techniques to
find alternatives and solutions and a holistic view of the context to improve decision-making.

• The competence B10 (Result orientation) prioritizes resources to overcome problems, challenges
and obstacles in order to focus on productivity, as a combination of effectiveness and efficiency.
This implicates evaluating all decisions against their impact on success and objectives; balancing
needs and means to optimize outcomes and success; creating and maintaining a healthy, safe
and productive working environment; promoting projects, their processes and outcomes; and
delivering results and getting their acceptance.

7. Conclusions

Projects are essential by their contribution to the sustained success of universities. In a scenario in
which the production of knowledge results from scientific research, its transmission takes place through
education and training, its dissemination thanks to information and communication technologies and
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its exploitation by innovation, universities postulate as the engine of social and economic change.
From this point of view, research universities, working on projects with people in relevant teaching
and pioneering research, link with society to influence a responsible development [15,135]. All these
objectives, targets and goals, once formulated, lead to a series of projects.

Accordingly, to survive in this competitive environment, universities look for a competitive
advantage, emphasizing the availability of potential competent staff, for which they can make a
remarkable effort by increasing their competence. In engineering education, the TRS is a specialist at
the highest level in engineering (science, technology and business, among others), which involves the
capacity and investigative habits that allow them to approach and expand the frontiers of their branch
of knowledge [136].

Frameworks based on competences in higher education have been successfully
implemented [67,137–139]. At this point, this research joins previous ones demonstrating that
professional PM competences help to improve in a sustained manner the results of university projects
undertaken by the TRS. Although projects tackled in an unstructured way can succeed, the chances of
repeating it significantly increase if the university structures create the appropriate conditions for the
TRS. If teachers and researchers are university professionals, then they are equivalent to other sector
practitioners, for whom project-based approaches are successfully operating. In this case, they can
compare with each other to establish synergies.

Among projects that the TRS has to face, two of them stand out: educational innovation projects
and research ones. To manage them, the TRS not only has to deal with the technical processes in which
they are implied, but they also have to organize and coordinate, collaborate and cooperate as a team.

The twenty-four experts consulted agree that PM competences help the TRS to address their
teaching and research, leading to a successful conclusion of their projects, based on a responsible
formulation of objectives and management of the necessary activities. The Delphi panel showed that
the acquisition and improvement of professional PM competences by the TRS is essential in order to
engage projects in which they participate towards the achievement of results.

Among the twenty-nine elements of competence of the IPMA ICB 4 model (compatible with PMI
PMBOK 6 and PMCDF 3 models), eight of them stood out, in consensus and stability (as valid and
reliable sources), importance (as isolated elements) and influence (as interconnected nodes). Therefore,
they are the necessary core to manage projects in the university community. These crucial competences
are: Strategy from the contextual domain, Design and Requirements and objectives from the technical
domain and Integrity and reliability, Personal communication, Teamwork, Resourcefulness and Result
orientation from the behavioral domain.

In the university context, experts stress three elements of competence from the professional
PM discipline for the proper resolution of projects. Strategy competence (C01) encompasses the
formal justification of projects objectives and the establishment of long-term goals [140,141]. Design
competence (T01) addresses the design, development, implementation and maintenance of an
approach that takes into account all formal and informal factors that help to success of university
projects [142,143]. Requirements and objectives competence (T02) establishes the relationship between
what stakeholders (students, colleagues and institutions, among others) want to achieve and what
projects are going to accomplish [144,145].

Reciprocally, the acquisition and improvement of PM competences by the TRS for carrying
out the projects in which they are involved, both for the practice of a relevant teaching, especially
in educational innovation projects, and for developing their research, predominantly in research,
development and innovation projects, helps to ensure committed results. To manage them (leading
people and administrating available resources), five elements of competence stood out, according to
the experts.

Personal integrity and reliability competence (B02) enables making consistent decisions,
taking congruous actions and behaving consistently in the projects undertaken [146,147],
whereas Personal communication competence (B03) describes the essential aspects of an effective
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communication [148,149]. Teamwork competence (B06) promotes a team orientation, and effectively
manages a team [150,151]. Resourcefulness competence (B08) effectively handles uncertainty
and changes by searching for new, better and more effective solutions [152,153]. Results
orientation competence (B10) enables focusing on the agreed outputs and outcomes and driving
the success [154,155].

However, it is necessary to mention an observation. This research developed thanks to the
collaboration of the experts panel, who come from Spain and four Latin American countries, which
may be a limitation to the research findings. Nevertheless, the choice of experts, who are carrying out
their work in centers in which the development of engineering competence-based accredited (or in
the process of accreditation) programs (as ABET, CDIO or EUR-ACE) seeks to mitigate this potential
cultural effect and can therefore be exported to other contexts where the Tuning project (from EHEA or
ALFA areas) is implemented.

As a continuation of this research and future line of action, checking the degree of maturity in
PM of the TRS that intervenes in educational innovation and research projects, using key competence
indicators, is the following step. After that, with the measure and evaluation of the maturity level
in PM of the TRS done, university structures can accordingly implement a customized breeding
procedure, from the basis of the gap plan proposed, as the next step to develop the acquisition and
improvement of their PM competences.
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Abstract: New paradigms such as the Industry 4.0, the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT),
or industrial cyber-physical systems (ICPSs) have been impacting the manufacturing environment
in recent years. Nevertheless, these challenging concepts are also being faced from the educational
field: Engineering students must acquire knowledge and skills under the view of these frameworks.
This paper describes the utilization of an Industry 4.0-oriented flexible manufacturing system (FMS)
as an educational tool to develop final projects (FPs) of engineering degrees. A number of scopes are
covered by an FMS, such as automation, supervision, instrumentation, communications, and robotics.
The utilization of an FMS with educational purposes started in the academic year 2011–2012 and still
remains active. Here, the most illustrative FPs are expounded, and successful academic outcomes are
reported. In addition, a set of initial considerations based on the experience acquired by the FP tutors
is provided.

Keywords: engineering education; flexible manufacturing system; Industry 4.0; final project;
automation; supervision; robotics; industrial communications

1. Introduction

Manufacturing systems are experiencing the advent of innovative trends brought by the information
and communication technologies (ICTs)-enabled digital transformation. New paradigms like
Industry 4.0, the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), industrial cyber-physical systems (ICPSs), or cloud
manufacturing (CM) are the most impactful approaches that have arrived to stay. Indeed, Industry 4.0,
the so-called fourth industrial revolution, is based on the wide adoption of the IIoT and ICPSs [1].
The next generation of factories are conceived as smart environments where machines, sensors,
and actuators are interconnected to enable collaboration, monitoring, and control [2]. As asserted by
Cohen et al. [3], one of the reasons for the fascination of Industry 4.0 is that it is an industrial revolution
predicted a priori, which provides various opportunities for companies and research institutes to
actively shape the future. The implications of Industry 4.0 and associated technologies reach all types
of factories, from small and medium-sized enterprises [4] to broader industries such as chemical
manufacturing [5] or oil and gas processing [6].

A number of challenges need to be solved for the real implementation of the Industry
4.0-compliant systems: Networked connection of components, massive data gathering, interoperability
handling, a wide adoption of ICTs, high investments, collaborative robotics, cyber-security issues,
and enhanced flexibility, just to name a few [7].
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Another paramount aspect of Industry 4.0 is its impact on employment. There is an unsolved
debate about the increase or decrease of employee numbers as a consequence of Industry 4.0 [8].
What seems to be clear is that diverse job profiles are required, such as automation programmer, robot
programmer, informatics specialists, software engineer, data analyst, and cyber security specialist [9].
Only qualified and highly educated employees will be able to control these technologies [9]. In this
sense, well-prepared Industry 4.0 engineers need an interdisciplinary understanding of systems,
production processes, automation technology, information technology, and business processes [10].

Consequently, education and training play an essential role for successful Industry 4.0
implementation. Contents and skills provided to engineering students must encompass the challenging
growth of technological advancement [7]. In other words, universities have to provide students
with the ability to manage new trends for effective future professional development [7]. In fact,
in engineering degrees this concept is raising an increasing interest from educators, as demonstrated by
recent examples where courses scheduling and laboratory designs were conducted taking into account
the Industry 4.0 framework [10–13]. Indeed, terms like “engineering education 4.0” or “engineer 4.0”
are appearing in the literature [14].

Moreover, not only do higher education institutions have to make efforts in this direction, but
industrial manufacturing enterprises have to provide specific training and learning solutions for their
employees, especially for engineers, technicians, and operational workers. In this sense, companies
must pay attention also to Industry 4.0 education-oriented new approaches.

In general, from an educational perspective, it is mandatory for the utilization of experimental
systems to apply theoretical concepts and acquire practical skills. Operation of real devices and tools
that future engineers will handle in their professional path constitutes a necessity for students [15,16].
Even more, the higher the level of fidelity and realism, the better learning and training are achieved [17].
Therefore, experimental advanced Industry 4.0-compliant equipment is required to act as a didactic
platform for successful learning outcomes. A versatile framework that fulfills the abovementioned
requisites is a flexible manufacturing system (FMS). An FMS is a flexible automation facility composed
by a set of work stations that perform operations over a product that is being processed. The product
is transported using a conveyor or transfer around which stations are deployed, acting as a backbone.
A number of control units, sensors and actuators, and supervisory interfaces share information in real
time through a communication network. FMS has a modular architecture that allows for reorganizing
the work stations for different processes and operations [18]. Other terms are also applied for similar
or equal concepts: Flexible manufacturing cell, reconfigurable manufacturing system, reconfigurable
assembly system, or modular production system. These types of systems are part of the Industry 4.0
environment due to the fact that they are modular manufacturing systems characterized by integrated
sensors and standardized interfaces, which corresponds to the enabling technology of Industry 4.0 [19].

An FMS involves a great amount of technology in an integrated manner. Therefore, Figure 1 is
expected to show the versatility of an FMS in being used for Research and Development (R&D)
and educational activities. In this sense, diverse scopes can be worked: Supervisory systems,
automation, networked communications, instrumentation, production scheduling, interoperability
handling, maintenance, robotics, and intelligent control, just to name a few, can be trained through
an FMS.
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Figure 1. Scopes that can be trained through a flexible manufacturing system (FMS).

In scientific literature, FMSs are profusely used for R&D tasks, for instance in the context of
production scheduling [20–23], for integration of the low-cost open source platform Arduino [24],
or for applying an Industry 4.0-compliant architecture [25]. An extensive review about applications of
FMS can be found in Reference [19].

However, there is a serious scarcity of works dealing with educational approaches that contribute
to train the personnel (both engineers and operators) that have to handle such advanced systems. Some
recent examples about the utilization of FMS as an educational tool will now be expounded. In the
University of León, a FMS has been fully developed and used as a remotely accessible laboratory [26].
Reynard et al. [27] have proposed the educational utilization of a Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) system devoted to an FMS. A didactic FMS and a supervisory system based on
LabVIEW were presented in Reference [28]. Various scenarios combining real and virtual processes
and controllers by means of an FMS were developed in Reference [29] and were used as an educative
environment within a mechatronic laboratory. Toivonen et al. [30] have remarked on the versatility of
FMS for engineering education, reporting possible pedagogical applications involving a digital twin of
the system. In Reference [31], a group of students performed activities over a full-size didactic FMS in
order to evaluate a human–machine cooperation approach toward future manufacturing processes
in the Industry 4.0 scenario. Recently, modular manufacturing stations and FMSs have been used as
essential parts of Industry 4.0-oriented educational laboratory facilities [10,12]. Learning factory (LF) is
also a related concept that in general comprises complex facilities that mimic real production processes
and environments, and it is used to develop competencies for present and future personnel [32].
These facilities play a key role in linking academia to industry to spread the culture of innovation [19].
In the present case, the educational-oriented usage of an FMS is simpler, but aims to constitute an
initial approximation to such an environment.

The present work reports the utilization of an FMS as a didactic environment to support the
development of final projects (FPs) for engineering degrees. An FMS and the most representative
FPs are briefly described to provide a perspective of its functionalities and educational capabilities.
The FPs were devoted to tasks mainly related to automation, supervision, robotics, and data retrieving.
Nonetheless, other important skills can be trained, such as communications, systems integration,
sensors and actuators, as will be expounded. Experience accumulated during seven years in the
utilization of a real FMS is reported. The successfully achieved academic outcomes are analyzed.
The goal of the paper is to provide some early considerations from the perspective of the tutors based
on the abovementioned experience.

FMSs are described in the theoretical sessions of courses as a complex and advanced system
derived from the evolution of industrial automation equipment. This occurs in a variety of courses,
not only in those specifically centered around industrial automation, but in robotics, supervisory
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systems, and other courses. However, the physical availability of laboratory-scale real industrial
FMS equipment is scarce. The main reason is that acquiring an FMS requires a big investment.
In fact, the motivation for this paper arose when trying to take advantage of an FMS acquired in
the context of an R&D project in collaboration with a manufacturing enterprise. Once the project
finished, such valuable equipment was available to be used also for academic activities. Apart from
a continuation of the resource utilization, this provided valuable opportunities to teach advanced
systems to students, instead of didactic plants. The authors saw the enormous educational potential
and decided to offer the opportunity of managing the system under the FP concept. In fact, an FMS is
suitable for accommodating different technological approaches as well as pedagogical methodologies.

This paper aims to contribute to fostering a realistic educational environment for automation-
related students, mainly oriented to Industry 4.0. Educators can find useful ideas to implement didactic
approaches toward an in-depth acquisition of skills for future engineers. Even the information can be
used to schedule training sessions for practitioners or workers in manufacturing enterprises.

The remainder of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 deals with organizational aspects
of the FPs to give a contextualization of the FMS-based FPs. In Section 3, a description of an FMS
is provided jointly with the most demonstrative FPs. In Section 4, the main educational outcomes
of the FPs in terms of devoted time, achieved marks, and covered scope are expounded, as well as
initial considerations from the educators. Finally, the main conclusions of the work are provided in the
last section.

2. FP Procedure

This section aims to provide a brief contextualization of the FPs in the Industrial Engineering School
(IES) at the University of Extremadura (UEX) by indicating the main norms and processes involved.

The European Higher Education Area (EHEA) has involved a structural reorganization as well as
a shift of the paradigm in universities, emphasizing the relevance of students and the development
of skills. Furthermore, at the same time, the global crisis reached academic institutions, reducing the
financial resources for acquisition and maintenance of didactic equipment devoted to laboratories.

The IES of the UEX, placed in the city of Badajoz, was founded in 1975, and started the adaptation
to the EHEA in the academic year 2009/2010. Nowadays, a total amount of 120 teachers and an average
number of 1200 students characterize the school [33].

A paramount part of the engineering degrees is the final project (FP), also called a final year
dissertation or a bachelor’s or master’s thesis, which students have to complete as a final stage prior
to achieving their engineer title. The FP consists of an autonomous project developed by the student
under the supervision of a tutor. It is intended to reinforce the skills achieved during the degree or to
acquire new complementary skills related to their specialization.

The EHEA brought an important novelty regarding FPs, the obligatory development of an FP for
every degree. Nonetheless, this was not an authentic novelty for engineering since FPs were already
required to finish the degree since its origin. Nowadays, FPs have a duration of 12 European credits,
which are equivalent to 300 h, for bachelor’s and master’s degrees. It is considered to be a course, so it
is scheduled in the last semester of the degree. In fact, it has to be presented once the rest of courses
have been passed. Note that the bachelor’s degree has a duration of four years, whereas the master’s
degrees last two years. All the norms about FPs and associated documents are publicly available on
the webpage of the IES so students can easily find online the information regardless of their particular
situation (e.g., academic year, specialization).

The block diagram depicted in Figure 2 shows the stages that must be completed for FP
development, from the FP topic definition up to the dissertation event.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of final project (FP) development over time.

As can be observed, the first step consists of selecting or agreeing on the topic. It can be proposed
by the student and arranged with the teacher, or delivered from the department offer. Once established,
the FP assignment implies the formal compromise of the student, the tutor, and the topic during
an academic year.

Each FP can be supervised by one or two tutors belonging to the IES staff. At least one of them
must be a teacher of a knowledge area with teaching in the degree of the student. The guidance
process of each FP is worth 0.25 European credits for the tutor. Another issue agreed between the
tutor and the student consists of the envisioned duration of the FP. Different factors are taken into
account such as pending courses and the motivations of the student. In addition, once the project has
started, deviations can occur due to a variety of reasons, such as unexpected technical difficulties or
learning rhythm variations. In such cases, the tutor establishes a new temporization adapted to the
current situation.

The student is supposed to write the project report progressively, during the whole process of the
FP. The final document must encompass a series of format rules, so a teacher is designated to revise
such issues as a requirement previous to the dissertation. This step is named the “Format revision”
in Figure 2.

The dissertation procedure in this university consists of a public event divided into a student-driven
exposition and a rigorous argumentation with the tribunal. This tribunal is composed of three
professors, responsible for assessing the FP. It must be noted that the tutor does not belong to the
assessment tribunal. Figure 3 aims to illustrate the dissertation procedure. Its public nature facilitates
the assistance of the student’s parents, family, and friends, and also of other FP students aiming to
learn about the event. The expected duration is around 30 min.

Figure 3. Illustration of the dissertation procedure.
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To establish the associated final mark (FM), two rubrics are used by the tribunal in the IES. On the
one hand, there is a rubric devoted to assess the project report, report mark (RM), whose weight is 70%
of the FM. On the other hand, the dissertation process receives a mark according to another rubric,
called the dissertation mark (DM). Consequently, the FM is obtained according to this equation:

FM = 0.7 × RM + 0.3 × DM. (1)

The achievable mark is between 0 and 10, and a distinction award can be reached if the FP receives
a mark of 10 and other academic merits have been met. The assessment of this latter consideration is
made outside of the tribunal faculties.

For a better comprehension of the students’ training in automation and complementary disciplines,
Table 1 collects the courses classified into the corresponding degree or master. A noticeable remark is
that the Bachelor’s Degree in Electronic Engineering and Automation is the most aligned with FMS
resources. However, any other degree or master’s can be accommodated in such a system. In fact,
as aforesaid, one of the advantages and goals of the FPs is to allow students to acquire expertise in
fields that have not been deeply studied in previous courses. In the same sense, it must be noted
that up to the present date, only FPs for degrees have been carried out, but an FMS is suitable for
a PhD thesis.

Table 1. Previous and complementary courses related to automation and supervision.

Title Course Character

Bachelor’s Degree in Electronic Engineering
and Automation

Introduction to Automation
Automation I
Automation II

Industrial Process Control
Robotics and Perception Systems

Supervisory Control Systems

Obligatory
Obligatory
Obligatory
Obligatory
Obligatory
Optional

Bachelor’s Degree in Electrical Engineering
Introduction to Automation

Industrial Automation
Supervisory Systems

Obligatory
Obligatory
Optional

Bachelor’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering Introduction to Automation
Industrial Automation

Obligatory
Optional

Bachelor’s Degree in Industrial
Chemical Engineering

Electronic Engineering and Automation
Process Engineering II

Obligatory
Obligatory

Master’s Degree in Industrial Engineering Electronic Technology and Automation
Automation of Production Systems

Obligatory
Optional

Master’s Degree in Research in Engineering
and Architecture

Introduction to Research in Advanced
Automation Techniques Optional

Apart from FPs dealing with FMSs that are expounded in the present paper, the authors also
tutor projects about industrial automation and supervision, automated renewable energy systems,
and open source devices for data acquisition and automatic control. Some details about the guidance
procedure particularly followed by the authors are now commented on. An example of ICT utilization
within the presented approach consists of using a Moodle-based learning management system (LMS)
for tracking the projects’ development. This virtual space is shared between the educators and the
students, not only devoted to FMS-based FPs. Tutors upload documents and web links so students can
find them easily online. Such information covers aspects related to common procedures about FPs such
as norms and advice (about writing the report or the dissertation), as well as meeting requirements.
A bidirectional flow of information is established, since both teachers and students can talk through
the available forum in the Moodle-LMS, facilitating asynchronous communication and giving students
the opportunity for active communication, even among them. Group meetings are carried out mainly
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in the initial stage of FPs in order to give common information to students regardless of the specific
topic. The contents are mainly focused on scheduling aspects of the FPs and on the proposed means of
student-tutor communication.

3. FMS and FPs Description

Now that the FP contextualization has been provided, in this section the FMS around which the
projects were developed is briefly described. Likewise, in the second subsection, in order to provide
an overview of the educational capabilities of an FMS in the Industry 4.0-related field, the most
illustrative FPs are explained.

3.1. FMS Description

The utilized FMS is manufactured by the company SMC (Tokyo, Japan) [34]. It accomplishes the
assembly and storage of a turning mechanism composed of the following elements: Body, bearing,
shaft, cap, and screws. The set is transported in a pallet over the conveyor belt or transfer that acts
as a backbone linking the different stations. To complete the assembly, the whole system consists
of eight stations. However, currently the FMS is implemented with four stations, those numbered
as 1, 7, and 8, and an empty station that is being equipped. Each station has a table-like structure
where the components are mounted, such as robots, pneumatic cylinders and distributors, motors,
and sensors [18]. In addition, each station is automated by a programmable logic controller (PLC),
and all of them are integrated into a fieldbus Process Fieldbus (PROFIBUS) in order to exchange
operational information such as sensor signals or control commands.

Concerning the function of the stations, the so-called station 1 (S1) supplies the body and checks its
correct position. The next station is the number 7 (S7), which consists of a robotized screwing through
an industrial robot arm of the manufacturer ABB (Zürich, Switzerland). Station 8 (S8) implements
an automatic warehouse by means of a 2D Cartesian robot. As aforementioned, the last station is
nowadays being equipped, namely with a 3D Cartesian robot. Finally, a modular transfer composed of
conveyor belts enables the joint operation of all the stations. Over this transfer, the pallets transport
the set of pieces between stations. A block diagram of the FMS is depicted in Figure 4 to portray the
layout of the stations. As can be observed, the four stations are deployed to achieve a closed square
circuit, allowing a continuous and cyclic execution.

Figure 4. Block diagram of the FMS showing the deployment of the stations.
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An assembled turning mechanism mounted over a transport pallet is appreciable in Figure 5a.
The whole FMS in the laboratory is shown in Figure 5b. Further details about the FMS can be found in
Reference [18].

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Aspects of the experimental components: (a) Assembled turning mechanism over a pallet; (b)
complete FMS.

Apart from the description of the FMS, at this point it is appropriate to explain diverse security
considerations that have been taken into account during the projects’ development aiming to reduce
potential risks both for students and for the equipment. Damage can be caused by physical reasons,
unwanted users, or electrical discharges. Table 2 enumerates the security means that have been
implemented classified according to the type of risk.

Table 2. Risks and the associated security means.

Risk Security Means

Electrical Electrical protections against discharges
Physical Physical barriers surrounding the FMS; emergency buttons; limited access to the laboratory
Software Boundaries in programmable logic controller (PLC) code; user authentication for supervisory management

Cyber threats Isolation of the local area network (LAN) devoted to FMS-related communications

3.2. Illustrative FPs

Among the 12 FPs that have been carried out using the FMS, four of them are now concisely
described to illustrate the scope that has been fruitfully covered.

3.2.1. First-Step Project: Automation of the First Version of the FMS

In this FP, the different stations that composed the initial FMS were integrated from a logical point
of view. On the one hand, the fieldbus PROFIBUS was used to interconnect the PLCs of the stations
as well as sensors and actuators, and on the other hand, the coordination of the automatic operation
was programmed in those PLCs to achieve proper behavior of the FMS. The software STEP7 of the
TIA Portal environment was utilized to configure and parameterize the system. The definition of the
automation network architecture in such software is seen in Figure 6. It must be noted that in the
initial stage of the FMS, only three stations were available. The fourth station (the empty one) was
acquired some years later and added to the FMS through another FP.
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Figure 6. Definition of the automation network architecture for the FMS.

3.2.2. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) System Development

In this FP, a supervisory system was designed and implemented in order to monitor and
manipulate all the elements that composed the FMS. The package WinCC of the suite TIA Portal
of Siemens was used for this purpose. The runtime application runs in a PC that is connected to the
master PLC of the FMS with the goal of exchanging all the data. Such a connection was implemented
via Industrial Ethernet (IE) in order to meet the standard means of communication in Industry 4.0 [18].
An intuitive and user-friendly interface was designed in order to illustrate the status and behavior of
the FMS. Two sample screens of the SCADA system are shown in Figure 6. The interface devoted to
visualizing the operation of the S7 is seen in Figure 7a, and the screen for monitoring the S8 corresponds
to Figure 7b. It should be noted that this FP and the previous one were developed by two students
simultaneously and coordinately in order to accomplish the FMS in an effective manner.

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Screens of the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system developed in a FP:
(a) Screen to monitor the operation of the S7; (b) screen to monitor the operation of the S8.

3.2.3. Data Storage in a Database

Within industrial utilization of manufacturing systems, the proper storage and treatment of
information plays a vital role both for an effective operation and for higher hierarchical levels that
manage software applications such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) or manufacturing execution
systems (MESes). Under this perspective, in this FP a data storage mechanism was implemented
for the signals handled in the FMS. Structured query language (SQL) reports were generated to
record information in an in-house database, which is an accessible data source for other applications.
Within the SCADA system, a set of scripts coded in Visual Basic (VB) are responsible for launching
the data recording task. In Figure 8a the deployment of the database is schematized through a block
diagram, whereas in Figure 8b a part of the designed VB code is shown.
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(a) 
(b) 

Figure 8. Deployment of a database for the FMS: (a) Block diagram of the approach; (b) details of the
code of a Visual Basic (VB) script.

3.2.4. Anthropomorphic Robot Arm Programming

The programming of a robotic arm was carried out in this project. The trajectory that the robot
performed was defined in robotics application programming interactive dialogue (RAPID) language,
so the students could modify it in order to execute different tasks. For instance, one of the FPs devoted
to robotics consisted of programming the tracking of a triangular surface and also the drawing of some
geometric shapes. ABB Robot Studio software was used both for the simulation and definition of the
new trajectories. In Figure 9a, an image of the 3D representation of a robotic arm following a triangular
surface can be observed. A star drawing traced by the robot can be seen in Figure 9b.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Aspect of the tasks developed in a robotics-devoted FP: (a) Screenshot of the ABB Robot
Studio software used to program a surface tracking application; (b) photograph of a drawing performed
by the robotic arm.

Apart from utilization in the FP context, the FMS constitutes a useful resource for different didactic
tasks. For instance, in order to attract future students, the university organizes guided visits for high
school students during the month of March. Within the engineering laboratories, the FMS is shown
to those students, since it provides attractive insights into the spheres of automation and robotics.
Indeed, the FMS performs a working cycle to demonstrate the integration of the stations, since the
anthropomorphic robot is the most eye-catching element according to the impressions expressed by
the students. In a similar way, this system is presented to students of optional courses devoted to
supervisory systems as an example of a real and advanced environment where the concepts and skills
that they are learning can be applied.
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4. Discussion

The development of the above-described FPs has given rise to a powerful benchmark where students,
and even also teachers, can learn about advanced automation, supervision, systems integration, industrial
network communications, sensors and actuators, robotics, and so forth. This multidisciplinary skills
support is a key feature of the FMS, which makes it suitable to be utilized as an experimental benchmark
under the Industry 4.0 focus. The discussion conducted in this section is divided into three parts.
The first one is dedicated to describing the educational outcomes of the FPs through these parameters:
Devoted time, achieved mark, and covered scope. The second subsection reports the considerations
from the tutors’ perspectives, covering both advantages and disadvantages. Finally, emerging trends
in manufacturing and automation that can be trained in the FMS are commented on.

4.1. Academic Outcomes

The obtained marks have been very good in every FP, as can be observed in Figure 10, where the
number of developed FPs and their corresponding mean marks and devoted months from academic
year 2011–12 up to the present date are shown. It should be clarified that the spent time was considered
from the real start of the project, not from the assignment document.

Figure 10. Number of developed FPs and their corresponding mean marks and devoted months.

The mean time devoted to developing the projects was around 4.5 months. The FP course FP is
supposed to last a semester (i.e., 12 credits), as explained in the second section. However, as it is well
known, the FP is commonly performed in the last stage of the degree. Therefore, the devoted time is
very variable depending on the particular situation and motivation of the students.

Concerning the number of FPs, it must be noted that in the recently finished academic year,
four projects were performed, which is the largest amount to date. At the present moment, two FPs
are being started in the FMS, but they have not been considered for the manuscript.

The development of FPs supported by the FMS is feasible according to the described academic
outcomes. This advanced facility has promoted the introduction of the Industry 4.0 paradigm in
engineering degrees. In addition, apart from the four reported projects, another eight have been carried
out using the FMS. Most of them were devoted to programming the Cartesian and anthropomorphic
robots. For instance, the last two FPs were devoted to designing and automating a 3D Cartesian
robot in the empty station. Figure 11 illustrates the classification of the FPs according to their main
scope. In other words, every project has involved all the scopes at a higher or lower level, but in
order to provide insight into the capabilities of the FMS, they have been classified taking into account
the principal goal. As can be observed, those devoted to automation and robotics were prevalent,
four FPs for each scope. This is coherent with the fact that most students have passed a course entitled
“Automation II” where both topics are the core of this course.
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Figure 11. Classification of developed FPs regarding their main scope.

With the goal of illustrating the different elements with which students have been training, Table 3
enumerates such elements divided into groups depending on their nature. Special attention must be
paid to the fact that, as is evident, all the handled entities were experimentally studied in an integrated
way, not in isolated form. For instance, the measurements provided by sensors were processed and
transmitted via fieldbus to an automation unit and a supervisory interface. The student is expected
to experience a complete comprehension of the joint operation of the whole system, according to the
Industry 4.0 concept.

Table 3. Elements handled by students during FPs using the FMS.

Software Sensors Actuators Control Units Supervisory Devices Network Fieldbus

TIA Portal Presence Electrical PLC S7-300 and S7-1200 Windows PC Runtime PROFINET/Ethernet
SQL Manager Position Pneumatic Servomotor driver KTP 600 PROFIBUS
Robot Studio Encoder Servomotor Robot controller

4.2. Considerations from Tutors

Through a set of semistructured interviews, the opinions of the tutors were collected using
a qualitative approach. The interviews took place once the FPs were completely finished, with the
goal of registering the impressions of the tutors about the development and outcomes of the FPs.
The semistructured interviews involved three open-ended questions to identify the advantages and
drawbacks of using the FMS for FPs, as well as improvements that the educator planned to introduce
in future projects. The most descriptive comments and reflections from tutors are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Descriptive comments and reflections of tutors gathered through semistructured interviews.

Advantages Drawbacks

To my knowledge, this is the first time that the students
have managed equipment with a focus on the Industry 4.0.
They have heard about the concept, the new industrial
revolution, but they have not really handled any laboratory
system compliant with it. This is imperative for them to
start to apprehend Industry 4.0 implications.

Using proprietary software packages imposes
an important limit for the student because
he/she cannot follow programming or
configuring tasks at home: Their presence in the
laboratory is imposed. For the next projects,
the utilization of open source software and
hardware should be approached.

Each new project relies to a high degree on the previous
ones. For instance, the inclusion of the new station was
based on the automation and communication of the rest of
the stations. This is seen as a positive feature since students
do not learn isolated technologies but an integrated and
multidisciplinary environment.

Tutoring a project in the Industry 4.0 is
an exciting task: However, the devoted time
and effort have been higher than in the case of
covering automation systems with more
traditional focuses. I have dedicated a lot of
time to studying the state of the art as well as
the Industry 4.0 requirements.
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As a consequence of these collected perceptions, a set of initial considerations about the process
of performing FPs around the FMS are expounded hereafter. To begin with, the main benefits found
by the educators are now commented on:

• The handling of real industrial equipment constitutes one of the most significant advantages of
the system. The FMS is composed of industrial components and is not specifically designed for
educational purposes. Students learn and train using the same equipment and technologies that
they will face in future professional environments. From the technical perspective, this feature
facilitates the modification, addition, or reparation of components, since they use standardized
signal ranges, communication protocols, and so forth.

• Accommodation of a number of emerging trends: The FMS can integrate different innovative
approaches such as open source tools, virtual environments, and condition monitoring. This will
be thoroughly commented on in the next subsection.

• The FMS does not suppose a disruptive scenario, since it is composed of well-known equipment
such as PLCs and SCADA systems, as well as sensors and actuators. This feature contributes
to facilitate the learning process of the educators, who in fact are also required to acquire deep
expertise on innovative paradigms.

• Another benefit is the transversality of the FMS derived from the coexistence of different
technologies common to engineering training such as ICT, informatics, and hardware skills,
thus enabling the development of multidisciplinary projects.

• Applicability of the FMS for different degrees: As it has been commented on, the degree
in Electronic Engineering and Automation is the most appropriate to deal with the FMS.
However, other specializations that can also take advantage of the FMS capabilities are Electrical
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Chemical Engineering. In addition, out of the typically
industrial engineering scope, other disciplines can be supported such as those devoted to
telecommunications and informatics. They can be trained around the FMS with an orientation
toward advanced networked communications and cyber-security issues, directly related to the
Industry 4.0.

• Students become familiar with advanced concepts related to Industry 4.0, acquiring the basis to
successfully develop their professional tasks within this challenging framework.

• Students are free to design the solutions that the FP implements, so their creative thinking
and curiosity are expected to be stimulated. That is, the tutors guide the development but
do not impose boundaries upon the incorporation of the ideas of the students. For instance,
when designing the SCADA system, the student decided the layout, visual aspects, and other
items according to his own criteria.

• All the FPs were agreed on by students and tutors instead of chosen from a list of available topics.
This is considered to be a signal of the attraction that the FMS generates among the students.

• Different levels of autonomy were detected by the tutors. One of the main goals of the FPs is
to promote the autonomy of students to learn by themselves and to solve troubles found in
their path.

• Operational staff training could also be performed, for instance within a collaboration framework
with industrial enterprises or vocational educational institutions. The integration of workers into
an Industry 4.0 system is signaled as a significant challenge [35]: Even the term “operator 4.0” is
gaining attention in the literature [35,36].

As drawbacks, the following ones have been found:

• Utilization of proprietary technology both for software and hardware tools: For instance, this fact
implies high costs in the acquisition of software licenses. It must be noted that, in order to solve
this issue, some effort is being currently devoted to using open source hardware and software in
the FMS. In addition, as is evident, the students acquire necessary knowledge and skills regardless
of the particular software or hardware resources.
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• Previous expertise is required from students before the assignment of the FP. Aiming at
maximizing the learning outcomes of the students, a minimum level of previous knowledge and
skills are desirable before working with the FMS. The FMS is a complex and valuable equipment,
so nowadays the criteria of the teachers is that students must have passed previous courses,
mainly dealing with automation. Nonetheless, as it was stated in the second section, the FP offers
an opportunity to reinforce or to acquire new knowledge and skills.

• Impossibility of performing a number of tasks outside of the physical laboratory: Students have to
physically use the FMS for most of the FPs, so they need access to the laboratory and to stay inside
during the required time. In other words, scarce tasks can be performed out of the laboratory,
and therefore the FMS-based FPs are not suitable for those students that have some reason not to
attend the laboratory (e.g., job, illness, childcare, or elder care).

• The tutoring task is scarcely considered within the teaching occupation. Despite the fact that tutors
are commonly proud of encouraging the academic growth of FP students, the time and effort
dedicated are not correctly valorized. The guidance of a FP is a time-consuming task, especially if
it involves an experimental complex facility like the FMS. As was indicated in the second section,
tutoring a FP is worth 0.25 European credits for the teacher. This is especially important when
educators must face challenging topics such as the Industry 4.0 and related paradigms.

• Utilization of the FMS under project-based learning (PBL) methodology: Out of the FPs,
within automation-related courses the FMS could be used to develop projects following the
PBL technique so students have an active role and face a number of tasks that reinforce the
contents provided during classes. Despite being an interesting application, deep expertise is
required in order to avoid damage to the components of the FMS and of the students, though
for advanced courses, a PBL approach could be conducted under the proper supervision of
an educator.

• A small number of developed FPs around the FMS: Despite the fact that FPs have been successfully
completed, the number of projects, and hence the number of involved students, is still small.
In an exercise of self-criticism, this is considered to be a limitation of the presented work. Further
analyses about pedagogical methodologies and the acquisition of Industry 4.0-related skills will
be conducted when a larger amount is reached.

• Higher introduction of the Industry 4.0 paradigm in the engineering degrees: The challenges that
this complex concept involves for educational institutions are still being discovered. It does not
only require managing advanced equipment (hardware and software), but it implies a framework
where a number of disciplines are orchestrated in an integrated manner. In this sense, the FMS
has demonstrated itself to be a powerful platform in covering a number of scopes and is expected
to incorporate new Industry 4.0-compliant features. Apart from this, institutions, particularly
at the university level, need to update and adapt theoretical and practical content toward this
new reality. This is in reference to both curricula and available equipment. Educators are also
engaged in this process, since they have to modernize their own knowledge and skills. Even more,
social aspects of the real deployment of Industry 4.0 must be tackled also in engineering degrees
in order to generate successful engineers.

4.3. Modern Manufacturing Trends Related to FMS

Now that the developed FPs and associated outcomes have been expounded and discussed,
the goal of this subsection is to provide an overview of the possibilities of the FMS in serving as
a benchmark in a number of technological innovative trends. These possibilities highlight the versatility
of the FMS and promote its utilization for a number of new FPs dealing with advanced concepts.
This is a very valuable feature for didactic and educative systems. Some of the most recent trends in
manufacturing and automation systems in the Industry 4.0 arena as well as their inclusion in the FMS
via FPs are commented on thereafter.
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• Sustainability and environmental concerns achieve increasing attention for manufacturing
systems [37]: Hence, various approaches can be carried out in the FMS in that sense. The monitoring
of energy consumption in order to be considered in production planning or scheduling is
an example.

• Condition monitoring and data acquisition are directly linked to advanced maintenance techniques
such as prognostics and health management (PHM) schemes. The widespread deployment of
various types of sensors makes it possible to achieve so-called smart monitoring [38]. In this sense,
sensors to measure temperature and vibrations of the motors of the conveyor and the robotic
arm will be added to provide information that will be used for PHM analysis. In a similar way,
data-driven models and algorithms to improve decision-making processes require massive data
acquisition and are aligned with big data analytics. These issues can also be handled using the
FMS as a benchmark to deploy a number of sensors and process the gathered data.

• Cyber-security is a paramount issue in modern automation networks, so its efficient management
must be performed by engineering students [39]. Protections in the SCADA system will be the
main issue to handle in the FMS.

• Open source hardware and software resources are receiving efforts in the automation and
monitoring scopes [40–42]. Indeed, these resources are being signaled as key accelerators for the
industry adoption of the IoT [43]. Supervisory systems and microcontrollers of this nature can be
accommodated in the FMS through FPs to evaluate their functionalities. Even more, students can
use their own devices, which constitutes a modern trend termed bring your own device (BYOD),
aiming to encourage their motivation. Particularly, inexpensive open source hardware platforms
such as the Arduino microcontroller or the Raspberry Pi microprocessor can be applied under
such a movement.

• Online remote laboratories constitute a useful resource for educational purposes [44] and are
also under the umbrella of the Industry 4.0 [45]. Indeed, the above-mentioned open source
technology facilitates the deployment of remote laboratories [46], so their application to the FMS
could promote its utilization as an online laboratory.

• Virtualization of manufacturing processes through augmented or virtual reality is an emergent
trend [37,47,48]. For instance, the design of a 3D virtual world to provide immersive experiences
within the automated processes will enrich the motivation and skills of students.

• Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology is a key technology for Industry 4.0 and IIoT
scenarios [49]. Its integration, through proprietary or open source means, in the FMS will enable
traceability and continuous tracking purposes.

• Additive manufacturing or 3D printing is considered to be one of the enabling technologies of
Industry 4.0 [19]. The 3D Cartesian robot that is under development will allow for introducing
this technology in the FMS.

• Other developments such as those related to CM possibilities [50] or advanced human-machine
interactions [31] can also be accommodated in the FMS.

5. Conclusions

This paper presented the utilization of an industrial experimental FMS as a didactic platform in
the context of Industry 4.0, enabling the development of FPs in engineering degrees. The utilization of
the FMS for this purpose started in the academic year 2011–2012 and still remains active, with a number
of FPs being carried out nowadays. A total number of 12 projects have concluded up to the present date.
As a sample, four of them were expounded, namely those related to automation, robotics, supervisory
systems, and data management tasks.

The academic outcomes achieved by the students illustrate a fruitful utilization of the FMS. A set
of initial considerations from the tutors of the FPs were also provided in order to offer useful insights
for other educators and researchers.
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The FMS provides a versatile environment since it integrates diverse technologies as well as
hardware and software entities among which students can train a multiplicity of skills aligned with
Industry 4.0 principles, empowering the education of students in such a challenging modern paradigm.
Nevertheless, there is still a long way to go for evaluating the benefits of using the FMS as well as the
acquisition of Industry 4.0-related skills through a larger amount of FPs.

Future guidelines include the development of FPs as well as PhD theses considering the innovative
trends commented on in Section 4.3, those being the open source technology integration currently
approached. Moreover, a survey to collect the students’ opinions is being designed and applied.
Additionally, in-depth qualitative analysis will be performed in further works. The results will be
analyzed and will serve as constructive feedback about the learning experience around the FMS.
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The following abbreviations were used in this manuscript:

BYOD Bring your own device
CM Cloud manufacturing
DM Dissertation mark
EHEA European Higher Education Area
ERP Enterprise resource planning
ICPS Industrial cyber-physical systems
ICT Information and communication technology
IE Industrial Ethernet
IES Industrial Engineering School
IIoT Industrial Internet of Things
FM Final mark
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FP Final project
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RAPID Robotics application programming interactive dialogue
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Abstract: The final year design project is one of the most important components of any undergraduate
engineering program. Fair and efficient project allocation procedures can be vital in ensuring a
great student experience and exceptional learning out of these projects, which then could contribute
in shaping students’ future prospects. In this paper, we review a wide range of project allocation
strategies used in various universities at undergraduate levels. We then focus on the project allocations
in transnational education (TNE) contexts, which inherit additional allocation challenges. We highlight
these challenges and provide recommendations to solve them. We present and compare project
allocation strategies adopted at two of the largest TNE programs in China. We also present the factors
that influence the project allocations, particularly regarding TNE provisions. Finally, we describe the
challenges associated with the project allocations in the TNE scenario, along with proposing some
feasible solutions to address these challenges.

Keywords: final year project; undergraduate engineering program; transnational education; project
allocations; matching under preferences

1. Introduction

Final year undergraduate projects are generally a key part of any science and engineering degree
program. It can be considered the most substantial project undertaken by an undergraduate during
their degree, and it largely provides the first opportunity for students to work independently on a
project for a year. Throughout the project, students are required to apply the scientific knowledge they
gained during their studies, as well as learn new science [1]. Student learning outcomes from final
year projects can primarily be divided into two categories: knowledge of science and general skills [2].
For example, knowledge of science refers to the design of an experimental or computational study,
as well as problem-solving skills, whereas time management, creative thinking and communicating
results can be considered general skills. Final year projects are generally resource-intensive, where the
student needs strong academic supervision throughout the project’s duration. Achieving a passing
grade for the final year project is critical; for example, if a student is unsuccessful to attain a passing
grade, they may not even be awarded an accredited degree.

Allocation of projects to students, assessment procedures, access to resources, support and
supervision and general management of projects can be considered key influential parameters that
govern students learning experiences during the final year project [3]. For example, if students were
allocated to projects or supervisors arbitrarily, without considering students preferences or without
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considering project supervisors’ research interests, this will generally result in a poor or unsatisfactory
relationship between the student and the supervisor [4]. Project allocation is a resource allocation
problem with certain constraints, where to enhance the student learning experience and satisfaction, it
is also essential to consider students preferences for projects.

With the prospect of the Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) on the horizon for universities in
the United Kingdom, actions to improve the National Student Survey (NSS) scores have become a
vital exercise for many academics. NSS measures student satisfaction from a range of aspects, where it
is mainly aimed at final year undergraduate students. The final year project is a vital element of the
final year undergraduate programme and it can significantly impact the NSS scores. Consequently,
allocating final year undergraduate students to the correct projects is essential for improving their
learning experience, engagement and eventually to enhance their satisfaction [5,6].

University academics, particularly in the field of science and engineering, have shown great interest
regarding the practices currently used to allocate final year undergraduate students to projects [4,7,8].
The main reason behind that interest is the extreme importance of final year projects and their
contribution towards the award of degrees to the students. The project allocations are virtually the
starting point of the year-long projects, and therefore it is vital to allocate the projects in a way that
is acceptable to both the students and the staff members for a pleasant and enriching experience.
As mentioned in Anson and Smith [8], in the case the project does not match student’s interest, they
may lose the motivation to work on the project, which could result in a low-quality project outcome,
and in some cases, poor student–staff relationships. However, the previous works are limited in terms
of the generalisation of the findings for specific scenarios like transnational education (TNE) programs.

Allocation of final year undergraduates to projects is a key challenge for TNE programmes.
The global growth of TNE is rapidly increasing and becoming an integral part of the internationalisation
strategy of most universities [9,10]. Transnational education is generally challenging for science and
engineering programmes, particularly to sustain high standards with all the other constraints, and to
meet the requirements of accreditation organisations [11]. This becomes substantial when students
enter into their final year of study. For example, allocation of final year projects to students should be
conducted considering all the constraints associated with TNE. Simultaneously, it is critical to ensure
that student learning and engagement during the project is sustained at the highest level and should
demonstrate the effectiveness of the selected project allocation mechanism.

With the increasing number of constraints, universities have to rethink the techniques used to
allocate final year projects to students while further improving student learning and student satisfaction.
This becomes a significant challenge with the increasing number of students in science and engineering
TNE programmes. Simultaneously, universities are subjected to increased scrutiny to maintain high
standards from accreditation bodies, as well as through the potential TEF. There are numerous final
year project allocation techniques published in the literature, where the primary objective of this paper
is to review such techniques with the focus of identifying the effectiveness of those techniques with
respect to the challenges of TNE. The main objective of this review is to not only provide the available
options regarding the allocation of projects, but also present the applicability of some of the working
scenarios in TNE programs by comparing and contrasting the pros and cons of the current major
practices. At the same time, we present some solutions that are efficient and scalable with the growing
size of the TNE programs.

2. Project Allocation Methods

Undergraduate final year projects offer opportunities for students to undertake independent
project work and to develop subject-specific and generic skills. It also provides an opportunity for staff
to work closely with the student and strengthen individual students’ skills, which are not visible from
a standard course assessment. However, the success of achieving some of these underlined objectives
also depends on the project allocation scheme used at the beginning. Various types of project allocation
techniques are used in engineering and science streams: project selection by students based on project
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titles provided by staff, project allocation based on the preferences of both (or negotiation between)
students and lecturers, project based on student’s own proposal, etc. Each allocation technique has
potential strengths and weaknesses, where a student’s choice of project is influenced by their desire to
work with a particular academic staffmember or desire for a particular project area [7].

Project allocation is a resource allocation problem where the key constraint for any programme is
to ensure that the project workload among the staff are distributed evenly while matching projects
to student’s demands. Doing this for a large number of students is a challenge, where the final year
projects are allocated manually.

The manual processing sequence is very time consuming and inconvenient to all parties involved.
For instance, a student may have to manually search for a good number of project titles to find the
relevant projects and then prioritise them in a form that is difficult to modify after submission. It is also
troublesome for supervisors to keep track of the final year project proposals that are submitted and
make changes later on. It is also very stressful and tedious for the committee members to manually
assign final year projects to students one by one [12,13]. Therefore, most of the universities with
a larger number of students these days apply some form of computer algorithms that perform the
allocations based on certain inputs and constraints [14,15]. In this section, we will discuss a few of the
most common and popular student project allocation (SPA) methods.

2.1. Project Allocation Based on the Preferences of Both (or Negotiation between) Students and Lecturers

This is one of the most common SPA methods, where both students and supervisors have their
own preferences. Typically, the available projects are advertised to the students, and having browsed
through the descriptions, each student (either explicitly or implicitly) forms a preference list over the
projects that they find acceptable. Supervisors may also have preferences over the students and/or
the projects that they offer. Manlove and O’Malley studied the problems of allocating projects, where
both students and lecturers have preferences over projects, and both projects and lecturers have
capacities [16]. They proposed different algorithms and tried to find a more stable allocation process
but could not strongly propose one single method without having some approximation. Later, Iwama
et al. built upon the algorithms presented by Manlove et al. and proposed an improved stability
index for SPA [17]. Moussa and El-Atta also studied the algorithms of Manlove and O’Malley [16] and
presented a new SPA model in which the lecturers have preference lists over pairs (student, project),
and the students have preference lists over projects [18]. Furthermore, Kazakov [13] mentioned several
complexities after analysing two different approaches applied in two consecutive academic sessions,
where both the students and supervisors have preferences over projects. Kazakov identified several
problems of those methods and proposed a new method having three phases, which saved time for
both students and supervisors and reduced the number of randomly allocated projects [13]. Other than
making a preferred list of project titles, in some cases, students contact supervisors directly and express
their interest in listed projects. A project is allocated to a student if both parties, that is, the student
and the supervisor, agreed and confirmed on the same project number. The concept of first come, first
served is applied and the process is usually conducted via email. Gallagher et al. suggested that with
this system, there is still the problem of “popular” titles, where a large number of students are attracted
to a small number of projects [19].

2.2. Project Selection by Students Based on Project Titles

This is another popular SPA system, where students choose their projects by themselves based
on the project titles provided by the supervisors. Many higher educational institutions worldwide
have adopted this system to allocate final year projects to students [3,7,20,21]. Cheung et al. [12]
described the method the Department of Civil Engineering of National University of Singapore follows
to allocate the projects to final year students. They proposed an algorithm, which is intended to find
an optimal allocation scheme that best matches a student’s preference to the student’s eligibility for
the corresponding project, subject to the constraints in the student’s ranking, their prioritised project
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selections and available project spaces. This allocation scheme ensures that everyone gets a project that
best matches the student’s personal preference with their ranking.

Harland et al. [7] carried out a case study to compare the factors that influence students’ choice of
project in the two allocation systems, namely choice of specific title and choice of subject area followed
by negotiation, and to determine whether different factors were relevant. This case study demonstrated
that there is no significant difference in the factors affecting student project choices between allocation
by project title and allocation by subject area followed by individual negotiation. However, the staff
were generally much more enthusiastic about allocation by subject area than by title. Open comments
indicated that they were able to match students’ interests, and to some extent abilities, more closely to
the research projects they had available. However, SPA by project titles has benefits, such as it saves
the supervisors’ time spent on negotiations with students regarding any project. It also ensures that
the higher-ranked students get their desired projects to work with.

2.3. Project Selection by Students Based on Supervisors and/or Project Category

Obtaining a satisfying allocation for both students and supervisors by negotiation and/or preference
list is a challenging task, especially when the number of available supervisors is small and their
popularities are highly diverse. Serrano et al. [22] stated that no allocation system can guarantee that
every student gets their first choice when the number of students is significantly greater than the
number of available supervisors. They proposed a novel method based on a ranked list of supervisors,
as well as categories provided to student, where a category corresponds to a general research area.
A student’s satisfaction may therefore correspond to getting a project either with a highly ranked
supervisor and/or in a highly ranked category. Although they claimed to have an improved level of
satisfaction of students and academics, this method could be more time consuming as students have to
negotiate the project title with their preferred supervisor or in their preferred area of research even
after the allocation. A similar problem will occur in the method proposed by Salami and Mammam [4],
where they proposed assigning supervisors to students rather than assigning project titles by using their
algorithm. According to them, the advantages of this method is that the projects are not required to be
available at the time of allocation, and students and supervisors can discuss their project ideas/topics
with each other after the allocation.

2.4. Project Allocation Based on Students’ Own Proposals

Another common and popular way of SPA is a “student-led” allocation system. In this system,
students design their own project and approach a member of staff to be their supervisor. Students
contact supervisors directly via e-mail or in person, and it is up to that member of staff to agree to
supervise the student or refer them to someone else. The topic and content of the project is established
entirely between the supervisor and student. Thus, a minimum of admin staff support is needed until
after the topic and supervisor have been identified [23]. There are some positive aspects of running
a student-led model as Harland et al. stated that projects suggested/proposed by students promote
active student participation [7]. Chang [24] argues that in this method, independent students need
inspiration and occasional guidance rather than full supervision such that students approaching the
end of their degrees become autonomous and independent learners. Despite having these advantages,
the student-led model also raises a number of issues for the undergraduate cohort as a whole. First,
most undergraduates find choosing a research topic difficult as undergraduate students rarely have
deep knowledge of any particular area in order to identify a research rationale. Students often identify
a very general topic area for research, and usually produce research questions that are too broad to
be tenable [23]. In Hidi and Renninger’s terms [25], their interest in research needs some substantial
external support, and therefore, supervisors need to spend time working on the feasibility of the
project, even though students work fairly autonomously on their dissertations. This can end up
with the supervisor suggesting a very different topic afterward negotiations, where students can feel
disenfranchised as their ideas are set aside and they are channelled into a project for which they have
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less interest, enthusiasm and ownership [23]. Volkema [26] also suggested that asking students to
create their own projects from scratch presents a few difficulties and takes considerable time. Analysis
from the literature and informal feedback from those involved suggests that the student-led system is
unsatisfactory for the majority of staff and students.

2.5. Other Project Allocation Techniques

Besides the methods described above, many higher education institutes follow other kinds of
SPA methods. For instance, algorithms presented in References [20,21,27] provide students with two
options, where students can either choose one project from the pool of supervisors’ proposed titles or
they can propose their own title. Also, many schools/departments, especially outside the U.K., prefer
final year projects to be done in groups [3,21]. This can significantly reduce the load for supervisors
and make the allocation process a lot easier. However, this method is mainly adopted so that students
can learn teamwork and develop communication and leadership skills through their final year project.
Allowing group projects can also solve one critical problem of SPA, as described in Section 2.1. As no
allocation system can guarantee students first choice when the number of students is significantly
higher than the number of projects, it becomes common that more than one student is attracted to the
same project. Anwar et al. [28] suggested an alternative strategy, where individual students make a
ranked selection of projects as usual, but form groups of up to three members from the individuals,
who preferred to get the same project.

3. Project Allocations in TNE Provision through a Project Database

In this section, we will focus on some of the allocation methods deployed by two of the most
successful TNE programs in China. One of the programmes is the joint degree program between the
University of Glasgow, U.K., and the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (UESTC),
China, namely Glasgow College UESTC (GC-UESTC); and the other program is between Queen Mary
University of London (QMUL), U.K., and Beijing University of Posts & Telecommunications (BUPT),
China, namely the QMUL-BUPT joint program. The student population in GC-UESTC is 540, while it
is 625 in QMUL-BUPT.

3.1. Student–Staff Agreement before Project Allocation: An Offline Method

This approach is followed by the QMUL-BUPT Joint Programme. Each year, all staffmembers
propose 10–11 projects. In June, before the project starts in the new academic year, a final year project
workshop to year 3 students is held in Beijing. This is for participating supervisors to introduce
themselves and their project ideas to the potential project students. All supervisors’ introduction files
are also published on QM+, a local portal.

At the beginning of the academic year, supervisors first outline the proposed project ideas, which
include a brief description of the project, four tasks, three measurable outcomes, required skills and
difficulty level indicator. The project outlines from QMUL supervisors are reviewed by a panel
made up of BUPT academic staff and vice versa. Once approved, the project outlines are released to
students on QM+. All projects are released at the same time and students can do a search and filter by
various options.

The students are given about 3 weeks to study the proposals. Students then contact supervisors to
express their interest in a particular project. Supervisors evaluate the competency and appropriateness
of the student for the project. This could be done through email exchanges or formal interviews.
Once the supervisor and the student mutually agree to work together, the project is removed from the
database and a contract is signed between supervisor and student regarding the project allocation.
This approach is based on a first come, first served principle. After the allocation deadline, a match
between unallocated students and projects is made by the coordinator taking required skills, application
area, etc., into account as much as possible.
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As can be seen, this allocation method works well since the students have the opportunity of
getting their first-choice projects and the staff have the option of selecting students who they consider
suitable for the project. Therefore, both students and staff have some sort of control in the project
allocations. However, at the same time, the process is time consuming for students and particularly so
for staff. For a large student cohort, it may not be feasible for the staff to respond and evaluate all the
interested candidates. At the same time, the students have to spend time convincing the staff to assign
them the project without the guarantee of a project allocation. Some weak students get neglected in
this process as they tend to avoid contacting supervisors due to a lack of confidence in their abilities.

3.2. Project Assignment through a Matching Algorithm: An Online Method

In this section, we discuss the project allocation methodology used by GC-UESTC. Before we
proceed further, we provide a brief background about the program model. At GC-UESTC, there are
540 students admitted each year in three degree programs, Electronics and Electrical Engineering,
Communication Engineering and Microelectronics System Engineering. After completing all the
degree requirements, the students receive two degrees, one from the University of Glasgow and the
other from UESTC. Approximately half of the courses are taught by local UESTC staff, while the
remaining half of the courses are taught by University of Glasgow staffwho fly in from Glasgow to
Chengdu for teaching. The block-based teaching model is used where one month’s worth of teaching
is condensed into one week of teaching. Since Glasgow academics work on a fly in, fly out model, they
have limited interaction with the students compared to UESTC staff.

For the project allocations, all staff members from both universities upload their projects on a
specifically designed project database. Students are provided 3–4 weeks to study the projects. During
this time, they have the option of contacting the supervisors for queries and clarifications. Later,
the project database is opened for students to make their selections in the order of their preferences.
Students rank their project preferences separately for University of Glasgow staff and UESTC staff.
Once all the student preferences are registered, the preference list is used as an input to a matching
under preferences algorithm [29,30]. This algorithm is specially designed to match the preferences
under a set of conditions. These conditions include the minimum and maximum number of projects
a staff member can supervise, the number of students who could work on a project, the target
average load of a staff member, the split in load between University of Glasgow and UESTC staff
supervision, etc. The objective function of the algorithm could take several forms. Some of the most
used objective functions could be maximising the number of students with project allocations matching
their highest preferences or minimising the number of students with project allocation matching their
lowest preferences.

This algorithm ensures that all the students are assigned the projects according to their top
preferences. In some scenarios, the algorithm could fail to converge for some of the students meaning
the algorithm is unable to allocate a project to a student from any of the student preferences. The manual
selection process can be deployed for the remaining students as the number of unassigned students is
small (less than 2%).

This process is extremely efficient in terms of saving time for both staff and students, while
ensuring students’ preferences are matched to their allocations. The solution also appears transparent
and fair to all the staff and student, eliminating student discontentment and staff competitiveness.
However, both students/staff are not guaranteed to have the supervisor/student of their own choice.
We propose to have a small percentage of pre-allocations in place to address this issue to give some
scale of control to staff and students in the project allocations.

3.3. Comparison of the Presented Approaches

In this section, we compare both of methods presented above, which are currently being practiced
in two of the largest TNE programs in China. We have presented our findings in the form of a table,
Table 1, where we have compared the two allocation processes based on several features.
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Table 1. Comparison of the allocation methods in two TNE programs.

Feature

Institute
QMUL-BUPT GC-UESTC

Time efficiency Time consuming due to the
staff–student negotiation phase

Time efficient due to the absence
of negotiations

Workload
efficiency

More workload for staff and
students

Little workload on staff and
students

Scalability Less scalable for a large number Extremely scalable for any
number of staff and students

Student control
More student control as there is a

possibility of getting their top
preferred project

A little less control as the students
have a higher possibility of getting

one of their lesser preferred
projects

Staff control More staff control due to their role
in the selections No staff control

4. Factors that Affect the Project Allocations in TNE Programs

In this section, we discuss the factors that influence the project allocations. Our main focus is the
TNE provision and we reflect on how some factors critically play their roles in the project allocations.

4.1. Student Size

Student size is one of the basic factors that impact the project allocations. With few students
to be assigned projects, the allocation problem complexity is generally quite low. However, as the
student number grows, the problem complexity grows as well. Meeting the expectations of all the
students while taking their interests and supervisors’ loads into account, the project allocations become
challenging. Rasul et al. [31] stated that the coordination and supervision of final year projects is
challenging, especially where large numbers of students work independently with large numbers of
supervisors. Limited resources make it difficult for project course coordinators to provide adequate staff
development for supervisors. Monitoring the work of so many supervisors is also a difficult task for
the project coordinator. Moreover, Johnson and Johnson [32] indicates that the capabilities of students
to manage individual project work need to be taught explicitly by the mentor; it is not sufficient just to
ask a student to work to manage a project. And according to Rasul et al. [31], supervisors supervising
five or more different undergraduate projects at one time have little time to “train” students, which is a
very common issue for programmes with a large number of students.

Most of the TNE programs are running with large student populations, especially the TNE
programs involving China, which at times exceed 500 in student size. With such large numbers, it
may not always be possible to perform the project allocations fairly and efficiently and this leads to
the necessity of exploring new approaches in project allocations. In response to increasing student
numbers, Healey et al. [33] suggested that group project work could be used to maintain the quality
of coordination and supervision. This would also give them experience with teamwork, which is
common in many jobs and in some conceptions of research in science and engineering. Another benefit
of working in teams is that, where the group functions effectively, better quality work is often obtained
than where students work individually. A few case studies are provided in Healey et al. [33] showing
how the average mark for the Issues in Environmental Geography module based on a group projects was
consistently 3–5 percentage points higher than the average for other individual final-year modules
in geography.

4.2. Project Proposal Presentation

It is important to consider how the project proposals are presented to the students. In some
scenarios, especially during the 1990s, the staff used to upload their projects through some student
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portals or on their personal websites [13], while in some cases, the list of offered projects used to be
displayed at their office doors or notice boards. Students could discuss projects with supervisors and
then sign a form to confirm a written agreement. This is also the case at some universities these days
where the total student number is not that high. In some institutions, the allocation of students to
the supervisor is done by the head of the academic department or the project coordinator. Students
then meet their supervisors and the project topics are given to the students to work on or the students
themselves submit a list of topics to the supervisors and the supervisors choose their preferred one [34].
However, this approach is characterised by two or more problems, namely biasedness and conflict of
interest, as noted by Aderanti et al. [34]. To accommodate a large student population, universities have
developed their own project databases where all the staff upload their proposals to the project allocation
interface and all proposals are available for the student to view and make their selections. As discussed
earlier, several models have been proposed by education researchers for this selection process, which
can satisfy both students and supervisors, as well as the project coordinator. For example, Abraham et
al. [29] suggested a model where the students supply preference lists over projects that were offered
by lecturers and each lecturer supplies a preference list over students who show interest in one or
more of their projects. Li Pan et al. developed a model using goal programming [35], where they
tried to maximise the number of assigned projects, satisfying as much as possible both students’ and
the department’s preferences. Dye [36] and Kazakov [13] proposed models using a “stable marriage”
algorithm to match members from two different lists (e.g., men and women, students and projects, etc.)
according to the preferences expressed by each of the lists’ members. Harper et al. [37] and Srinivasan
and Rachmawati [38] also proposed evolutionary algorithms to solve the project allocation problem.
Recently, Chiarandini et al. has studied the problem of allocating students into teams working on
project topics and proposed a new allocation model using a state-of-the-art commercial solver [39].

Besides all those proposed allocation methods, there are a few things we would like to suggest that
could be done to facilitate students in their project selection process. For instance, dividing the projects
into main research themes would allow the students to browse only the projects of their research
interest and thus would not only save their time but also help them focus more on the topics of their
interest instead of random project browsing. Moreover, even inside a specific theme, the sequence in
which the projects appear to the students plays an important role in their selection-making process.
If a student has to go through 50–100 projects, the level of their interest would drop significantly for
the projects that appear later on in the list. Therefore, it is recommended to make the project display
sequence random such that each student sees the projects in a different order. This will ensure that all
projects are given equal attention by the students. This will also help in balancing the load among
different staffmembers. Finally, the project titles and descriptions should be as concise as possible to
let the students browse more projects in less time while keeping their focus intact.

4.3. Project Themes

The project allocations are very much related to the project themes offered to the students.
Some themes might be of more interest to the student than others. This could disturb the balance
between different themes, and subsequently, the staff responsible for supervising the projects related to
those themes. Therefore, it is recommended that the main project themes should be selected carefully
where one clever way of doing so could be the alignment of the projects with the modules that students
have previously taken in their degree program. It is probable that students tend to work on the projects
and feel confident in selecting the topics for which they have some previous background knowledge
and do not feel comfortable with topics unfamiliar to them. A common comment of examiners about
final year projects is that students do not appear to have been adequately prepared. This is confirmed
by research into the student experience of dissertations by Todd et al. [40]. Another way of making
students well prepared is to start preparing students for their final year project from the day they
start their degree in higher education. Healey and Jenkins [41] described the pedagogical shift that is
beginning to occur through examples of degree programmes, where students are introduced to research
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from the start of their degree. It is worth mentioning that over 80% of students at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) undertake at least one undergraduate research opportunity programme,
often in their junior year, mostly in addition to their studies, according to the report by Huggins et
al. [42]. Therefore, effort should be made to synchronise the project themes with the major learning
outcomes of the previous courses taken, as well as start preparing students for their final year project
from the very beginning of their degree programme. This would result in better student performance
on their projects, as well as a lower supervision load for the staff.

4.4. Supervisor’s Profile

It is one of the important factors when it comes to the project allocations that some of the staff
members are relatively more popular among students than others. There could be several reasons
for that including the supervisor’s research profile, the research group, good teaching skills, friendly
student rapport, etc. According to the students’ responses presented in Stefani et al. [43], the primary
expectation of a student from their supervisor is “to ensure the student is on the right track, offering
constructive criticism and offering guidance when necessary”. It is also evident from the report of Todd
et al. [40] that supervisors who provide constructive feedback on draft work are highly appreciated.
The report also argued that approaches adopted by tutors towards supervision varied greatly in terms
of formality. Certain supervisors had a relatively relaxed approach, initiating preliminary meetings
but then leaving it to the student to request support when needed, with others being more formal and
directive, e.g., establishing a supervision timetable for the year; producing a written record of each
meeting and drawing up a formal contract of rights and responsibilities. Although the majority of
interviewed students thought that the latter approach was useful for them, there were many who
preferred supervisors adopting the former approach.

In academic environments, it is observed that such student preferences create healthy competition
among staffmembers; however, the development of enviousness for popular staffmembers is also
produced. It should also be noted that there is a student preference divide for local supervisors versus
foreign supervisors in the context of TNE programs. This impacts the student preferences and therefore
staff loading. We recommend avoiding such issues through incorporating appropriate constraints in
the allocation strategies.

4.5. Industrial Projects/Community-Based Learning

With students having ambitions to join top industries after graduation, the industrial projects
could pave their way to the doors of those industries. While the academia–industrial collaboration is
important in many aspects, final year projects could play a critical role in strengthening that relationship.
There is considerable evidence that student engagement with external employers benefits their learning
while making a practical contribution to communities and companies. Mason O’Connor et al., for
example, note that the literature on community engagement through the curriculum suggests it
enhances the quality of academic work, employability and lifelong learning [44]. Moreover, Lee et al.
claim that external engagement with real issues has been shown to increase students’ confidence
through placing them in positions of responsibility and exposing them to a greater diversity of
learning experiences [45]. There are other benefits of engaging in community and work-based learning
for students, such as the development of critical thinking, gaining insight into the complex nature
of knowledge, showing enthusiasm for a subject and greater subject-related understanding [46,47].
For TNE programs involving China, there are huge industrial project opportunities that should be
explored and the students should be provided with the option to work on industrial projects.

4.6. Staff Load Balancing

The project allocations are hugely impacted by the supervision load a staff member could be
assigned. With a small student number, this issue may seem irrelevant, but with hundreds of project
supervisions to be done each year in TNE programs, the staff supervision load balancing becomes
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critical. According to MacKeogh [48], the traditional role of the supervisor is to provide guidance,
advice, instruction, encouragement and support; however, it is also the supervisor’s role to assist
students in their management of conflicts and risk. On top of that, the supervisor acts as the student’s
examiner, providing formative and summative feedback throughout the learning process. This
traditional role can place huge pressures on academics and overload them when they are supporting a
large number of students. Hensel and Paul express their concern noting that undergraduate research
often takes place outside the curriculum; therefore, recognition of the time that supervision takes may
be an issue [49]. As such, it is vital to ensure that no staff member is overloaded while the student
project preferences are also met with reasonable success. Moreover, it is required that the supervision
load balance between the local staff and foreign staff is determined for the smooth implementation of
allocation procedures in TNE provision.

5. Challenges and Solutions in TNE Project Allocations

In all the TNE programs, the final year project allocations process comes with additional challenges
and constraints. Working transnationally is likely to raise challenges that stem from differences in
culture, educational background and expectations. Transnational teachers find themselves living and
working (albeit temporarily) within environments that are culturally different to their own. Their initial
interactions are likely to engender “culture shock” [50]. They might find that some of these cultural
differences have an impact on how they teach within the overseas setting.

Teacher burnout is a serious risk within transnational education. Many TNE teachers report
extreme tiredness fuelled by lengthy international travel [51], jet lag and intensive teaching patterns.
TNE faculty members are often pushed to their physical limits and still have to enter the classroom
and perform professionally. Smith [50] explains this as “you’re literally flying in, your eyes are shutting
and then you’re having to teach”.

One of the most challenging aspects of delivery of flying-faculty teachers is that contact is often
based on very short and intensive teaching blocks [52]. As such, teachers may have to work through
new models of teaching that enable the material to be covered in a much shorter period of time. It is
important to mention here that this kind of intensive block teaching is often criticised for having little
to do with pedagogy and more to do with convenience [53]. After delivering a week of intensive
sessions, many TNE teachers fly back to the home country and start teaching there from the next day.
Debowski [54] reports that one of the most difficult things about working transnationally is managing
workloads in two locations.

Language can be another challenge for academics working transnationally. Many students often
struggle to keep up with the reading that is required, or have difficulties expressing themselves
orally [55]. Therefore, teachers need to be aware of their own language: speaking clearly and not
too quickly, explaining key concepts using simple words and leaving time at the end of sessions for
students to ask questions.

While student engagement is a critical component of any TNE program, this engagement becomes
even more important for final year project supervisions. The project allocations should consider this
point and make sure that student engagement is not compromised due to the allocation outcomes.
Since for most TNE programs, like GC-UESTC and QMUL-BUPT, the non-local staff operate using
a fly in, fly out model and perform block-based teaching, there may be fewer opportunities for
activities and face-to-face contact with project students. These challenges could be resolved through
the use of technology where, for example, the staff are recommended to integrate the contemporary
communication tools like Skype, WhatsApp, WeChat (a popular connectivity tool in China), etc., in
their day-to-day communication with students to provide a healthy supervision experience to the
students. However, Augustsson and Jaldermark note that online supervision requires a different skill
set, as online supervision relies mainly on written communication around electronic drafts [56].

At the same time, the role of a second supervisor also becomes important. It is recommended that
for all the non-local first supervisors, a local second supervisor is allocated. This allocation must be
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done carefully in order to match the research interests of both first and second supervisors. Thus, the
local staff could contribute efficiently to student supervision in the absence of the non-local staff.

It is a possibility that students may have a tendency to prefer the staff from one partner university
while making their selections due to several reasons. For instance, the global visibility of the
staff, on-campus availability of the staff, lack of communication skills in a non-native language, etc.
While student preferences could become biased towards one side or the other, the allocation procedures
should be defined in a way to restrict such biases. One of the possible solutions to this problem could
be making sure that the students include projects from both sides in their preference list and then
assigning appropriate weight to the student preferences. This would take the student preferences into
account as well as keep the balance in the supervision numbers for the TNE partner institutions.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an overview of final year project allocation strategies and procedures is presented.
The focus of this paper is on the context and related challenges of final year project allocations in the
TNE provision with large student number supervision requirements. We have presented the details
of project allocation procedures for two extremely successful TNE programs. While student staff
pre-agreement before allocations provides control to staff and students regarding project allocations, it
may not be a scalable solution for a large student population, which is a common feature of many
TNE programs. On the other hand, the matching algorithm under student preferences happens
to be a scalable, fair and efficient allocation process. However, in order to accommodate staff and
student involvement, a pre-allocation process at a relatively small scale is recommended prior to the
matching algorithm’s execution. We have also presented the factors that are important to consider
while allocating projects for TNE programs. Towards the end, we have highlighted some of the
challenges associated with the TNE programs and the project allocations in the TNE context. We have
also made recommendations to improve the final year project experience for both staff and students
generally, and to improve the project allocation procedures specifically.
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Abstract: The main objective of this study is to evaluate students’ perceptions regarding different
methods of assessment and which teaching/learning methodologies may be the most effective in
a Fluid Transport System course. The impact of the changes in the assessment methodology in
the final students’ grades and attendance at theoretical classes is also analysed, and the results
show that students’ attendance at theoretical classes changed significantly. The students prefer
and consider more beneficial for their learning assessment through several questions/problems
and small tests during theoretical lessons instead of a single moment of evaluation. For them,
the traditional teaching/learning methodology is still considered the most effective one. At the same
time, students perceive that the development of the Practical Work (PW) and several moments of
assessment had positive repercussions on the way they focus on the course content and keep up
with the subjects taught, providing knowledge on the area under study, encouraging collaborative
work and stimulating the students’ intellectual curiosity. Largely, students agree that the PW is an
important tool in their learning process and recommend it as a teaching activity. In general, students
are confident with the knowledge acquired with the PW and feel able to size fluid transport systems.

Keywords: Fluid Mechanics; Students Perceptions; Engineering Education; Assessment; Practical Work

1. Introduction

Several studies can be found in the literature focused on designing and testing new (or reformulated)
teaching/learning and assessment methodologies applied in different areas. Most of them have as a
final goal promoting class attendance and improving students’ performance and knowledge.

Cansino et al. [1] attempted to find out if the attendance at classes and the promotion of students’
proactivity through oral presentations of case studies positively affected the probability of passing
the exam and obtaining higher scores. In fact, they concluded that class attendance and case study
presentations were related with academic performance. Also, Lukkarinen et al. [2] investigated the
relationship between voluntary class attendance and learning performance. The authors divided
students into three distinct groups: students who attended classes but dropped out before the final
exam, students who attended classes and the exam, and students who did not attend classes, studied
independently, and attended the exam. Although students may succeed without attending classes,
the authors concluded that there was a key group of students for whom class attendance was positively
related to performance.
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Ma et al. [3] explored the use of the application-based flipped classroom (APP-FC), an innovative
teaching-learning model, in an immunology course medical curriculum at Lanzhou University, China.
The authors concluded that most students that implemented the APP-FC model improved their
score in the final examination (60%) compared to the control group (40%). The majority of students
(70%) preferred this teaching model to the traditional lecture-based method. Also, APP-FC improved
students’ learning motivation, self-directed learning skills, and problem-solving abilities.

There is a growing interest in practice-based learning in countries with both advanced and
developing economies. Much of this interest is directed towards augmenting students’ learning within
vocational or higher education programmes of initial occupational preparation or those for professional
development (i.e., further development of occupational knowledge across working life) [4].

Fluid Mechanics (FM) in engineering courses is not an exception. Several works can be found
in the literature [5–10]. In fact, FM is considered a challenging topic, leading some of the times to
unsuccessful students and distressed teachers.

Since 2013, in the Curricular Unit Fluid Mechanics at the University of Western Sydney (Australia)
a Blended Learning Approach (BLA) has been employed. This teaching/learning approach considers
online recorded lectures and tutorials, hand-written tutorial solutions, discussion board and online
practice quizzes. The tutorial classes are devoted to discussing difficult topics and engaging students
with practical applications. Students’ feedback is positive, as the learning experience improved, and the
knowledge of fluid mechanics translated into a higher average grade and an increase in completion
rates [9].

Nevertheless, the implementation of new teaching/learning methods can be a hard task for
students as well as for teachers; it is well known that any change in the traditional and commonly
accepted teaching/learning process may cause certain resistance from both. If correctly implemented,
problem/project-based learning methodologies, case studies, and hands-on approaches (among other
interactive processes, where students are the main actors) are key tools to prepare students for their
engineering profession [11–15]. These tools allow students to develop their ingenious, social and
management skills, which are undoubtedly relevant for engineers in their profession [16].

1.1. Motivation

Apart from the implementation of new/different teaching/learning tools, students’ assessment
is also a topic to explore in higher education. Gibbs and Simpson [17] refer to two important
aspects: giving feedback to students on their learning and adequate students’ workload for the
assessment method.

Sorensen [8] presents a study on second year students’ perceptions regarding the assessment in
a traditional module conducted in the Department of Chemical Engineering at University College
London. In this particular case, the assessment was performed through online quizzes that give
immediate feedback to students, allowing them to identify the contents that might need to be improved.
The analysis of questionnaires made it possible to infer that students react very positively to this
assessment mode, suggesting that this method be extended to other modules.

An interactive online system for skills and knowledge assessment in a computer engineering
course and its impact on the students’ learning process was presented by Hettiarachchi et al. [18].
Through data analysis, the authors concluded that this type of assessment had a positive impact
on students’ learning and performance. In fact, students were engaged in the interactive system
for both practices, where they were able to evaluate their progress or difficulties, and also in the
assessment process.

The authors believe in the importance of promoting student self-learning and adapting the
assessment methods in order to prepare them for their professional challenges. Following this trend,
the study presented in this paper is focused on how the assessment in a Fluid Mechanics course is
perceived by students. How different evaluation methods are considered relevant by students? How
can the evaluation methods help students in their future profession?
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1.2. Objectives

The main objective of this study is to evaluate students’ perceptions regarding different types of
assessment. In addition, the impact of the changes in the assessment methodology in the final students’
grades is analysed. These analyses will allow the identification and adoption of the teaching/learning
methodologies that may be the most effective.

To fulfil the main objective, a main research question (RQ) was defined:
RQ—How do students perceive the assessment methodology?
Moreover, in order to analyse the effect of introducing a Practical Work (PW), five sub-research

questions were formulated:
sRQ1—How important is the PW in the students’ learning process?
sRQ2—Is the PW perceived as an autonomous tool?
sRQ3—Is the PW effective for preparing students for the challenge of professional life?
sRQ4—Which competences did students acquire with the PW?
sRQ5—Are the students confident with the knowledge acquired with the PW to size a proper

fluid transport system?
It is the authors’ belief that the optimisation of the assessment methodology may have a positive

impact in preparing the students for the challenge of their professional learning.
The paper is organised in four sections. In the next section (Materials and Methods), the curricular

unit (CU) Fluid Transport Systems (with the acronym STFLU) is characterised followed by the
assessment methodology definition, by the questionnaire used to evaluate students’ satisfaction
and perceptions and by the students’ characterisation. In the third section, the analysis of students’
perceptions is made, and in the last section, the final remarks are addressed.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, the curricular unit Fluid Transport Systems (STFLU) is characterised, followed by
the assessment methodology definition. The questionnaire used to evaluate students’ satisfaction and
perceptions is also described, followed by the students’ characterisation.

2.1. Fluid Transport Systems in Chemical Engineering

Since 2006, the Chemical Engineering graduation in the Higher Education Institution (HEI)
has been divided into two cycles, the First Cycle (3 years) and the Master degree (2 years). They
represent two complementary levels of higher education. The first cycle enables students to gather
technical and scientific tools that will allow them to act in industry, quality control and laboratory
services. The Master degree provides a deepening of knowledge in the fundamental areas of chemical
engineering and offers specific subjects in each of the three branches presently available: environmental
protection technologies, energy and biorefinery, and quality. The present study refers to the Fluid
Transport Systems (STFLU) course, which is taught in the 1st cycle.

2.1.1. Course Characterisation

STFLU is a course of the second year of the first cycle in Chemical Engineering of HEI. Since 2012/13,
this course has had a total of four hours per week (one hour of lectures and three hours of practical
classes) in daytime and evening classes. On average, there are 55 to 65 students each year, and two
teachers. Theoretical (T) classes are mainly expositive but the teachers also use the interrogative method
and different demonstrative and active techniques. In theoretical-practical (TP) classes, students are
requested to cooperatively solve problems and real-world case studies.

2.1.2. Course Objectives

STFLU has the general objective of giving students fundamental knowledge in Fluid Mechanics
that will enable them to design fluid transport systems and select the associated equipment. In particular,
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at the end of this course, students should be able to make mass and energy balances that are necessary
to design systems and select the appropriate equipment (flow meters; centrifugal, reciprocating and
rotary pumps; compressors and fans).

2.1.3. Course Syllabus

The syllabus of STFLU course is divided into two main parts. The first one covers the fundamental
principles of mass, energy and momentum transport and the second parts includes the systems of
fluid transport (selection and sizing of pipes, valves and fittings, flow meters, pumps, compressors
and fans).

2.1.4. Assessment Methodology

The assessment methodology of this course has been changed in recent years. This change should
improve the knowledge acquisition by the students and consequently it should be reflected in the final
students’ grades and success rate.

Figure 1 shows the last assessment flowchart, corresponding to the academic year 2017/2018,
which reflects the evaluation towards an autonomous/independent learning by students.

 
Figure 1. Assessment flowchart for the academic year 2017/18 (I stands for Individual and G for Group
evaluation moments).
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The assessment methodology for the academic years between 2006/07 and 2015/16 included only
PW (at the Moment G3) and the two final exams (normal and supplementary periods of exams), with
the exception of 2009/10, when students only had the two final exams (without the PW).

For the last two academic years (2016/17 and 2017/18), students could choose between two modes
of assessment:

• four individual mini-tests (at Moments I1, I2, I3 and I4), one of the two group tests (Moments G1
and G2, from which they can choose the one with the best grade), and the PW (Moment G3) or

• a Final Exam (FE) and the PW (Moment G3).

In both cases, the PW had a weight of 15% in the final grade. In case students decide to take the
FE, this had a weight of 85%. Otherwise Moment I1 had a weight of 8%, I2 had a weight of 8%, I3 had a
weight of 17.5%, I4 had a weight of 50% and Moment G1 or G2 had a weight of 1.5% on the final grade.

There was no minimum score in 2016/17 in any of the assessment components but in 2017/18 a
minimum score of 8.5 out of 20 was demanded in moment I4 and in the final exam (normal period
of exams).

2.2. Students’ Perceptions Questionnaire about Fluid Transport Systems

To fulfil the main objective of this study, the impact of the changes regarding knowledge assessment
changes in a Fluid Mechanics course, it is important to analyse the students’ opinion. Therefore,
a questionnaire was developed [19,20] to obtain the students’ perceptions not only regarding the
assessment methodology, but also identifying teaching/learning methodologies.

2.2.1. Design of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire was based on a previous one that studied the impact of introducing a PW in
the learning process of the Fluid Transport Systems course in the Chemical Engineering degree [20].
Briefly, the questionnaire comprises the following parts:

1. Student’s characterisation (gender, age, academic year, class timetable, class attendance);
2. Student’s perception regarding his/her own learning style and learning style used by the student

during the development of the PW. The learning styles used were based on the Kolb theory [21];
3. Technical Skills (TS) acquired through PW; 12 items from which 7 are evaluated according to a

5-point Likert scale (1—Very Poor, 2—Poor, 3—Average, 4—Good, 5—Very Good) and the remaining
with a “No/Yes” answer;

4. Concept Understanding (CUnd) with PW development, evidenced by a group of sentences
given as multiple choice based on 5 sentences;

5. Soft Skills (SS) acquired through the PW development; 5 items evaluated according to a 5-point
Likert scale of agreement (1—strongly disagree, 2—disagree, 3—neither agree nor disagree, 4—agree,
5—strongly agree);

6. Course Organisation and Functioning (COF): 15 items, of which 14 are evaluated according to a
5-point Likert scale of agreement (1—strongly disagree, 2—disagree, 3—neither agree nor disagree,
4—agree, 5—strongly agree) and one with multiple choice;

7. Activity Effectiveness (AE), which compares teaching methodologies: 5 items evaluated
according to a 5-point Likert scale of agreement (1—lowest effectiveness to 5—highest effectiveness).

2.2.2. Methodology

The questionnaire, in paper format, was handed out to students and, after an explanation about
the objectives of the study, answered it on a voluntary basis. The students completed the questionnaire
after a moment of individual evaluation of STFLU course, in the 1st semester of 2016/17 and 2017/18
academic years, which took around 10 minutes. A total of 108 students participated in the study. This
corresponds to 90.8% of the enrolled students; moreover, this was all the students that attended classes.
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2.2.3. Student Characterisation

Table 1 summarises the main student characteristics. Considering the academic years 2016/17 and
2017/18, most of the students (70.4%) are female. The average age was 19.7 years (SD = 1.44, ranged
from 19 to 27 years) and the majority of the respondent students (66.7%) were aged 19 years. Fluid
Transport Systems is a curricular unit of the 2nd year; however, six students (around 6%) from the 1st
year were permitted to attend the course in advance.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the student characteristics.

2016/17 2017/18 Total

Respondent (%) 87.7 93.6 90.8

Gender

Male (%) 32.0 27.6 29.6
Female (%) 68.0 72.4 70.4

Age

19 (%) 78.0 56.9 66.7
20– 21 (%) 14.0 32.7 24.1
≥22 8.0 10.4 9.2

Mean Age (x ± SD) 19.5 ± 1.17 19.9± 1.62 19.7 ± 1.44

Regime of Class

Daytime (%) 98.0 93.0 95.3
After work (%) 2.0 7.0 4.7

First time Attending Students (%) 84.0 89.5 86.9

Students attended the course on different timetables (95.3% in daytime and 4.7% after working
hours), and 86.9% of students attended the course for the first time, with a maximum of three times
(2.8%). Regarding PW, 3.7% of all the students developed this work individually, 20.8% in pairs, 72.6%
in groups of three elements and 5.7% in groups of four elements. 49.1% of the students held a PW of
this kind for the first time.

3. Results and Discussion

To understand the changes made in the assessment methodology of STFLU, it is important first to
analyse the attendance and grades obtained during the last years (Section 3.1). The students’ perceptions
with respect to the impact that changes in assessment have in the acquisition and understanding of
concepts are presented in Section 3.2.

3.1. Grades and Attendance

The average final grade for those students who appeared at least at one exam moment, the average
final grade and the percentage of students who were approved in the STFLU course, are shown in
Figure 2 for the different academic years (from 2006/07 to 2017/18).

According to Figure 2, the lowest approval percentage of students (about 70%) occurred in the
academic year 2009/10, the exact year in which PW was not done. The average student grade based
on approvals did not change greatly during that period and was around 12 out of 20. It would be
premature, based on this amount of data, to correlate this value with the absence of PW in 2009/10.
However, for the two last academic years (2016/17 and 2017/18), it is evident that there is a similarity of
the average grade based on approvals when compared with the average grade based on students that
came at least to one exam. Therefore, almost all students who presented themselves to an evaluation
had a positive grade. This can also be reinforced by the analysis of Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Average of the final grades of students and the percentage of students who were approved
for the academic years 2006/07 to 2017/18 (note that the xx axis value corresponds to the beginning of
the academic year, i.e., 2006 corresponds to 2006/07).

Figure 3. Final grade distribution (number of students that obtained each of the possible grades
between 0 and 20) for the academic years 2016/17 and 2017/18.

Figure 3 shows the final grade distribution (number of students that obtained each of the possible
grades between 0 and 20) for the academic years 2016/17 and 2017/18. There were few failing grades in
these two academic years (grades lower than or equal to 9), corresponding to 3.4%.

Figure 4 shows the average attendance (to theoretical classes) during the academic years between
2013/14 and 2017/18. The attendance data before 2013/14 were not available.

Figure 4. Attendance at theoretical classes for the academic years 2013/14 to 2017/18 (note that the xx
axis value corresponds to the beginning of the academic year, i.e., 2013 corresponds to 2013/14).
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As attendance at theoretical-practical classes (TP) is mandatory, and the student can only miss 1/3
of the classes (about 5 in 15 classes), attendance is high. According to Figure 4, the level of attendance
at theoretical classes was only higher than fifty percent in the last two academic years, which coincides
with the period in which more changes were made to the assessment methodology. In that period, six
more points of assessment were introduced.

Figure 5 shows the attendance for each theoretical class during the academic years 2016/17 and
2017/18 in more detail.

Figure 5. Attendance for each theoretical class throughout the academic year 2016/17 and 2017/18.
Ii: Individual moment i, Gi: Group moment i, PW: Practical Work, E: Exam (individual, normal
and supplementary).

It is evident that the highest attendance at theoretical classes corresponds to the evaluation days
(see the moments identified in Figure 5). Strangely, students missed classes during the week before
the assessment moment (see moment I2). However, as stated by Gurung [22], some students tend
to do what they should not do, namely, skip classes. Moreover, this behaviour appears not to have
had a negative effect on the students’ performance, since the majority of them passed the attendance
requirement. In addition, this can be confirmed by the low attendance at moments 1st E (normal exam)
and 2nd E (supplementary exam).

Comparing year 2016/17 to 2017/18, a higher attendance in the 1st E (1st Exam) in the year 2017/18
can be seen, because a minimum frequency of attendance was instituted. The low attendance at
theoretical classes that have no moments of evaluation in 2017/18 when compared to 2016/17 seems to be
a characteristic of the year. When comparing the attendance of all courses of the 2nd year/1st semester
(Figure 6), it is obvious that low attendance was a common factor among all of them. This difference
observed between 2016/17 and 2017/18 seemed not to influence either the average attendance (Figure 4)
or the students’ mean final grade (Figure 2). Based on these numbers, and as confirmed in the study by
Alhija [23], students perceived assessment as the most important of the five teaching dimensions (goals
to be achieved, relations with students, teaching methods and characteristics, assessment, long-term
student development); therefore, they tended not to miss these moments. The teaching methods were
of as little importance as the goals to be achieved and the relations with students.

So the assessment methodology changed the students’ attendance at theoretical classes significantly.
In general, the majority of the students only attended theoretical classes when they were forced to do it!

This, in a certain way, is in line with the thoughts of Gurung [22] with respect to the idea that
teachers can modify the method to assess different levels of classes, and that they should help students
to prepare more effectively for exams or other types of assessment. In addition, they can also inform
students about study techniques that may be more beneficial to them, since the most important thing is
how students study.
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Figure 6. Attendance for each theoretical class of the 2nd year/1st semester courses throughout the
academic year 2017/18 (ESAPL—Statistical Methods; MIANA—Methods of Instrumental Analysis;
QFIT1—Chemical Physics and Thermodynamics).

3.2. Student Perceptions

The results analysis of the students’ perceptions regarding the STFLU course are presented and
discussed below. The SPSS statistical tool was used for data analysis [21].

As the data collected from the students do not follow normality (normality was checked with the
Shapiro-Wilk test for normality of the data), non-parametric tests were considered in the analysis and to
be able to provide answers to the research questions raised (Mann-Whitney (U), for the comparison of
two independent samples means as an alternative to the independent sample t-test, and the Spearman’s
correlation coefficient (rS) to study and measure the strength of the relationship between two ranked
variables/items). A significance level of 5% was considered, meaning that differences were considered
to be statistically significant for p < 0.05. Both tables and figures are used, when pertinent, to summarise
information and to illustrate specific trends or features.

The following research questions will be answered in the subsequent sections:
RQ—How do students perceive the assessment methodology?
sRQ1—How important is the PW in the students’ learning process?
sRQ2—Is the PW perceived as an autonomous tool?
sRQ3—Is the PW effective at preparing students for the challenges of professional life?
sRQ4—Which competences did students acquire with the PW?
sRQ5—Are the students confident with the knowledge acquired with the PW to size a proper

fluid transport system?

3.2.1. How Do Students Perceive the Assessment Methodology? (RQ)

To answer RQ, from the 15 items evaluated in part 6 of the questionnaire (course organisation and
functioning, COF), 14 will be analysed (COF1 to COF14). Furthermore, the individual (Ii) and final
students’ grades will be related with some of these items allowing to understand possible relations
between both. The 14 items under analysis are:

COF1: The examples used by the teachers help the understanding of the contents.
COF2: The teachers try to contextualise the contents in a professional perspective.
COF3: I am interested in learning the contents of the CU.
COF4: I participate in discussions in the classroom.
COF5: The quantity of contents covered in the CU is adequate.
COF6: The practical works/exercises indicated are appropriate to the contents covered in the CU.
COF7: In general, the CU meets my expectations.
COF8: The CU is essentially theoretical.
COF9: Theory is important to understand the practical applications.
COF10: The practical applications proposed are sufficient to understand the concepts.
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COF11: The practical applications proposed are sufficient to understand the real applicability of
the concepts.

COF12: The evaluation through questions/problems and small tests during theoretical lessons
was beneficial to my learning.

COF13: For the intermediate assessment, I prefer several questions/problems and small tests
during theoretical classes.

COF14: For the intermediate assessment, I prefer to carry out a single moment of evaluation/test.
Despite a general downward trend, on average, from the 2016/17 academic year to 2017/18,

the students’ evaluations in these COF items show similar behaviour (Table 2), i.e., there was no
statistically significant change in the students’ evaluation between the two academic years (for all the
items under analyses p > 0.05). Since no significant differences were obtained, from here on, the results
and analysis will be discussed as a whole.

Table 2. Statistical summary for the considered COF items.

Item Year N Min Max Mean Std. Deviation Median Statistics U

COF1
2017 50 3 5 4.40 0.573 4

1153.0
2018 56 2 5 4.18 0.636 4

COF2
2017 50 3 5 4.28 0.573 4

1196.5
2018 56 2 5 4.09 0.640 4

COF3
2017 50 3 5 4.20 0.535 4

1244.0
2018 56 2 5 4.04 0.713 4

COF4
2017 50 2 5 3.44 0.884 3

1147.5
2018 56 2 5 3.13 0.875 3

COF5
2017 50 2 5 4.06 0.712 4

1376.5
2018 56 1 5 3.98 0.863 4

COF6
2017 50 2 5 4.28 0.671 4

1354.5
2018 56 1 5 4.18 0.876 4

COF7
2017 50 3 5 4.16 0.584 4

1157.0
2018 55 1 5 3.91 0.800 4

COF8
2017 50 1 5 2.40 0.881 2

1383.0
2018 56 1 4 2.38 0.822 2

COF9
2017 48 1 5 3.77 0.778 4

1301.5
2018 56 1 5 3.68 0.936 4

COF10
2017 50 2 5 3.82 0.850 4

1238.0
2018 53 1 5 3.75 0.731 4

COF11
2017 50 2 5 3.74 0.899 4

1398.0
2018 54 1 5 3.78 0.691 4

COF12
2017 50 1 5 4.02 1.020 4

1398.0
2018 56 1 5 4.05 0.942 4

COF13
2017 50 1 5 3.82 1.273 4

1320.5
2018 56 1 5 4.02 1.036 4

COF14
2017 50 1 5 2.18 1.320 2

1370.0
2018 56 1 5 2.23 1.348 2
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The lowest result obtained was for items COF14 (For the intermediate assessment, I prefer to
carry out a single moment of evaluation and test) and COF8 (The CU is essentially theoretical), with
average values lower than 3, showing a disagreement in opinion regarding these two items. However,
this behaviour in itself suggests a positive perception regarding the change in the assessment of the
theoretical topics such as Fluid Mechanics, making them more practical.

Conversely, the COF items with the highest mean (values higher than 4, showing an agreement
in opinion) was COF1 (The examples used by the teachers help the understanding of the contents),
COF6 (The practical work/exercises indicated are appropriate to the contents covered in the CU), COF2
(The teachers try to contextualise the contents in a professional perspective), COF3 (I am interested in
learning the contents of the CU), COF7 (In general, the CU meets my expectations), COF5 (The quantity
of contents covered in the CU is adequate) and COF12 (The evaluation through questions/problems
and small tests during theoretical lesson was beneficial to my learning). COF13 (For the intermediate
assessment, I prefer several questions/problems and small tests during theoretical classes) presents
similar results to COF12, although slightly lower. This could indicate that there is a difference between
what students prefer and what is beneficial in terms of learning for them. These results are to some
degree in line with the results obtained by Struyven and co-authors in their review work [24], in that
what students perceive regarding assessment seems to have a considerable impact on students’ learning
approaches, and vice versa.

To understand if there is a relationship between the individual (Ii) and students’ final grades with
respect to the perception that students have regarding assessment methodology, some of the COF
items (COF12 and COF14) will be used. Figure 7 shows the average of the students’ grades obtained in
the four individual assessment moments against the students’ perceptions regarding items COF12 and
COF14. The individual assessment is the core of the evaluation, and accounts for 83.5% of the final
grade (Figure 1).

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Average student grades versus (a) COF12 student evaluation and (b) COF14 student evaluation.

As can be seen, there is no defined pattern between the grades in different moments and agreement
level with the COF12 item statement. For example, students that are strongly in disagreement (1)
with “The evaluation through questions/problems and small tests during theoretical lessons was
beneficial to my learning” obtained the highest and the lowest grades (on average). However, all the
students that are in complete agreement (5) obtained a positive grade (average ranged from 11 to
around 15). Regarding COF14, “For the intermediate assessment, I prefer to carry out a single moment
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of evaluation and test”, the behaviour obtained was more dispersed, making the interpretation more
difficult (Figure 7b). That is, for the same individual grade (Ii), students show different evaluations.

By considering the students’ final grades, the distribution according to the corresponding students’
items evaluation undergoes some changes (Figure 8). Each mark size and colour intensity shown in
Figure 8 reflects the number of students in each grid cell (the darkest and largest mark corresponds to
9 students, and then decreases successively until 1). Notice that the levels of agreement for COF12
(Figure 8a) for the 5.6% students that failed (final grade ≤ 9.5) were somewhat positive (3—neither
agree nor disagree, 4—agree, 5—strongly agree). It is important, however, to emphasise that 72.6% of
students with final grades ≥ 9.5 agree and strongly agree that the evaluation adopted was beneficial
to their learning. Figure 8b shows an opposite evaluation behaviour when looking to the opinions
regarding intermediate assessment, where the majority of students (1—strongly disagree, 2—disagree)
do not prefer to carry out a single moment of evaluation and test (COF14) independently of the
final grade.

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Students’ final grades versus (a) COF12 student evaluation and (b) COF14 student evaluation
(marker size and colour intensity reflect the number of students in each grid cell).

3.2.2. How Important is PW in the Students’ Learning Process? (sRQ1)

As a measure of how important students perceived the PW to be in their learning process, a set of
technical skills acquired with the PW (part 3 of the questionnaire, TS items) was considered:

TS4: PW is a useful tool in supporting the CU,
TS6a: Overall, the PW helped me to assimilate the concepts transmitted throughout the semester,
TS6b: Overall, the PW has made my learning more objective,
TS6d: Overall, the PW motivated me to the CU,
TS7: Overall, I felt motivated to carry out the PW,
TS9: The PW motivated me to learn the CU contents,
TS10: Would you recommend doing a PW as a teaching/learning activity?
The two last items (TS9 and TS10) are “No/Yes” questions.
Table 3 and Figure 9 summarise and illustrate the distribution of the obtained data, respectively.
Largely, students agreed (Figure 9, more than 50% of agreement, 4 and 5) that the PW is an

important and useful tool in supporting the CU (TS4). This item is the one with the highest evaluation
(Table 3, mean = 4.34). Even the item with the lowest evaluation (TS6d, mean = 3.80) reflects an
agreement. In fact, this is the only item where the evaluation of 1 (strong disagreement) was obtained.
The percentage of disagreement (1 and 2) corresponds to 3.7%, meaning that these students do not
consider that the PW development has a motivating effect on the CU.
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Despite the previous results, a majority of students (90.7%) consider that the PW motivated them
to learn the CU contents (TS9), recommending (96.3%) the PW as a teaching activity in their learning
process (TS10).

Knight, in their work [25], stated that, related to group work development, students give more
importance to students’ overall ‘group experience’ than the related learning outcomes/skills developed
in group work. This could explain why some students did not consider the PW to be motivating for
the CU.

Table 3. Statistical summary for the considered Technical Skill (TS) items.

Item N Min. Max. Mean Std. Deviation Median

TS4 108 2 5 4.34 0.713 4

TS6a 108 2 5 4.13 0.698 4

TS6b 108 2 5 4.12 0.680 4

TS6d 108 1 5 3.80 0.783 4

TS7 108 2 5 3.91 0.803 4

TS9 108 90.7% Yes

TS10 108 96.3% Yes

 
Figure 9. Students’ evaluation for TS Technical Skills.

3.2.3. Is the PW Perceived as an Autonomous Tool? (sRQ2)

To understand how students perceived the PW as an autonomous tool, item TS12, with a “No/Yes”
answer (Do you consider that the PW should be less supervised by the teacher?), belonging to part 3 of
the questionnaire (Technical Skills acquired with the PW), will be analysed. Since the students were
asked to justify their answers to this question with words, this will also be analysed.

The majority of the students (94.4%) answered “No”. The justifications were related to the support
that the teacher must give to students. For example: “it is necessary to have indications from the
teacher for the development of the PW”; “teacher’ support is essential”; “in case of less support, we
(students) would not manage to develop the PW”. These last comments are in opposition to the
comments given by the minority of students that answered “Yes” (5.6%): “the PW obliges students to
look for information”.

As previously mentioned (Section 3.1), students’ attendance at theoretical classes was relatively
low (high attendance only occurred at evaluation moments, as expected). It is in these classes that
important and necessary PW information is given, so if students were present in these classes, the need
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for indications by the teacher could be diminished. Then, the teacher’s support would only be necessary
for some doubts. As emphasised by one student, “even though the contents are taught, there are
always some aspects that are specific and vary”.

Answers like “if the PW was less supervised the students would fill lost and would neglect it”
shows that some students were not able to perceive the PW as a tool for applying their knowledge and
understanding in solving new and practical problems.

It seems that, independently of approaches to learning and to teaching, student motivation
is mainly associated with intrinsic or autonomous motivation and each student’s learning profile;
moreover, student-centred learning environments do not guarantee success at motivating students to
learn [26].

3.2.4. Is the PW Effective for Preparing Students for the Challenges of Professional Life? (sRQ3)

To understand how students perceived the PW and their level of agreement regarding PW
effectiveness as an autonomous tool, item TS11 (Do you consider that the PW should be carried
out before the contents have been taught?) was related to the five items that measure the activity
effectiveness (AE):

AE1—theoretical class where the teacher lectures the contents and a theoretical-practical class
where applied exercises are solved,

AE2—previous study of theoretical concepts proposed by the teacher and discussion in theoretical
class of the application of these concepts,

AE3—students individually solve a global question in the theoretical class using the knowledge
they have,

AE4—theoretical class where the teacher presents the contents using practical examples and a
theoretical-practical class where applied exercises are solved,

AE5—students solve a problem in groups in the theoretical class using the knowledge they have.
Table 4 presents the corresponding statistics in terms of minimum, maximum, mean and median

values and the standard deviation.

Table 4. Statistical summary for the considered Activity Effectiveness (AE) items.

item n Min. Max. Mean Sth. Deviation Median

AE1 106 2 5 4.10 0.675 4

AE2 106 1 5 3.69 0.919 4

AE3 105 1 5 3.76 1.033 4

AE4 106 1 5 4.30 0.783 4

AE5 106 2 5 3.96 0.827 4

On average, students considered the traditional teaching/learning methodology to be the most
effective, that is, a theoretical class where the teacher presents the contents using practical examples
and a theoretical-practical class in which applied exercises are solved (AE4, with 4.30 on a scale of 5),
and where in the theoretical class, the teacher presents the contents and a theoretical-practical class in
which applied exercises are solved (AE1, with 4.10 in a scale of 5).

Students considered the methodology in which students are required to undertake previous study
of theoretical concepts proposed by the teacher, followed by a discussion in the theoretical class on the
application of these concepts, to be of lower effectiveness (AE2, with 3.69 in a scale of 5).

To understand students’ choices regarding the effectiveness of the PW as an autonomous tool, these
5 items were correlated with item TS11. Table 5 summarises the values of the Spearman coefficients
obtained. None of the 5 items (AE1, AE2, AE3, AE4 and AE5) show a significant correlation with
item TS11. To some extent, these results confirm earlier findings. However, slightly increasing the
significance level to 6%, two positive correlations could be observed. That is, students who agree that
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the PW should be carried out before the contents have been taught also agree that they could first
study the theoretical concepts proposed by the teacher and then discuss them later in theoretical class
(AE2), and also agree that students could solve a problem in groups using the knowledge they have
(AE5), understanding and identifying their difficulties.

Table 5. Spearman’s correlation coefficient, rS.

TS11 AE1 AE2 AE3 AE4 AE5

TS11 1.0

.

AE1 0.025 1.0

0.797 .

AE2 0.186 ‡ 0.175 1.0

0.056 0.072 .

AE3 0.082 0.120 0.363 ** 1.0

0.406 0.223 0.000 .

AE4 −0.101 0.275 ** 0.122 0.283 ** 1.0

0.301 0.004 0.212 0.003 .

AE5 0.185 ‡ 0.012 0.315 ** 0.514 ** 0.192 * 1.0

0.058 0.905 0.001 0.000 0.048 .

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
‡ Correlation is significant at the 0.06 level (2-tailed).

3.2.5. Which Competences Did Students Acquire with the PW? (sRQ4)

To answer sRQ4, the five items in the soft skills part of the questionnaire (part 5) will be analysed
concerning what the PW allowed:

SS1: to encourage collaborative work,
SS2: to stimulate my intellectual curiosity,
SS3: to provide necessary knowledge for my area of study,
SS4: to relate this CU to other CUs,
SS5: to apply the acquired concepts during the PW development in different CUs.
As for the previous items, for this set also, no statistical differences were obtained between the

two academic years with regard to the way students evaluate them (Table 6).

Table 6. Statistical summary for the three SS items.

Item Year N Min Max Mean Std. Deviation Median Statistics U

SS1
2017 50 1 5 4.02 0.845 4

1391.0
2018 56 3 5 4.09 0.695 4

SS2
2017 51 3 5 3.98 0.678 4

1413.0
2018 56 2 5 3.98 0.751 4

SS3
2017 51 2 5 4.08 0.659 4

1415.5
2018 56 2 5 4.09 0.668 4

SS4
2017 51 1 5 3.37 0.937 3

1419.0
2018 56 1 5 3.45 0.933 3

SS5
2017 51 1 5 3.41 0.898 4

1374.0
2018 56 1 5 3.50 1.027 3
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Figure 10 shows the distribution of the students’ evaluation for the five SS items considered in the
questionnaire. The items evaluated more positively corresponded to SS3 (Provide necessary knowledge
for my area of study), SS1 (Encourage collaborative work) and SS2 (Stimulate my intellectual curiosity).

 
Figure 10. Students’ evaluation for SS Soft Skills.

The students were able to identify that the development of the PW helped in providing knowledge
of the area under study (SS3). Only two students stated disagreement. Regarding SS4 and SS5,
the majority of students still experienced difficulties in relating the acquired concepts to other subjects
(55.1% and 51.4%, respectively, for disagree and do not know). This is not surprising, since the
courses until the first semester of the second year are mainly basics courses (mathematics, physics
and chemistry). Although they have an integrating laboratory (LABO3) in which they practice Fluid
Mechanics simultaneously with STFLU, they do not relate STFLU to this other CU.

These results, together with the results obtained in Section 3.2.1 (COF12), reinforce the idea that the
PW and several moments of assessment can be used as tools promoting the acquisition of knowledge
in Fluid Mechanics.

3.2.6. Are the Students Confident with the Knowledge Acquired with the PW in Sizing a Proper Fluid
Transport System? (sRQ5)

To understand how confident students are with the knowledge acquired with the PW to size a
proper fluid transport system, group 4, Concepts’ Understanding (CUnd) with PW development, was
analysed. To this end, five sentences were given, and the student selected the most appropriate situation:

CUnd_a: with the PW development, now I am able to select a pump and size the involved system
(pump and system characteristics, costs . . . ) for any situation,

CUnd_b: with the PW development, now I am able to select a pump and size the involved system
(pump and system characteristics, costs . . . ) for a house/building,

CUnd_c: with the PW development, now I am able to select a pump (pump characteristics, costs . . . )
for any situation,

CUnd_d: with the PW development, now I am able to select a pump (pump characteristics, costs . . . )
for a house/building,

CUnd_e: with the PW development, I am still not able to select a pump and size the involved
system (pump and system characteristics, costs . . . ) for a house/building.

Figure 11 shows the percentage of students’ answers for each of the CUnd items.
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Figure 11. Students’ answers for CUnd with PW development.

As can be seen, the majority of students (60.1 %) were confident when selecting a pump and sizing
the involved system (pump and system characteristics, costs . . . ). Some students (38.1 %) were only
confident when selecting a pump (pump characteristics, costs . . . ) without sizing the complete flow
system. Only 1.7 % of students (corresponding to 2 students) did not feel confident when sizing this
type of system. These results reflect the problem associated with group work; that is, some groups
split the tasks among them and only become aware of the contents that they developed, forgetting to
integrate all of the contents [27].

Nevertheless, these results show that students are in general confident with the knowledge
acquired through PW.

4. Conclusions

The main objective of this study was to evaluate students’ perceptions regarding different types
of assessment and to analyse the impact of the changes in the assessment methodology on attendance
and on the students’ final grades.

It was verified that the assessment methodology changed the students’ attendance at theoretical
classes significantly. In general, the majority of the students only attended theoretical classes when they
were forced to do it! The introduction of several assessment moments increased students’ attendance
at the theoretical classes, mainly on the days on which assessments occurred. In fact, the absence
at theoretical classes was somewhat problematic, and the methodology enhanced the attendance at
six out of fifteen theoretical classes. This assessment methodology allows the students to be focused
on and motivated by the learning process. Consequently, the majority of students who presented
themselves to an evaluation passed the attendance requirement.

The development of the PW as an evaluation method has positive repercussions for the way
students focus on the course contents and keep up with the subjects taught.

Studying throughout the semester (as opposed to studying only for a final exam) facilitates
good knowledge acquisition and allows a better success with respect to final grades and also to the
preparation for future professional life.

In general, students consider the contents, practical examples and contextualisation of the CU to
be adequate and positive with respect to their learning process and preparation for professional life.

Students prefer assessment through several questions/problems and small tests during the
theoretical lessons, and consider it more beneficial for their learning, rather than carrying out a single
evaluation and test. Even students that fail (final grade ≤ 9.5) classified the assessment methodology
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based on several questions/problems and small tests during theoretical lessons positively (level of
agreement between 3 and 5).

Largely, students agree that the PW is an important tool in their learning process that helps them
to assimilate concepts and make their learning more objective. The majority of students recommend
the PW as a teaching activity.

On average, students considered the traditional teaching/learning methodology (a theoretical
class, where the teacher presents the contents using practical examples, and a theoretical-practical
class, where applied exercises are solved) to be the most effective. In line with this, students did not
agree that the PW should be carried out before the contents had been taught; they did not intend to use
the PW as an autonomous tool.

In general, students were confident with the knowledge acquired with the PW and felt able to
size fluid transport systems.

The majority of students were able to identify that the development of the PW and several
moments of assessment helped in providing knowledge on the area under study, encouraged their
collaborative work and stimulated their intellectual curiosity, but they still experienced difficulties in
relating the acquired concepts with other subjects.

The authors believe that the students acquired new competences, in particular autonomous work,
that may be applied in other courses and in their professional life.
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Abstract: The development of vital competencies and a mindset to rethink products, production, and
business models in engineering and design students is presently of great importance. These future
professionals will play a key role in the development of sustainable products. Within Eco-design and
Eco-efficiency curricular unit, an assignment was developed that consisted of the development of an
eco-design and eco-efficiency study of a given product, provided by a real industrial company. In this
paper, the challenge description and application are reported, as well as the key conclusions.

Keywords: circular Economy; eco-design; eco-efficiency; engineering education

1. Introduction

There is a need to produce goods with a lower impact on nature, reducing the use of primary raw
materials, minimizing energy consumption, and promoting long and circular product life cycles [1–4].
These are the joint challenges of Industry 4.0 and Circular Economy, that, together, will promote a
production and consumption paradigm shift [5–9].

Industry 4.0 is slowly changing the way we produce goods and services in order to achieve
greater productivity using less material and fewer energy resources. The “Industry 4.0” philosophy
seeks to introduce the technological advances that have been achieved in recent years in the field of
sensor and control, computing, and automation processes, creating the conditions for new product
development processes and new forms of production, including integration of conventional and
advanced manufacturing technologies, such as additive fabrication [5]. However, this philosophy of
industrial development must also be based significantly on the re-use of raw materials and making use
of eco-design and eco-efficiency strategies [6,7]. The price of raw materials is continuously increasing,
because of its growing scarcity in many cases, but also because of the social and environmental costs
that the extraction and production of new raw materials entail. It is from the integration of these
different perspectives that companies can better embrace the circular economy.

The concept of circular economy aims to respond to the challenges of maintaining life quality,
without exterminating humanity and the planet [8]. A circular economy is, in principle, regenerative
and restorative. Its goal is to keep timely products, components, and materials at the highest level
of utility and value. This means that a product, after its use, is not discarded for a landfill or for
incineration. It means that after its lifetime, the product continues its life cycle, to be repaired or
transformed, giving rise to a regenerated product or to raw materials that will constitute a new product.
With this, we keep these products, components, and materials in a closed circle of economic utility,
without increasing exponentially the need for new raw materials, nor waste of materials for landfills [9].

Circular economy is perceived to induce regenerative industrial transformations that will pave the
way to achieve sustainable production and consumption. The ambition is that the evolution of circular
economy based industrial production will have a positive impact on the environment and will also
contribute to economic growth [10]. As society increasingly seeks the bases of sustainable living, we are
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becoming more aware of the key responsibilities that consumers and organizations have. A spotlight
shines on company behavior and reveals the importance of encouraging firms to use their resources as
efficiently as they can. Nevertheless, companies may lack the information, confidence, and capacity to
move to a circular economy, due to a lack of indicators and targets, awareness of alternative circular
options, and economic benefits, and, especially, the existence of skill gaps in the workforce and lack
of circular economy related curricula [11]. The development of vital competencies and a mindset to
rethink products and production settled in these new concepts in mechanical engineering and product
design students is of fundamental importance. It is mandatory that these future professionals play a
key role in the development of sustainable products.

There are many initiatives underway to implement the concept, especially in legislative and
governmental bodies, NGOs, and consultancy firms, but real practical established approaches are still
under construction [8] and need to be supported by examples of new business models [7] that have
these concepts in their base. As an example, imagine diamond cutters for cutting glass or ceramic
material. The conventional business model goes through a manufacturer, possibly in China, to produce
the metal milling cutters, and the same manufacturer, or another, will apply the coating of synthetic
diamond microcrystals. Once the production is finished, they will be sold to a company that will
use them until the diamonds’ cutting efficiency decreases considerably. The final destination of these
cutters is the garbage or, at best, a sale for the recovery of the metal. However, these cutters could be
re-coated with diamond multiple times, always having the same cutting efficiency as the completely
new cutters. With this business model, the material and energy expended to manufacture the metal
part would be spared. Despeisse et al. [12] points that the characteristics of additive manufacturing
align well with sustainability and circularity principles and hold significant promise for moving society
in a more sustainable direction, as these characteristics can be used for repair and remanufacturing
and the production of printing filaments, including the commercialization of filament that contains
recycled materials, and recycling systems for creating filament.

The literature points out that the well-established eco-design guided by the life cycle assessment
of a product and eco-efficient production are vital for the transition to a circular economy [13–19].
Eco-efficiency is based on the idea that fewer natural resources should be used to generate the same, or
a greater, amount of economic activity. Whatever the setting, objectives are loosely grouped around
sustainability. Eco-efficiency can be seen as a tool for sustainability analysis and development [18].
Eco-design is defined as the integration of environmental aspects into product design and development
with the aim of reducing adverse environmental impacts throughout a product’s life cycle [19].
It must focus its attention on the phases of the product’s life cycle that most significantly affect
the environment, so that upon re-designing the product, its environmental impact can be greatly
reduced. Therefore, integrating eco-design and eco-efficiency into the product development process can
contribute to the development of vital competencies and a mindset to rethink products and production
process that will potentially assist the transformation of linear to circular economic business models
and can offer several advantages to industry and public organizations, such as economic benefits,
legislation fulfilment, innovation and creativity promotion, public image improvement, and employee
motivation enhancement.

Although eco-design and eco-efficiency concepts are well-established in both theory and practice,
and across a wide variety of contexts, education for sustainable development is quite a challenge,
particularly to educate future engineers in this manner, as this type of education demands a departure
from the current disciplinary and subject-focused teaching that predominates current educational
paradigms, particularly in engineering education [20,21]. Simply integrating conceptual topics into
existing courses is not enough, as the current paradigm’s approach is too reductionistic to handle
multidimensional problems [22,23]. Instead, students must learn to employ system thinking to fully
comprehend the challenges. Furthermore, in addition to the key eco-design and eco-efficiency concepts
competencies, students must also build an awareness of societal and economic aspects [23].
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Different approaches for education and learning have been developed in similar contexts, including
gamification methodologies [23–25]. Nonetheless, the integration of teaching and learning in higher
education with its surrounding societal reality, in an embeded way, is particularly critical to the
development of future professionals with sustainability literacy, as these future professionals will
become the agents of change in their workplaces and personal lives [26]. Work-based learning at
higher education levels has been highlighted as a pressing need [27–30]. In the current context, it
is imperative that students learn how the subjects they address in the classroom are related to the
real world [28]. Simultaneously, by putting them in touch with industry, these students are given the
possibility to explore career options. Additionally, from this university–student–society interaction,
companies have the possibility to interact with potential future employees who will have a better
knowledge of the workplace. Higher education institutions, on the other hand, benefit from an
increase in student motivation and can improve the relationship between schools and the community.
In addition, curricular interaction with society is an ideal methodology to relate the content taught,
whether fundamental or applied, to the challenges of the society and achieve a balance between the
fundamental technical-scientific competences and the transversal competencies currently required by
employers [29].

Having, therefore, the double objective of addressing eco-design and eco-efficiency to promote a
circular economy mindset and the integration of teaching and learning with the surrounding industry,
the Eco-design and Eco-efficiency (EDEE) curricular unit at the University of Aveiro (Portugal) has
been promoting the development of eco-design and eco-efficiency projects for selected products in their
industrial production environment, presented by industrial entities of the Aveiro region, to promote an
entrepreneurial mindset for the creation of sustainable products and processes, in scope with industrial
trends of digitalization and circularity.

In this work, the description of the assignment and its application is reported, as well as the key
results obtained. It is relevant to state and analyze the key findings, including if the assignment has
contributed to the goal of promoting an entrepreneurial mindset for the creation of sustainable products
and processes, as well as promoting a better comprehension of workplace and industry environments.

2. Methods

The Eco-design and Eco-efficiency (EDEE) curricular unit at the University of Aveiro is an optional
discipline offered, mainly, to Mechanical Engineering and Product Design and Engineering master
students. The case study presented in the present paper has taken place in the academic year of
2018–2019 (semester 1), and the class was composed of 49 students, of which 37 were Mechanical
Engineering students, 9 were Product Design and Engineering students, 1 was an Electronic and
Telecommunications Engineering master student, and 2 were Mechanical Engineering Erasmus program
exchange students (one from Germany and another from Italy). The curricular unit is organized and
lectured by one teacher, but several other university teachers and researchers are involved in the
connection with the companies.

The main objective of the EDEE course is to promote an entrepreneurial mindset for the creation
of sustainable products and processes, in line with industrial trends of digitalization and circularity.
Students will be challenged to develop a new product, or rethink a previous product, to decrease
resource use intensity, giving priority to the use of renewable materials, including recyclable and/or
bio-based materials, and with less hazard and risk (for humans and the environment) and better reuse
of materials. To this end, eco-design and eco-efficiency concepts and tools, and their applications in the
different stages of engineering and product development, are covered, as well as rules and regulations.
Specific issues addressed during the semester include product development and industrial trends;
eco-design and eco-efficiency concepts and tools [1–4]; life cycle assessment—ISO 14040 and 14044
standards [31–33]; industrial environmental management systems—ISO 14001:2015 standard [34];
energy management in manufacturing—ISO 50001:2018 standard [35]; lean manufacturing [36,37]
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and other principles that can assist efficiency production; and product and business design for a
circular economy.

The proposed assignment, described in this paper, is very much aligned with the curricular
unit objectives. The development of the assignment can be divided into three parts, as illustrated
in Figure 1. The first stage is to clearly identify the product and fabrication process (as done by the
company). Second, students must perform an eco-design analysis of the product and an eco-efficiency
evaluation of the production process. This should be developed as a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of
the product [31–33], considering the product from cradle to grave. For the LCA analyses, students
are encouraged to use Ecolizer (http://ecolizer.be/) or openLCA (http://www.openlca.org/) software.
The first is a free online platform that enables a simple comprehensive inventory and environmental
impact calculation. The second is an open source and free software for sustainability and life cycle
assessment. Although both present limitations for a complete product LCA analysis, they have the
necessary requirements for the assignment. Students may calculate the overall environmental impact
but also the impact of each phase in the life cycle of a product so that a life cycle phase with a high
environmental impact can be tackled or compare the scores of different products with each other.

Identify the product 
and fabrication 

processes 

Eco-design analyze of 
the product and eco-
efficiency evaluation 

of the production 
processes

Rethink product to 
decrease impact and 
promote circularity

Figure 1. Assignment development stages.

Finally, in the third part, the proposals to decrease the product’s impact should be projected.
In this last stage, students should rethink the product to decrease the resource use intensity, giving
priority to the use of renewable materials, including recyclable and/or bio-based materials, and with
less hazard and risk (for humans and the environment) and reuse of materials. “Modularization”
of the components, allowing easy disassembly, recovery, reuse, and end-of-life screening (standard
components) may be considered, as well as the definition of recycling, reuse, and life-cycle extension
criteria, considering possible useful applications of by-products and waste. Groups should pursue
ways to attain more efficient and cleaner production models, producing more, at lower prices, with
fewer resources, less waste, and less of an impact on the environment. The use of RETScreen
(https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/software-tools/7465), a clean energy management software, is given
as an example of a tool to use to assist in the pursuit of increased ecoefficiency production. Proposals
to convert the business model to a circular economy business model are also encouraged.

The assignment must be developed respecting the pace of the following milestones, distributed
homogeneously throughout the semester:

- Milestone 1: Product and production description (current situation). A 3 minute video explaining
the product and the production process must be delivered.

- Milestone 2: Life cycle assessment of the product (current situation). A 5 minute video presenting
the current LCA of the product and production process must be submitted.

- Milestone 3: Eco-design of the product and production processes eco-efficiency. A 5 minute video
explaining the eco-design and eco-efficiency proposals must be handed.

- Milestone 4: Full assignment presentation and discussion, in the company to the company people.
- Milestone 5: Final report delivery. The technical report must have a maximum of six A4 pages

complemented with the needed attachments.

Although class materials are all in English, the official language of the curricular unit, the
deliverables, presentation, and discussion above mentioned can be in either English or Portuguese.
Also, the milestone deliverables can be reformulated at any time until the final exam period.
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Because the development of the assignment needs access to production data to properly instruct
the inventory stage of the life cycle assessment, students and other people involved in this assignment
must compromise to keep all information accessed and deliverables confidential. Complementarily,
if the assignment creates truly innovative results that may be the object of intellectual property
registration, the copyright will be given to the university and the company. The copyright given to the
university will not jeopardize the rights of the students, as well as the teachers and other involved staff,
to be designated as creators, inventors, or authors of the invention or creation.

The assignment deliverables were organized by the class teachers on a private webpage.
The assignments were developed in groups of 4 to 5 persons, and each group had to be composed of
students from at least two different courses. This assignment represented 60% of the final grade of the
curricular unit, whether students were in discrete or final evaluation. The additional 40% of the grade
was obtained by an individual written test.

For the assignment development, each group selected a product/company from a given pool.
This products and companies were arranged by the curricular unit teachers and are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Companies and products studied in the assignment.

Company Location Product(s)

Composite Solutions Vagos “Waterlily”
Levira Oliveira do Bairro Office desk and cabinet

Mistolim Vagos Detergent Pack
Moldit Loureiro Gardening vase

OLI Aveiro Toilet flush (bathroom)
PNH Águeda Restaurant toaster and fryer

Ramalhos Águeda Bakery oven

To evaluate the perception and appreciation of the learning and teaching outcomes by the
involved agents—the students, corporations, and teachers—simple open-ended questions surveys
where developed. The objective was to get information about the assignment contribution to the
proposed goals. Is the assignment contributing to the proposed goals? Are students being able to
connect the subjects that they learn in the classroom with the challenge case and develop a better
comprehension of the workplace? Are students motivated by the assignment? Are companies satisfied
by the technical results proposed and with the interaction with students? Is the university’s business
relationship improved? Are students’ fundamental and transversal soft skills improved?

For students, making use of an online form tool, one single open question was placed:

“What is your global appreciation of the assignment? Is this type of evaluation justified in a
course of Eco-design and Eco-efficiency? Do you consider that this type of work is relevant
to your training? Do you think that initiatives of this kind contribute to a greater alignment
between the university and society? What were the most positive and the most negative
point of the assignment? What aspects could be improved?”

For companies, again one single open question inquiry was placed and sent by email:

“What is your global appreciation about the assignment that students developed within your
company?”

In the case of the teacher and collaborators, the register data was compiled in groups, as part of
the assignment self-evaluation routine.

3. Results

The different surveys resulted in 10 responses from students (out of 49 students, representing
about 20%) and five responses from companies (out of 7, representing about 70%). The collected data
was analyzed and resumed in Tables 2–4 in order to highlight the main ideas.
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Table 2. Resume of students’ responses to the inquiry.

Students Main Appreciation about the Assignment

“The assignment showed us the difference between an academic assignment and an assignment for a company.”
“We realized that some concepts cannot be applied linearly in the company.”

“There should be more initiatives such as this one so that we could understand how companies work.”
“I enjoyed doing the work. It put us close to the industry and facing real production processes.”

“Having a colleague from a different course in the group was very useful since they have complementary
experiences and skills.”

“It would be good to see some of our solutions being implemented by the company and to have information on how
the solutions changed the organization.”

“The company contact sent us the inventory information very late.”
“They didn’t send us all requested information.”

“This challenge did not add or contribute to a deepening of the topics taught in this curricular unit.”

Table 3. Resume of companies’ responses to the inquiry.

Companies Main Appreciation about the Assignment

“The fact that the students have to analyze the investment and the return is very important.”
“it’s a pity we did not have more time to dedicate to you.”

“Be persistent.”
“Although the solutions presented may not be directly applicable, they are the source of new ideas.”

“The challenge is a great way for future professionals to get to know our company.”
“students must be more precise in what information they need us to provide.”

Table 4. Resume of teachers’ responses to the inquiry.

Teachers Main Appreciation about the Assignment

“The comprehension of the production processes and the application of life cycle assessment methodologies is
better attained.”

“The challenges also contributed to the promotion of student’s transversal skills.”
“In general, both students and companies consider that the challenges have an added value.”

“the work helps to link classroom teaching with the factory shop floor practice.”
“students begin by having a lot of resistance to this kind of assignment.”

“To the majority of students, this was the first time that they had to produce and edit a video of this type.”
“Three video deliveries ended being not so positive. A poster delivery could be proposed instead, contributing to a

new skill request.”
“Intermediate milestones were very important to promote a continues work in the assignment during the semester.”

”arranging proper companies and products is complex.“

4. Discussion

Globally speaking, students attribute value to the assignment and even suggest that more
curricular unit assignments could be developed with interaction with the industrial sector. Although
some initial difficulties understanding the overall assignment and some communication difficulties
were reported by student and by companies, the overall sense is that the assignment created the
conditions for students to acquire a critical and innovative sense in relation to the way that products are
manufactured, being, therefore, better prepared to develop optimization projects, problem resolution
in this technology area, and development of an entrepreneurial project that incorporates eco-design
and eco-efficiency philosophies and may lead to the adoption of circular business models.

Most of the companies, if not all, pointed out the importance of merging the technical proposals
with the required investment, as well as the training of staff and revenue of the investment. This was
considered an added value of the assignment, and it was recommended that teachers reinforce this
point in their classes along with the curricula. The openness of companies to receive students and
interact with them after the first visit depended very much on their own availability, but company
personnel always encouraged students to be pro-active and persistent to attain the information
needed. Companies also recognized that the assignment was a good source of new ideas and solution
proposals, besides it being a good opportunity for them to interact with potential future collaborators.
These findings are well aligned with the literature [28,30].
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The teachers and other staff involved with the application and management of the assignment
consider it to be a good methodology to open students’ mindsets to the challenges they will face in the
near future in the workplace. This assignment promoted technical competencies related with product
and production eco-design and ecoefficiency, but also competencies that were not yet developed
within their academic path, such as a direct relationship with companies. Probably because of the
originality of the assignment, the number of students reluctant to do the assignment was considerable.
Nevertheless, at the end of the work, it was considered a positive experience by most. Some students
still considered the assignment a waste of time and felt that it did not contribute to their academic
development. The logistics of the assignment are complex. Not all companies are willing to receive
a group of students and share with them their production details. Similar experiences have been
reported elsewhere [38–42].

Intermediate milestones were very important to promote a working pace. The first three milestones
were delivered in short length video format. To the majority of students, this was the first time that
they had to produce and edit a video of this type. It was considered a good strategy to also promote
new transversal skills. In the future, the third milestone may be requested in poster format instead of
video, so skills in poster production can also be developed and the number of videos requested might
be reduced. The mandatory blending of students from different courses and different backgrounds
was not well accepted at first but was later considered a positive point.

In a nutshell, having in mind the questions formulated to evaluate the perception and appreciation
of the learning and teaching outcomes by the involved agents, it can be considered that the assignment
contributed to the proposed goals of addressing eco-design and eco-efficiency to promote a circular
economy mindset and the integration of teaching and learning with the surrounding industry. Students
were motivated by the assignment and were able to connect the subjects that they learned in the
classroom to the challenge case and develop a better comprehension of the workplace, as well as
improve their fundamental and transversal soft skills. Moreover, companies were satisfied by the
technical results proposed and with their interactions with students. As new university business
collaborations are successfully developed, their relationships will be improved.

5. Conclusions

Today’s engineering and design students will be the builders of tomorrow’s products.
Sustainability is a responsibility of each inhabitant of planet Earth, but engineers and designers
play an important role in this. It is, therefore, of vital importance that engineers develop competencies
and a mindset to rethink products, decrease the resource use intensity, pursue ways to attain more
efficient and cleaner production models, and convert linear business models to circular economy
business models.

The proposed challenge contributed to the goal of integrating societal challenges within students’
mindsets while developing their technical and transversal skills. The assignment created the condition
for a real interaction between students and industrial agents, and through them, between the university
and the companies, which have already led to new research collaborative projects. As reported by the
literature, collaboration between universities and the different actors of the economic environment
leads to a series of benefits that have a favorable impact on business competitiveness and university
curricula [27–30,38–42].

It must be noticed that the findings presented here were acquired from one single application
of the assignment model. It is intended to repeat the present model, with the incorporation of the
improvements highlighted in this paper, in future academic years.
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Abstract: Interactive learning technology is an emerging innovation for future communication-aided
teaching and learning that could positively enhance students’ engagement and intrinsic motivation.
Due to the virtue of interactive communication, classrooms are now anticipated to enable a variety
of interaction-based learning technologies with diverse infotainment (a subset of “serious play”)
integrated with practical enquiry-based projects and case studies for employability improvement.
In this paper, a comprehensive review of various teaching and learning pedagogies is assessed.
Their suitability and association with infotainment and interactive technology is discussed and
highlighted. In addition, a recent research activity on interactive communication is presented to form a
new teaching application using interactive technology and infotainment (or edutainment) appropriate
for student engagement in railway geometry and alignment design classes. The development
of the integrated interactive technology and infotainment was implemented and evaluated in a
postgraduate railway engineering class. Questionnaires were used to survey students’ experiences
in the classes with and without the technology enhanced learning. The outcome clearly shows
that students enjoyed and felt they were significantly engaged in the class with the new interactive
resources. Their participation and learning performance increased. Despite the favourable outcomes,
the flexibility and viability of using this interactive technology still largely depends on the students’
background and their previous experience.

Keywords: student engagement; interactive technology; active learning; clickers; infotainment;
edutainment; teaching approaches; railway engineering

1. Introduction

Many British academic institutions are nervous about the outcome of the National Student Survey
(NSS). In recent years, many institutions have tried to increase their NSS score by enabling teaching
excellence. The NSS outcomes have informed us that students live digitally and they love having
digital and interactive technologies embedded in a classroom [1,2]. Some examples are videos (e.g.,
Panopto, YouTube), infographic social media (e.g., Twitter, Instagram), and other technologies (e.g.,
Canvas, Blackboard). The uses of interactive technologies have become even more important as more
students adopt various technology devices in their lives. These trends prompt the necessity to develop
and implement technology enhanced learning, which engage students both inside and outside the
classroom. This development indeed responds directly to various elements of the United Kingdom
Professional Standards Framework in the Digital Age, such as: A1: design and plan learning activity;
A4: develop effective learning environments; K3: how students learn; K4: the use of appropriate
learning technologies; and V2: promote participation and equality for learners [3]. The focus of this
study is placed on a specialized course for higher education in the United Kingdom. The similarity
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of the concept can vary from one country or continent to another, depending on the culture, norm,
and values embedded in their educational systems. However, such aspects are beyond the scope of
this study.

A number of diverse information and communication technologies (ICT) have been adopted in
higher engineering education sector. By enabling active learning, the common goals are to increase
students’ intrinsic motivation, promote participation, and enhance learning outcomes [4–7]. Despite
the diversity of student backgrounds, levels of study, and class environments, many attempts have led
to best practices for facilitating ICTs in combination with flexible and suitable teaching pedagogies in
higher education. In order to improve the student learning experience, an array of various teaching
pedagogies suitable for a class situation are often used [8–11]. The use of the ICTs can, thus, benefit the
adaptive teaching strategies and engage all students with different backgrounds.

Previous case studies in higher education institutions have demonstrated many benefits of
interactive technology, such as clickers, student response systems via smart phones or tablets, interactive
board, etc. [12–14]. The studies based on only student perceptions (opinion-based survey) found that
students enjoy using the interactive technology and become much more engaged. With respect to
clickers, Beatty et al. [15], Martyn [16], and Bruff [17] also found that clickers provide an anonymity for
students to actively participate in class without fear of public humiliation; the tool creates “fun” and
“game-based learning” that engages students more than traditional teaching. The peer game-based
instruction could support deep learning [18]. This could be done by developing a class quiz for students
to work individually or as a team to compete for the most appropriate, most-efficient, lowest-cost, or
lowest-carbon-footprint solutions. Based on a number of similar findings in various cases [12,19,20],
the integration of interactive technology and infotainment (a teaching medium both to entertain and
to inform) can be complementarily established. The use of entertainment for an interactive teaching
pedagogy has been acknowledged worldwide. For example, Jenkin [21] fully supported “fun” in
teaching from his statement “play not only aids children’s mental and physical health, it teaches
them risk taking and problem solving skills, promoting imagination, independence, and creativity.”
This nature could be applied to higher education learners. In addition, clickers could be used as an
alternative tactic to traditional class discussion in order to enhance active learning pedagogy [16,22,23].

Current teaching approaches within higher education uses adaptive blended learning, where students
can attain a combination of teaching methods or pedagogies [24]. These adaptive approaches imply
common practices in tailored teaching and learning, and have been supported by researches [25–28].
They are recommended to best engage students and to promote personalised technology enhanced
learning. In fact, these approaches resonate with the active learning pedagogy, where students
are actively engaged to learn through discovering, processing, and applying knowledge [29,30].
The forms of active learning can be cooperative learning or small group teaching [31,32], peer and
group discussions [20], simulations and games [33], student response assistance, clickers [16,25],
and so on. Despite the pros and cons of each form [34–37], there is an agreement [38–40] that the
growth of personal technology integration in classrooms has been paramount and inevitable in higher
education. In addition, many educators [19,41–46] have vigorously advocated that active learning
through personalised responsive technology is one of the best teaching pedagogies and one of the most
suitable practices for digital-native engineering students, especially in the 21st century. Many have
also adopted it for a wide range of classes and leaners [47].

Clickers are personal response technology enhanced learning. They actively engage students
during the entire class period. The prompt responses from clickers can gauge the level of understanding
of the class so that lecturers can provide prompt feedback and enable adaptive teaching styles
and blended pedagogies, resulting in a suitable harmonised student-centred learning environment.
Martyn [16] supported this technology, stating that “clickers allow students to engage and provide
input without fear of public humiliation and without having to worry about more vocal students
dominating the discussion”. However, she argued whether the clickers could actually help improve
student learning outcome. Her study based on small class groups (about 20 students each) showed
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that clickers did not improve the learning outcomes when compared with another active learning
pedagogy (using traditional class discussion). In contrast, recent findings based on larger sizes of class
(>50 students) suggest otherwise [11,48,49]. They found that clickers consistently produced better
learning outcomes as they play a significant role in cognitive learning; and they promote fact retention,
even though they may impede conceptual understanding. Also, clickers seem to positively influence
the intrinsic motivation and improve grades or final marks of students. These recent findings confirmed
that one size does not fit all. Active learning tactics, such as group discussion or collaborative learning,
might not be effective for larger class sizes [24]. Thus, personal responsive technology, such as clickers
or smart phones, has been a revolutionary and inevitable teaching assistant tool in higher education,
especially when looking towards the future. In the present day, smart phones are affordable and have
been used in various classes.

Despite the popularity of clickers in university teaching, a critical literature review shows that
the use of audience response systems (or clickers) is still limited in engineering fields [9,10,50,51] and
is non-existent in railway engineering education. In this study, the learning activity and resources
integrated with clickers have been developed. This unprecedented study explores the possible
relationships between the interactive technology integrated with infotainment and student engagement
in postgraduate railway engineering education. The educational development has been targeted at
postgraduate students with different professional and demographic backgrounds. The lecture topic of
track geometry and alignment design with over 50 students has been chosen particularly since many
previous students had considered it as one of the most difficult topics in railway infrastructure modules.
Many students were lacking confidence in applying the knowledge, demotivated, and disengaged
from the learning process. The goal of this development is to understand if the clickers can better
engage students in the seminar-style lecture, resulting in the enhancement of students’ intrinsic
motivation through active learning pedagogy. This study highlights the comparison of the student
perception-based surveys considering the result in 2016 (using traditional group and class discussions)
and its counterpart in 2017 (using clickers and infotainment). The work is aimed at improving the
quality of higher education with respect to a railway engineering program by using an interactive
technology and “fun” educational content to improve students’ engagement, despite a common
thought that engineering is a serious profession. The student learning performance based on an oral
assessment of a group of final-year students from both cohorts is also evaluated to understand the role
of interactive technology on the student learning outcome in a postgraduate railway infrastructure
engineering module.

2. Development of Learning Activity and Resources with Integrated Learning Technology

The railway infrastructure module is a core module for the postgraduate programs MSc Railway
Systems Engineering and Integration and MSc Railway Risk and Safety Management at the University
of Birmingham. About 50 students or more enroll in this module every year, forming large-size classes
for a masters level module. This module consists of a variety of lecture topics delivered by internal
and external guest lecturers. The use of Canvas (digital communication and online learning materials)
and Panopto (video records) have already been exploited to foster the digital learning process for
students, starting in 2015. However, a constraint that discourages lecturers from utilising Panopto is
that proprietary videos and multi-media are often used in class to enhance experiential-based learning
pedagogy. A number of videos, simulations, and multi-media belong to the rail industry and private
companies. For educational purposes, all classes are, however, recorded via Panopto to aid student
learning experience. Reportedly, many students very much enjoy and appreciate using Panopto [1].
For this study, a specific topic has been chosen using the author’s teaching responsibility in order to
quantify the students’ responses and learning outcome. With respect to the topic of track geometry and
alignment design, the author has been solely responsible for the class lectures since 2015. Many past
and previous students had negative experiences regarding the topic as it has been one of the most
difficult lectures. They stated that they were not confident enough to apply the knowledge, were
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demotivated, and disengaged. A large number of students have failed the examination in the past.
These issues have inspired the lecturer to adopt an active learning pedagogy to enhance the student
experience. In 2016, industry case studies (project- and enquiry-based learning) were used in class for
group work and class discussions (see Appendix A), aiming to enhance employability skills, as shown
in Table 1. The seminar-style lecture was then developed to enact active learning integrated with
the project-based learning approach [52] and multi-media to enhance the experiential learning of the
students [53,54].

Table 1. Engineering employability skills required by employers, adopted from Kaewunruen [55].

U.K. [56] Singapore [57] Japan [57]

- New and specific technical skills
- Computer literacy and IT skills
- Multi-skilling and greater -flexibility
- The ability to deal with change
- An ability to continue

learning, re-skilling
- Communication skill
- Team working and getting on with

others, including being able to work
in self-managed teams

- problem-solving and diagnosis
- “Whole system” thinking
- Organisation and management

- Workplace literacy
and numeracy

- IT and Technology
- Problem solving
- Initiative and enterprise
- Communication

and Relationship
- Lifelong learning
- Globalisation
- Self-management
- Workplace-related life skills
- Health and workplace safety

- Communication skills
- Problem solving
- Goal-setting skill
- Personal presentation skills
- Visioning skills
- IT and computer
- Leadership
- Self-assessment skills

Interactive technology (using TurningPoint Technology’s clickers) embedded with infotainment
(game-based questions and fun quizzes) in the class slides (using MS Powerpoint) have, thus, been
further developed as a new learning resource since late 2016 (see Appendix B). The development has
fully recognised that students have different professional and cultural backgrounds and conceptions
of learning; students’ expectations and conceptions of learning shape how they approach study
tasks and class activities. Several multi-media have been used in class to offer story telling
entertainment to enhance the learning experience and create deeper learning. Clickers associated with
infotainment-based questions have been developed and used to engage all students (from passive to
active learning) and obtain class feedback for adaptive teaching tactics. The use of clickers has been
designed to provide a break between key technical concepts to gauge students’ understanding of the
materials, to engage every student via game approach, as well as short class discussions, and to revive
their energy and attention by infotainment. A number of multiple choice questions were set to obtain
student responses. The questions were designed to allow students to have peer or group discussions
before or after the vote. These discussions are critically important as they enhance the communication
skills of individual students. Data received from students were acquired by a dongle plugged into a
PC in front of the class. These data were then saved onto the powerpoint for discussion and analyses
in this study.

3. Evaluation Plan

The effectiveness of interactive teaching and student engagement are evaluated using
perception-based questionnaires (see Appendix C). All students in class were given the questionnaires
immediately after each lecture to evaluate their fresh perspectives on the teaching styles and their
feelings towards the level of engagement. The questionnaire is aimed at echoing the students’
feedback about the teaching pedagogy (active learning), the use of digital technology, the advantages
and preference of using technology (i.e., Panopto), the preference towards teaching styles, delivery
mode, quality of teaching materials, and the use of online communication (i.e., Canvas). These
perception-based questions were later correlated with the demographical data of students, including
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gender, English proficiency, cultural background, professional experience, and digital-native orientation.
Almost every student (approximately 40–50 students) each year took part in the surveys.

Student learning outcomes are also measured by taking the score from the oral examination of
students (based on the curriculum of MSc Railway Risk and Safety Management) at the end of the year
2016/2017 (taken in May 2017) using situation-based enquiries. Out of 11 candidates (the whole cohort),
five students (part timers) took the class in 2016 (traditional class discussion) and the rest were in 2017
lecture (interactive technology). This was the only formal evaluation available to critically evaluate
“student learning”, as all exams are normally conducted at the end of the program (e.g., end of academic
year). The students were given the case scenario an hour prior to the oral exam. In the exam, the
students had 10 min to read exam questions and prepare answers. Then, they were interviewed using
the given questions and evaluated from the completeness of answers and application of knowledge to
the case scenario. Two experienced assessors marked each student independently to assure fairness
and comprehensiveness. The whole interview examination takes 30 min for each candidate.

4. Learning Design Flow Map

The new lecture developed in 2017 has embedded interactive technology and infotainment to
activate students’ active learning and deeper thinking. The use of clickers is found to be very appropriate
for this lecture (>50 students), since Hoekstra and Mollborn [58] also found that seminar-style
discussions or lectures become more difficult when the class contains more than 35 students. Based on
a teaching conceptual analysis in accordance with Blasco-Arcas et al. [7], Figure 1 shows the learning
concept framework of the interactive lecture.

Figure 1. Learning concept framework using interactive technology with infotainment.

The analysis shows the flow of teaching tactics and pedagogies to enhance active learning and
student learning outcome [59]. The use of clickers increases interactivity, adaptive teaching, and then
engagement, stimulating students to participate in active learning for better learning outcomes.
This pedagogical rationale underpins the implementation of interactive technology with infotainment
in class.

The learning sequence in the railway engineering module can be designed as illustrated in
Figure 2 [60–63]. As a result of a successful class in 2016, the development of learning resources to
integrate interactive technology and infotainment was to foster individual responses and engagement
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in all students (in the United Kingdom, European Union, and internationally). The novel feature
of clickers associated with infotainment questions was incorporated in various learning activities.
The initial step was to identify audiences and to tailor teaching tactics and styles. For example, more
than 70% of students were not from civil engineering fields, so further explanations of terminologies
and concepts were a must. To add authenticity and engagement, small group discussions and feedback
were also enacted together with individual responses and “fun-oriented” questions. The learning
design has proven to be flexible and adaptive in that blended teaching tactics have been used in the
class. The teaching materials and Panopto video recordings are also available on Canvas for students
to review for exams at the end of the year.

Figure 2. Learning design sequence using interactive technology with infotainment, adopted from
McLinden and Hinton [60].

5. Results and Discussion

Participation data of both academic years 2016 and 2017 were gathered from the questionnaires.
These data were used to determine student demography and perception. Attendance in 2017 was
slightly higher than that in 2016. Note that student attendance does count toward the final mark.
Table 2 shows the demographic comparison of student cohorts in both years. This confirms that rail
is a male-dominated industry and the majority of students are international with some professional
experience. The majority of the students (around 70%) are of mature age (between 25 to 35 years
old), which also implies that they are more responsible for their own learning and target career paths.
As a result, class discussions should be made relevant and sensitive to various groups of students in
order to draw on students’ previous experiences and exposure for class discussions and interactions.
The results in Table 2 show an interesting outcome that both 2016 and 2017 cohorts did not enjoy using
online learning technology. They prefer face to face learning and interaction, which also results in
human connection and networking.
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Table 2. Demographics of student backgrounds (all combined cohorts who took the class).

Demography
2016 Cohort *

(Traditional Class Discussion)
2017 Cohort *

(Interactive Technology)

Male 60% 78%
Female 40% 22%

Native English speaker 38% 45%
Have professional experience 56% 58%

Enjoy using technology 38% 28%
Total number of survey response 35 46

Total number of enrolment 42 51

* Note: these numbers were based on the actual students in the class. These students may or may not take the
end-of-program exams for graduation as they may prolong their studies.

Note that the survey was planned using the university standard practice. The questionnaires
were developed in consultation with the university’s Higher Education Office to assure that the
specific research objectives can be determined for educational improvement without jeopardizing
students’ data privacy. Based on the survey results, student perceptions of using class discussion and
clickers are shown in Figure 3. The student surveys in 2016 and 2017 show that students enjoyed
the interactive teaching class slightly more and felt they were significantly engaged in the class with
the new interactive resource. The average scores are consistently higher for the 2017 student cohort
who had used interactive technology (compared with those in 2016). This implies that a positive
experience could be attained when using the interactive technologies. Considering the adaptive
teaching approach, the students felt that the subject is less difficult and they needed lesser online
support (such as simulation or video record). This insight can be derived from the apparent change
in student perceptions. The survey data also implies that students perceive considerable value in
interactive technology with infotainment, especially when the students can interact with smart phone
devices. The score on the preference of using smart phones is higher than interacting via Canvas (an
online class communication tool).

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Student perceptions (a) average values in 2016 and (b) average values in 2017. Note that the
mean standard deviation is about ±1.07 in 2016 and about ±0.92 in 2017.

Despite the favorable outcomes, Table 3 displays some student comments from the 2017 cohort.
The mixed comments from positive and negative responses can be observed. Based on the free
comment feedback obtained from the survey, the adaptability, flexibility, and viability of using this
interactive technology still largely depends on the students’ backgrounds and their previous experience.
These comments reflect the need to identify the audiences early on and to tune the teaching tactics
to accommodate the learning styles preferred by different groups of students. For example, native
English speaking students would enjoy more class discussions in combination with the interactive
technology, since vocal discussions can be considered their strength. However, very positive comments
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were obtained frequently from students of various backgrounds. Based on students’ verbal and
written feedback, non-native English students tend to significantly complement the use of clickers for
engagement and entertainment, since public speaking and discussion is one of their weaknesses or
sources of discomfort. The lesson learnt from the use of interactive technology (or clickers) was that
a teacher cannot overestimate the potential of technology without being responsive to the students
and the cohort. Again they say, “one size does not fit all”. The teaching process must be ready to be
adaptively and optimally tailored to suit the combination of the class and each student’s need.

Table 3. Selection of student comments from the 2017 cohort using clickers.

Student Comments

� Investigate how people could be encouraged to interact verbally.
� Great effort, well done.
� Remove names from clicker questions. Doing this actually create 2 questions and is confusing. Need better
definitions of alignment and geometry—very confusing.
� I would have liked to work through the work example with the class, i.e., for the lecturer to show us afterward.
� Ensure video lecture is available online.
� I liked the interactive tool. I am a designer and it was good to hear it from an academic view.
� Needs video to give real view of the materials.
� I prefer if concepts were detailed better in lectures.
� Use of technology was good. Kept me engaged.

At the end of the year 2016/2017, student learning outcomes could be measured by considering
the score on the end-of-year oral examination of students (based on the curriculum of MSc Railway
Risk and Safety Management). All students in the program must undergo the oral examination (which
could permit the lecturer to assess the round understanding of the topic issue). This study has adopted
the oral examination for the baseline, as other students in other program will be required to take
the final exam combining various parts or sub-modules (e.g., train-track interaction, transit space,
etc.) within the infrastructure exam. As such, the final exam results could not be used to distinguish
the effectiveness of the teaching tactic in this paper. Therefore, only the oral examination has been
chosen for further analysis. The oral examination was carried out by two faculty members by asking
technical questions and listening to the student responses. A score for each student was awarded by
each faculty member and then an average mark was used for the final outcome. Figure 4 illustrates the
comparison of overall academic merit ranking. Note that A implies “excellent”, with a mark over 70%;
B is “good”, with a mark between 60% and 70%; C is “fair”, with a mark between 50% and 60%; D is
“poor”, between 40% and 50%; and F is a fail grade ( under40%). As discussed earlier in Section 4,
Figures 1 and 2 show the educational design of the classes in both years (2016 and 2017). The outcome
in this study (as in Figure 4) clearly distinguishes the learning outcome of students from different
teaching techniques.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Comparison of student learning outcomes: (a) comparative bar chart of academic merit;
and (b) area of influence on overall academic merit.
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Based on the number of candidates (11 May 2017), Figure 4 shows that students who used
interactive technology tend to outperform those students using traditional teaching tools. All students
(100%) who used clickers could tackle the oral examination with a mark well above 60%, whilst only
60% of the students who used the traditional class discussion approach could achieve a mark above
60% (B level). It is apparent that about 40% of students who did not use the interactive teaching
approach performed poorly and up to 20% of them could also fail the oral exam. Based on this exam
result, it shows that the interactive technology has a positive impact on the overall student attitudes
and student engagement, resulting in higher learning performance. The next generation of students
will rely on digital classrooms and the interactive teaching must be adapted to function with online
technology in the future. Note that this study is based on the assumption that students do not suffer
from poor English proficiency or any cultural barriers during the classes, survey examination, and other
assessments. The cultural aspects are beyond the scope of this study.

6. Conclusions

An interactive technology (clickers) was used in conjunction with infotainment in a postgraduate
railway engineering module in 2017. This development responds to many elements of the United
Kingdom Professional Standards Framework in the Digital Age. Due to the virtue of interactive
communication, the classroom is now expected to enable a combination of interaction-based
learning technologies integrated with practical enquiry-based projects and case studies for improving
employability skills. The application of clickers is aimed at improving student engagement, which
could lead to intrinsic motivation and active learning, and to eventually improve the learning outcomes
of the students. This paper shows that the use of clickers can prompt the lecturer to tailor the
teaching styles and tactics to improve the understanding of the students. From this study, a number of
conclusions can be identified:

• Blended infotainment and interactive technology can form an adaptive teaching pedagogy to
increase student engagement in the railway geometry and alignment design class.

• The student surveys highlight the enjoyment, stimulation, and engagement of students in class,
leading to improved learning performance.

• Students also perceive added value of interactive technology integrated with infotainment,
renewing their learning participation.

• Despite the positive outcomes, the flexibility and viability of using this interactive technology still
largely depends on the nature of the audiences.

It should be noted that this study was based on a limited number of sample data. It was also the
first time the author had facilitated the class using clickers. On this ground, future work will include a
more adaptive teaching style to enact active learning for all students and to further analyse the final
exam marks of the students. In addition, another type of interactive technology, such as augmented
reality, will be considered to improve the student engagement in class.
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Appendix A

Sample of teaching slides

 

Figure A1. Lecture Slide in 2016 (Traditional Class Discussion).

 

Figure A2. Interactive Lecture Slide in 2017 (Interactive Technology with Infotainment).
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Appendix B

Case Study for Class Discussion

Figure A3. Case discussion on the potential causes of a train derailment

Appendix C

A sample of questionnaires to understand student perception (2017)
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Figure A4. Example of student feedback
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Abstract: Open educational resources (OER) have become increasingly popular in recent times.
Here, the aim was to synthesise the lessons learned through the development of OER materials for a
university-level course called “environmental modelling”. Consequently, the topics of discussion
included: (i) how to choose an appropriate creative commons license; (ii) ways of incorporating
materials from other sources, such as publicly available sources, other open access materials, and an
author’s own published materials if not published under a creative commons license; (iii) the impact
of the developed OER in the field of environmental modelling; and (iv) the challenges in developing
OER material. Upon developing the materials, we observed the following: (i) students enrolled in
the course did not purchase textbooks; (ii) our OER materials ranked as one of the most accessed
(i.e., number 7) materials according to the usage data that summed the number of file downloads and
item views from PRISM (i.e., the hosting platform maintained by the University of Calgary); (iii) the
students learned relatively better as per the data acquired by the University of Calgary’s universal
student ratings of instruction (USRI) instrument; and (iv) other universities expressed interest in
adopting the materials.

Keywords: creative commons license; environmental educational materials; OER developmental
challenges; OER adaptation; OER adaptation; OER creation

1. Introduction

Open education resources (OER) are materials that are openly available for reuse, modification,
and sharing that originated in the later part of the twentieth century [1]. In 1994, Wayne Hodgins
introduced the term “learning object” to describe any packaged digital resource useful for educational
purposes [2,3]. Consequently, the concept of generative learning objects (GLOs) was developed
to overcome restrictions that made it difficult to gain full benefits from the use of these generated
resources [4]. The term “generative” is understood as a property of the learning content produced
and handled either semi-automatically or automatically [5] with the support of some technology. As a
result, GLOs have been considered as a leading technology of choice for eLearning support due to their
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potential generativity, adaptability, and scalability [6], as computer-based teaching components are
considered an inevitable part of teaching and learning at post-secondary institutions. Many eLearning
resources have been developed for specific environments, which restricts them from being in others.
Due to this, in order to gain a positive return on investment, it is crucial that these eLearning resources
are able to be repurposed, reused, and to be useable on a number of different platforms [7]. Usually
a GLO has five major stages: (i) orientation stage; (ii) disclosure of ideas stage; (iii) challenges and
restructuring stage; (iv) implementation stage; and (v) looking back stage [8]. In most cases, it is
difficult to follow all the mentioned stages. Moreover, the idea has been criticized as it does not include
options for the reuse and adaptation of developed materials in light of the pedagogical richness of
the learning objects. Additionally, in order to overcome the limitations of the traditional ways of
classroom teaching, computer games and interactive engagement through computer simulations have
been gaining popularity [9,10]. However, the challenges remain in creating new materials that consider
the licensing systems with appropriate permissions of materials used in these resources.

As a matter of fact, the term OER was first widely introduced at a United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) conference in 2000, and it was promoted in the context
of providing free access to educational resources on a global scale [11]. Consequently, the wave of
OER started to spread when the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) OpenCourseWare [12]
and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) [13] took initiatives to
develop OER in the early twenty-first century. One of the most commonly accredited definitions for the
term OER then came along from the OECD report as “digested materials offered freely and openly for
educators, students, and self-learners to use and reuse for teaching, learning, and research” [13]. It is
worth noting that the resources in the mentioned definition were not limited to content, but comprised
three areas [13]:

(i) Learning content: Full courses, courseware, content modules, learning objects, collections,
and journals;

(ii) Tools: Software to support the development, use, reuse, and delivery of learning content
and materials;

(iii) Implementation resources: Intellectual property licenses to promote open publishing of materials,
design principles of best practices, and localize content.

Therefore, OER mainly comprise teaching and learning, software-based tools and services,
and licenses that allow open development and reuse of content, tools, and services [14,15].

On a global scale, there is a demand for high-quality OER materials that support the educational
resources accessible to stakeholders related to teaching and learning at different geographical
locations [16–19]. In this context, it would be worth mentioning some of the prominent OER
developments for university-level courses: (i) MIT OpenCourseWare [12] and Rice University’s
Connexions project [20] in the United States; (ii) BCcampus OpenEd in Canada [21]; and (iii) the
Japanese Open Course Ware Consortium [22] that provides access to about 400 courses from its
19 member universities. Moreover, the OpenCourseWare consortium (one of the global networks
for open education) is collaborating with more than 200 higher education institutions and associate
organizations from around the world to create a broad and deep body of open educational content using
a shared model [23]. The mission there was to advance education and empower people worldwide
through open courseware. Very recently in 2017, the global health charity, Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, partnered with the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) in a
yearlong agreement to “expand access to high-quality scientific publishing”, which means that the
foundation’s funded research can be published on open access terms in Science and four other relevant
journals [19].

Canada is unique in terms of education, as the federal government has no authority in the
education sector, and education is exclusively a provincial responsibility [24]. However, there is a
federal program to promote the growth of the open data movement through new open data licensing
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when the federal government funds research projects [25]. The governments of the three western
Canadian provinces (i.e., Alberta, British Columbia, and Saskatchewan) have initiated the process of
generating OER for post-secondary education in recent years [26]. In Alberta, the University of Calgary
(UofC) spent approximately $13.63 million to acquire academic resources in the 2015–2016 session that
included electronic journals, databases, and other scholarly materials, according to UofC’s Libraries
and Cultural Resources [27]. Additionally, there is another interesting fact—academics, including
the UofC community, produce vast amounts of knowledge and synthesize this in the form of books,
peer-reviewed journal articles, conference proceeding papers, reports, etc. However, the publishers
sell these to the users (including the UofC community) again and again in the event that we opt to use
them to disseminate knowledge from time to time. In the face of the above obstacles, the Canadian
Tri-Council consisting of the following three granting agencies: (i) Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council (NSERC); (ii) Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC); and (iii)
Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR), has adopted policies that their grantees should publish
in open access platforms so that the generated knowledge is freely available to all the users across
the world. Similar steps have also been adopted by the governmental funding agencies of USA, UK,
Germany, and Australia [14,16,28]. It is worth mentioning that UofC has established an open access
author’s fund to help stakeholders in the event that they have exhausted all other funding sources [29].

As the concept and activities of openness are clearly evident in many Canadian universities
and community colleges (i.e., post-secondary institutions), to introduce OER materials in order to
broaden open access and build learning repositories, we have opted to create course materials in
the Schulich School of Engineering at the University of Calgary. In doing so, we have generated a
series of lecture notes under the umbrella of OER for an environmental modelling course (the course
is taught at both graduate and undergraduate level) [30]. These lecture notes are freely accessible
through the repository of the University of Calgary called PRISM [31]. In the scope of this paper,
the aim was to synthesize the lessons learned from the development of the above-mentioned materials.
Specifically, we focused on the following four issues: (i) adoption of an appropriate creative commons
license; (ii) ways of incorporating materials from other sources such as publicly available sources, other
open access materials, and an author’s own published materials if not published under a creative
commons license; (iii) the impact of the developed materials in the field of environmental modelling,
both in-house and globally; and (iv) the challenges in developing OER material.

2. Methods

Our proposed methods consisted of three major components. Those included the following: (i)
choosing the appropriate license for the OER materials; (ii) ways of incorporating materials from
various resources; and (iii) analysing the impact of the developed OER. All these components are
briefly described in the following subsections.

2.1. Choosing an Appropriate License

As we intended to develop OER materials, we opted to select a Creative Commons (CC) license
that would allow people to copy, adapt, and distribute materials without requesting permission from
the resource creator or paying license fees [32]. These licenses do not conflict with the copyright
principles; they are a modification to “all rights reserved” copyrights [33]. In the scope of CC licensing,
one of the most widely used approaches is the selection of CC BY, which allows anyone who complies
with the standard CC terms to use the work for any purpose they wish (e.g., commercial use).
In addition, there are several variations of CC BY licensing. For example, Katz [34] assembled the CC
BY licensing attributions into three categories: (i) CC BY-No Derivatives (ND), which does not allow
the creation of derivative works; (ii) CC BY-Share Alike (SA), which grants full rights to derivative
works but requires them to be released under the same license as the original work (if derivative
works are distributed, displayed, or performed); and (iii) CC BY-Non Commercial (NC), which grants
full rights to derivative works but does not allow them to be used for any commercial purposes.
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Therefore, as academic researchers affiliated with post-secondary institutions, we opted to use the
CC BY-NC-SA licensing system so that the generated OER materials could be restricted to use for
academic and/or other non-commercial purposes and shared under the original terms and conditions.
Similar measures were recommended by MIT OpenCourseWare [12] and the McGill model [11] so that
the created/adopted/adapted OER materials could be of use for academic purposes for continuous
support towards teaching and learning worldwide.

2.2. Ways of Incorporating Materials from Various Sources

Apart from creating the author-owned OER materials, we opted to adopt and/or adapt contents
(e.g., mainly figures) from other sources as these would need fewer resources (i.e., human and/or
financial). Those included the following: (i) existing CC BY licensed materials; (ii) public domain
information/databases; and (iii) authors’ own works where the copyright had already been transferred
to a publisher. All these cases are briefly discussed in the following subsections.

2.2.1. Adopting/Adapting from CC BY Licensed Materials

If any materials were published under one of the CC BY licenses other than CC BY-ND, then we
adopted/adapted it with appropriate attributions. Figure 1 is an example of the adoption of a graphic
available from Ahmed et al. [35] that was originally published under a CC BY 4.0 license inside a
research article. It depicts the wildland–urban interface (WUI), as shown by a dotted yellow line, along
with buffer zones at 10 m, 30 m, 50 m, 70 m, and 100 m. In fact, panel (a) in Figure 1 shows an example
of areas where forest/plants were removed to protect nearby communities from wildfire. On the other
hand, panel (b) in Figure 1 shows an example of a wildland fire-induced vulnerable area, where the
existence of the vegetation (reddish color) would favor the forest fire propagation into the communities.
Additionally, we adopted many graphics available from Wikipedia, where we used the attribution as:
[“Title of the graphics” by Author name from Wikipedia is licensed under license type [e.g., CC BY
3.0]; website].

 
Figure 1. Example of the wildland–urban interface (WUI) and buffer zones around communities of
interest that was “adopted from©Ahmed, Rahaman, & Hassan, 2015 and licensed under CC BY 4.0”.
Panel (a) illustrates an area where authorities removed vegetation from the buffer zones during the
fire-event to protect a nearby community; and Panel (b) shows an example of wildland fire-induced
vulnerable area.

Figure 2 illustrates the concept of modifying a graphic that was originally published in Hazaymeh
and Hassan [36] under a CC BY 4.0 license in a research article. It described the methods of generating
synthetic land surface temperature (LST) at 30 m spatial resolution with 8 day intervals upon fusing
8 day composite of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)-derived LST at 1 km
and Landsat-derived LST at 30 m acquired every 16 days.
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Figure 2. Example of down-scaling both of the spatial and temporal resolution of the satellite data that
was “adapted from©Hazaymeh, & Hassan, 2015 licensed under CC BY 4.0”.

2.2.2. Adopting/Adapting Materials from the Public Domain

In case of developing OER materials, we often incorporated content available in the public domain,
including US and Canadian government works. Note that most of the US government creative works
including writing and images are not copyrighted [37]. However, such adoption/adaptation requires
proper acknowledgement to the agency that has produced the work of interest [38]. In addition, it is
clear that the Government of Canada permits the use of its work for non-commercial reproduction
purposes [39], and such an illustration is provided in Figure 3. Note that forest occupies about
347 million hectares of Canada’s landmass, which is about 9% of the global forest [40].

 

Figure 3. Canada’s forest regions. Adopted from Natural Resources Canada that allows non-commercial
reproduction. Such reproduction is a copy of an official work that is published by the Government of
Canada, and the reproduction has not been produced in affiliation with, or with the endorsement of
the Government of Canada. Available online: http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/forests/measuring-reporting/
classification/13179 (accessed on 21 February 2019) [41].
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2.2.3. Incorporating Authors’ Own Works Published under Non-CC BY Licenses

In general, we, as authors, transfer the copyright of an article of interest to the publisher upon
its acceptance (e.g., [42]). Thus, we must seek permission from the respective publisher prior to
incorporating these articles into new/adapted work. To the best of our knowledge and experience,
we find that most publishers are willing to allow authors to incorporate their own transferred copyright
protected materials into new ones for non-commercial purposes. Such an example is shown in Figure 4,
where the first author of this manuscript was the lead author of a manuscript published by the Canadian
Aeronautics and Space Institute (CASI).

Figure 4. Relationship between absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (APAR) and daytime
net ecosystem exchanges (NEE) over a balsam fir forest in New Brunswick, Canada. Panel (a) shows
averaged May–September period daytime NEE as a function of local time for 2004 and 2005. Panel (b,c)
illustrates linear fits applied to plots of daytime NEE as a function of APAR. Note that this graphic
is “adopted from Hassan et al. [43]©2006 CASI, where the publisher allows Hassan as an author to
reproduce for non-commercial purposes”.

2.3. Analysing the Impact of the Developed OER

We analysed the impact of the developed OER materials in four ways: (i) the potential cost
savings for the students, (ii) usage statistics of the OER in the online repository, (iii) the impact on the
students’ learning using the University of Calgary’s universal student ratings of instruction (USRI)
instrument [44], and (iv) the expression of interest in adopting the materials by other universities.
These are briefly described in Section 3—“Results and Discussion”.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Brief Description of the Developed OER

We developed OER materials for the course called ENGO 583/ENEN 635 Environmental Modelling.
It is a cross-listed course between geomatics engineering at a fourth year level (i.e., ENGO 583) and
environmental engineering at a graduate level (ENEN 635). Figure 5 shows the screenshot of the home
page of the developed OER materials available in the PRISM repository.
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Figure 5. Home page of the developed OER (doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.11575/PRISM/5245).

The developed materials consisted of 20 Microsoft PowerPoint-based pdf files that are
individually downloadable from PRISM. These materials were clustered into two broader themes or
sections—“fundamentals of environmental modelling”, and “modelling of environmental issues”. The
section “fundamentals of environmental modelling” consisted of seven lecture notes that discussed
the following rudimentary concepts: (i) introduction to environmental modelling, (ii) types of
environmental modelling, (iii) modelling processes, (iv) model sensitivity analysis, (v) model calibration
and uncertainty analysis, (vi) model validation, and (vii) scaling issues in environmental modelling.
The other section, “modelling of environmental issues”, comprised 13 lecture notes that illustrated the
mechanism of developing various models to discuss a set of environmental issues. These included:
(i) solar radiation/energy modelling, (ii) evapotranspiration modelling, (iii) modelling the effect
of greenhouse gases on temperature, (iv) wind energy modelling, (v) modelling potential species
distribution, (vi) bioenergy modelling, (vii) forecasting forest fire danger conditions, (viii) modelling
local warming trends, (ix) forecasting river water flow, (x) modelling vegetation phenological stages,
(xi) forecasting rice yield, (xii) surface water quality modelling, and (xiii) mediated modelling.

3.2. Potential Cost Savings for the Students

We made our OER materials available during the winter 2018 semester, spanning between the
months of January and April, and they were considered as the textbook for the students. To our
knowledge, none of the students enrolled on the course bought any textbooks in addition to acquiring
the generated OER materials. Consequently, we considered that every student saved at least $200 by
avoiding the purchase of textbooks. The assumption of such cost lay in the fact that a student would
be required to buy at least two textbooks to cover the material delivered in the scope of the course. It is
worth noting that similar findings of cost savings by students or those not keen to purchase textbooks
were reported in the literature for OER materials that are available on the internet (e.g., [45,46]).
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3.3. Usage Statistics as Observed through the Online Repository

We acquired some quantitative data (all time usage and views/downloads in the past six months)
available from the PRISM website that showed the usage and interest of the material worldwide. Since
the launch of the material (i.e., January 2018), a total of 5605 downloads and 2353 views were recorded
as of 22 April 2019, as shown in Figure 6. The top five countries either by downloads or by views in the
past six months are also given in Figure 6 to demonstrate the education outreach of this particular OER
material. In addition, these materials were found to be one of the most popular items (i.e., ranked
number 7) after summing the number of file downloads and item views since the launch, as calculated
on 22 April 2019 according to PRISM repository data. Thus, we assumed that the present courseware
has created opportunities for potential cost savings for students and would continue to help in the
learning of the general audience in this area worldwide.

 
Figure 6. Global usage and interest in the developed OER, as acquired on 22 April 2019 from PRISM.

In addition, we attempted to quantify the usage of the developed materials by analyzing the
students enrolled in the course ENGO 583/ENEN 635. In fact, we used these materials in winter
2018 and 2019, when there were 42 enrolled students. If we assume that each student accessed
these materials twice through both downloading and viewing, then the total count would be 1680
(= 42 (students) * 20 (number of lecture notes) * 2 (number of times accessed)). Thus, the remaining
count (i.e., greater than 6000, as depicted in Figure 6) of the accessed materials might have been due to
other learners across Canada and elsewhere in the world. Consequently, we could consider that the
developed OER materials were able to generate considerable interest worldwide.

3.4. Impact of the OER on the Students’ Learning

In order to assess the impact of the developed OER on the students’ learning, we employed
the universal student ratings of instruction (USRI) instrument, which has been in operation at the
University of Calgary for at least two decades. Note that the USRI consists of 12 measures [47]; however,
we analysed three of the measures, i.e., (i) content well organized; (ii) I [student] learned a lot in this
course; and (iii) support materials helpful) that were related to the students’ learning over the years
2014–2018. During this period, for the first three years, the course used traditional materials (which
included materials extracted from non-OER sources), while we used the developed OER materials
in 2018. Figure 7 shows the impact of the developed OER in comparison to the traditional materials
on student learning. It revealed that the OER materials enhanced the students’ learning ability in all
three measures.
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Figure 7. Impact of the developed OER on the students’ learning in comparison to traditional materials
analysed using some of the relevant measures acquired through the universal student ratings of
instruction (USRI) instrument.

3.5. Expression of Interest in Adopting the Materials from Other Universities

Since the launch of these specific OER materials, we received several emails that expressed interest
in adopting/adapting the generated materials, and these are summarized in Table 1. In addition,
the second author of this article had already adapted some of the developed OER materials into an
undergraduate course called “natural hazard modelling” at the University of Alberta. He would
also like to do the same for another undergraduate course (i.e., remote sensing) in fall 2019 at the
same institute.

Table 1. Higher academic institutes that showed interest in adopting/adapting our OER materials.

Ref. Name of the Higher Educational Institute Comments

[48] Department of Earth and Environmental
Sciences, Yarmouk University, Jordan.

Interested in adopting as a graduate
course.

[49] Department of Civil Engineering, COMSATS
University-Abbottabad Campus, Pakistan

Indicated the usefulness and relevance
of the OER in two undergraduate

courses, i.e., “Geo-informatics” and
“Disaster Management”.

[50]
Department of Computer Science and

Engineering, Khulna University of Engineering
and Technology, Bangladesh.

Keen to adapt for teaching computing
algorithms for environments.

[51] BMS School of Architecture, Bangalore, India. Interested in adapting for courses
related to landscape and environment.

[52] Department of Surveying and GeoInformatics,
Akanu Ibiam Federal Polytechnic, Nigeria.

Sought permission to use for two
graduate courses, i.e., “Environmental
Applications of Remote Sensing” and

“Land Use Planning”.

3.6. Challenges of Developing OER

Post-secondary institutions around the world have been using the internet and other relevant
technologies to develop and distribute teaching and learning materials for decades. OER have gained
critical attention from stakeholders in teaching and learning communities for their potential and
promise to obviate demographic, economic, and geographic boundaries of scholarships and education
to promote life-long and personalized learning. The rapid growth of OER materials certainly provides
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new opportunities for teaching and learning; however, the challenges remain evident in several areas,
including but not limited to the following:

• Scholars or creators of OER materials sometimes lack knowledge in assessing the proper
compatibilities of licensing and attribution while adopting, adapting, or creating OER materials
without any restrictions to be utilized immediately after hosting in repositories. We have identified
this as a major challenge in generating OER materials because the created documents are already
distributed in diverse geographical locations;

• Often, a lack of excitement and motivation from fellow colleagues and peers do not encourage
scholars to create new knowledge in OER materials, although some adoption and adaptation
may be evident. Additionally, immediate rewards are not discernible if a scholar develops OER
materials to support his/her courses at post-secondary institutions;

• While generating our OER materials for hosting in the PRISM repository at the UofC, we identified
that knowledge of OER licensing systems and compatibility checks is lacking on campus, and we
recognized the lack of financial resources that support the adaptation (in particular, graphics)
and/or generation of new materials.

• We came across an interesting challenge regarding the familiarity of OER materials among the
student groups within the institution where we generated the materials. As a result, we assume,
if the students are not well aware of the quality of OER materials, the generated content may not
bring immediate impact to the learning communities. Note that an OER advocacy group was
visible on campus to encourage adopting OER materials in the learning environment at the UofC,
which may not be the case at other post-secondary institutions;

• Researchers have argued that the sustainability [53] and quality [28] of OER materials remain
an important issue. However, after generating the OER materials, we received appreciation
(see Section 3.5—“Expression of interest in adopting the materials from other universities”
for details), and institutions from diverse developing countries are adopting these materials
to teach in both graduate and undergraduate courses. In this circumstance, we assume that
the additional challenge of creating OER is to consider the appropriateness of the material
for the learner communities and if the material is sustainable and brings positive impacts to
scholarly communities.

4. Concluding Remarks

In the scope of this paper, we summarized the lessons learned through the development of OER
course materials for the field of environmental modelling. The major obstacle we encountered was
the existence of limited OER that we could either adopt or adapt. On the other hand, we found an
enormous number of figures available in the public domain, from places such as the following: (i)
US Governmental organizations/departments, e.g., NASA, USGS, EPA, etc.; (ii) the Government of
Canada; (iii) Wikipedia; (iv) Wikimedia; and (v) Flicker. In addition, we found that it would be possible
to incorporate an authors’ own work published under a non-CC BY license only if it was reproduced
for non-commercial purposes. In this case, we suggest that a researcher consult the publisher prior
to implementing this particular idea. Moreover, we evaluated the impact of the developed OER in
four ways: (i) the students enrolled in the course called ENGO 583/ENEN 635 in winter 2018 did not
purchase textbooks, thus saved the associated cost; (ii) the materials were either viewed or downloaded
across the world, and our materials were seen to have a rank of number 7 in terms of the sum of
file downloads and item views according to PRISM as of 22 April 2019; (iii) the students learned
better according to the data acquired by the University of Calgary’s USRI instrument, and (iv) at
least five faculty members from various countries sought permission to adopt the materials for their
relevant graduate/undergraduate courses. Despite this, we identified a set of challenges, such as the
following: (i) scholars/creators’ lack of knowledge about the licensing issues, (ii) lack of excitement
and motivation from both the academics and students, and (iii) resources, particularly financial ones,
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are quite limited in the case of generating new OER. Finally, we believe that the lessons we learned
through this exercise could encourage other academics across the world to generate new OER for
facilitating the improvement of the teaching and learning environment.
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Abstract: This article addresses the issue of educating engineering students with the knowledge and skills
of Computer-Aided Design and Manufacturing (CAD/CAM). In particular, three carefully designed
tutorials—cutting tool offsetting, tool-path generation for freeform surfaces, and the integration of
advanced machine tools (e.g., hexapod-based machine tools) with solid modeling—are described.
The tutorials help students gain an in-depth understanding of how the CAD/CAM-relevant hardware
devices and software packages work in real-life settings. At the same time, the tutorials help students
achieve the following educational outcomes: (1) an ability to apply the knowledge of mathematics,
science, and engineering; (2) an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet the
desired needs, (3) an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems; and (4) an
ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools that are necessary for engineering
practice. The tutorials can be modified for incorporating other contemporary issues (e.g., additive
manufacturing, reverse engineering, and sustainable manufacturing), which can be delved into as a
natural extension of this study.

Keywords: engineering education; CAD/CAM; digital engineering; accreditation

1. Introduction

Manufacturing is a wealth-generating activity, and, thereby helps ensure the economic well-being
of a country. Nowadays, computer-aided hardware devices (e.g., Computer Numerically Controlled
(CNC) machine tools, three-dimensional (3D) printers, robots, programmable logic controller,
3D scanners, Coordinate Measuring Machines, computerized assembly lines, and alike) and
software packages for solid modeling (e.g., 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided
Manufacturing (CAM) packages) are extensively used to perform the activities related to product
life cycle (conceptualize, design, manufacture, assemble, distribute, use, maintain, and recycle).
Therefore, the individuals who can design, analyze, use, and maintain the hardware devices and
software packages mentioned above are essential for the economic growth of a country (in this article,
the above-mentioned devices and software packages are collectively referred to as CAD/CAM).
As such, higher education institutes all over the world need to educate students with the knowledge
and skills of CAD/CAM and other relevant issues for meeting industry needs [1–3]. Thus, engineering
degree programs all over the world offer courses related to CAD/CAM [4]. Similar to the courses where
the students learn engineering science (e.g., [5]), a technology-oriented course also needs customized
methods and tools for the educational effectiveness and outcomes assessment (e.g., see the tools
developed for the courses related to CAD [6] and courses related to the Internet of Things (IoT) [7]).
This is true for the education of CAD/CAM in the academia. Some of the selected articles that deal with
the educational aspects of CAD/CAM in academia are described below. Araki [8] and Zhao et al. [9]
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described the contents to educate learners to use the CAD/CAM packages, which are made available
through the multimedia network. deWeck et al. [10] described the students’ activities and their
performances while using commercially available CAD/CAM systems and other relevant software
packages. The purpose is to provide students with the opportunity to materialize a conceptual design.
Ishitsuka et al. [11] described the methodology to teach CAD/CAM using an exercise for creating the
CNC program from a given solid model prepared by using the CAD system. Lin et al. [12] described
the teaching methodology to integrate CAD with CAM for undergraduate students. Alemzadeh [13]
described how to introduce CAD/CAM from the perspective of concurrent design for senior-level
engineering students. Kaneko and Kashimoto [14] developed a customized computer-aided tool for
educating students with the knowledge and skills of CAD/CAM. Abouelala et al. [15] described a
methodology for selecting a CAM package for educating students with the knowledge and skills
of CAD/CAM, considering the opinions of the stakeholders. Moschonissiotis and Vosniakos [16]
developed a methodology to train individuals with the knowledge and skills of CAD/CAM where a
set of structured rules and utilization of these rules in process planning are emphasized for achieving
tangible results.

However, consider the issue of the assessment of students’ performance. In this regard, Main
and Staines [17] reported that the practical examinations are a more informative and efficacious
method for assessing the students’ performance in CAD/CAM. Hamade et al. [18] reported how
to evaluate the skills of the senior-level students while building solid models using commercially
available CAD packages. In both cases, the learners are the mere users of the available technology.
Whether or not the students are aware of how the systems work and why the systems can produce
the desired shape or product has not been the issue of the assessments mentioned above. This is
perhaps not the goal of the outcomes-oriented education programs recommended by the accreditation
bodies (e.g., ABET, http://www.abet.org). The reason is that the educational activities underlie three
aspects: namely, idealism, realism, and pragmatism. The idealism and realism prepare an individual
to be a “knower”, whereas pragmatism prepares an individual to be “doer” only. Therefore, several
outcomes are set so that the student becomes a “knower” and “doer” simultaneously. As far as the
ABET-recommended outcomes are concerned, the content of a course (or a series of courses) regarding
CAD/CAM should help students attain at least the following four outcomes: (1) an ability to apply the
knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering; (2) an ability to design a system, component, or
process to meet the desired needs; (3) an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems;
and (4) an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering
practice. At the same time, the contents must be derived from the fundamental aspects of CAD/CAM,
as schematically illustrated in Figure 1. In particular, the region defined by the dotted box in Figure 1
illustrates the central issues underlying CAM. As shown in Figure 1, in CAD/CAM, the CAD data of
the object to be manufactured becomes the main input. Based on this input, the user sets the blank and
the cutting tool to be used. The user then selects the appropriate tool-paths (morphing, zigzag, and/or
contour parallel), the cutting tool parameters (number of cutting edges, tool nose radius, tool length,
and/or tool diameter), and cutting operation (rough-cut and or finish cut). Based on the selections
that the user made, the CAD/CAM package simulates the tool-paths, showing their effects on the
blank. When the simulation result satisfies the user (i.e., a simulation result produces the desired
shape), the CAD/CAM package creates the CNC program, i.e., it formats (i.e., post-processes) the
cutter locations given by the tool-paths and the cutting conditions (feed rate, cutting velocity, depth of
cut, and alike) in a way so that the controller of the CNC machine tool can understand and execute
the program. Once the user is satisfied with the program, it can be executed to produce the desired
shape or product, as schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The digital measurement technology can be
used to report the dimensional and form accuracies, as well as the surface roughness for the sake of
quality control.

Based on the above-mentioned description of the educational aspects of CAD/CAM, this article
presents three tutorials. Thus, the remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
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the first tutorial for calculating the tool-path for machining a 2D shape given by a parametric curve.
Section 3 describes the second tutorial for determining 3D tool-path for machining a freeform surface,
which is given by a parametric surface. Section 4 describes the last tutorial, where one integrates the
advanced machine tools (e.g., hexapod-based machine tools) and geometric modeling of freeform
surfaces. Section 5 provides the concluding remarks of this study.

 

Figure 1. The flow diagram of Computer-Aided Design and Manufacturing (CAD/CAM).

2. Tutorial for 2D Tool-Path Generation

As shown in Figure 1, one of the major tasks of CAD/CAM is to create the tool-paths. How do
the CAD/CAM packages generate the tool-paths? The tutorial that helps a student understand the
process of creating the tool-paths can also help achieve the outcomes (1)–(4) as mentioned above.
According, this section describes a tutorial for generating a two-dimensional (2D) tool-path. For the
sake of better understanding, the parametric curve-based tool offsetting method is used in the tutorial.
The description is as follows:

Parametric curves are extensively used to represent a large variety of engineering shapes and
parts [19,20]. The following equation defines a parametric curve denoted as C(t).

C(t) =
n

∑
i=1

Pi × Bi(t) = [t][M][G] (1)

In Equation (1), Pi is the i-th control point, Bi (t) is the blending function associated with Pi, and t
is the parameter so that ∀ t ∈ [0,1]. As such, the matrix that is denoted as [t], which is a row matrix,
is called the parameter matrix. The matrix that is denoted as [M], which is an n × n matrix, is called
the shape matrix. The matrix that is denoted as [G], which is a column matrix, is called the control
point, vertex, or geometric matrix.

When one models a shape using a parametric curve as defined in Equation (1), the user must
decide the number of control points (n), the set of control points {Pi | i = 1,...,n}, and the blending
functions {Bi | i = 1,...,n}. The blending functions depend on both the number of control points and the
type of parametric curve (e.g., Bezier curve, B-spline, and alike). The number of control points and
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the type of the parametric curve decide [M] and [t]. For example, consider the case of a parametric
curve called the quadratic B-spline (CQB(t)). The coordinates of the three arbitrary control points (Pp1,
Pp2, and Pp3) are needed to construct the [G] for CQB(t). Here, the subscript “p” denotes one of the
coordinates out of x, y, and z, i.e., p ∈ {x, y, z}. The equation of a coordinate of CQBp(t) is as follows:

CQBp(t) =
[

t2 t 1
]
⎡
⎢⎣

0.5 −1 0.5
−1 1 0.5
0.5 0 0

⎤
⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

Pp1

Pp2

Pp3

⎤
⎥⎦ (2)

As such, for a quadratic B-spline, [t] = [t2 t 1], [G] = [Pp1 Pp2 Pp3]T, and [M] is a 3 × 3 matrix,
as shown in Equation (2) between [t] and [G].

If one needs to find out the tangent of CQBp(t), denoted as C′
QBp(t), [t] is replaced by a matrix

denoted as [t]′. The elements of [t]′ are the first derivative of the elements of [t]. Thus, C′
QBp(t) is given

as follows:

C′
QBp(t) =

[
2t 1 0

]
⎡
⎢⎣

0.5 −1 0.5
−1 1 0.5
0.5 0 0

⎤
⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

Pp1

Pp2

Pp3

⎤
⎥⎦ (3)

An instructor can assign students to construct the equations of other B-spline curves using the
concept of shape matrices as well as the tangent vectors. This way, the students learn more intensely
how to apply the knowledge of mathematics and science to an engineering problem.

Sometimes, a single quadratic B-spline curve is not good enough to model the entire object (or any
other parametric curves in this matter). In this case, the modeling is carried out by using several curves.
Suppose that one models a shape using a finite set of B-spline curves that are denoted as Cj,QBp(t), j = 1,
2, .... As such, all of the possible pairs of two consecutive curves denoted as Cj,QBp(t) and Cj+1,QBp(t)
are connected in a piecewise manner, fulfilling the C0 and C1 continuity [19,20]. This means that the
last point of a curve is equal to the first point of the next curve (C0 continuity), and the slope at the last
point of a curve equal to the slope at the last point of the next curve (C1 continuity). Thus, the following
proposition must be true in the modeling process:

(
Cj,QBp(t = 1) = Cj+1,QBp(t = 0)

) ∧
(

C′
j,QBp(t = 1) = C′

j+1,QBp(t = 0)
)

(4)

The assignments based on the formulation defined in Equation (4) help students achieve the
outcomes (2) and (3), i.e., an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet the desired
need, and an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems. It is worth mentioning
that the students have the choices of using other parametric curves (e.g., Bezier curves) to model the
given object or shape. However, basic concept remains the same, as described above.

In addition, given a 2D parametric curve, as defined by Equation (1), the students can be assigned
to derive an offset curve denoted as D(t), as schematically illustrated in Figure 2a. The offset curve
becomes the tool-path for machining the shape (i.e., C(t)). The CNC program ensures that the center of
the cutting tool follows D(t). Thus, this information is taken as the cutter locations for constructing a
CNC program (Figure 1).

Now, for determining D(t), one first needs to determine the normal vector N(t) for each set of two
consecutive points on C(t). The distance between C(t) and D(t) is equal to the radius of the cutting tool
that is denoted as R. Thus, the expression of the offset curve D(t) is as follows:

D(t) = C(t) + R
N(t)

‖N(t)‖ (5)

Figure 2b schematically illustrates how one can calculate a point denoted as D(t1) = (Dx(t1),
Dy(t1))) on the offset curve D(t) using two points denoted as C(t1) = (Cx(t1), Cy(t1)) and C(t2) = (Cx(t2),
Cy(t2)) so that t1, t2 ∈ [0,1] and t2 = t1 +Δt, where Δt is a very small positive number (e.g., 0.01).
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Since the line passing through the points D(t1) and C(t1) and the line passing through the points C(t1)
and C(t2) are orthogonal to each other, the coordinates of D(t1) can be calculated as follows:

Dx(t1) = Cx(t1)± R
Cy(t2)− Cy(t1)

d(t1)
Dy(t1) = Cy(t1)∓ R

Cx(t2)− Cx(t1)
d(t1)

(6)

In Equation (6), d(t1) denotes the distance between the points C(t1) and C(t2), which is calculated
as follows:

d(t1) =
√
(Cx(t2)− Cx(t1))

2 +
(
Cy(t2)− Cy(t1)

)2 (7)

It is worth mentioning that the students need to decide the combinations of the signs (plus–minus
or minus–plus) to use the Equation (6). The combination depends on the orientations of the points
denoted as C(t1) and C(t2) (i.e., clockwise or anticlockwise direction). The case shown in Figure 2b
results in a clockwise direction. For this case, the combination of signs is minus and plus for calculating
Dx(t1) and Dy(t1), respectively. At the same time, the student may recall the vector algebra while
validating Equation (6), particularly the concepts of unit vector, vector dot product, direction cosine,
and alike.

 
(a) (b) 

C tD t

R

C′ tN t

Figure 2. The concept of two-dimensional (2D) tool offsetting. (a) The concept of offset; (b) calculating
a point on the offset curve.

As an exercise, the students can consider the airfoil shape shown in Figure 3. The instructor
can introduce the shape to the students by plotting it on a graph paper, as shown in Figure 3. Later,
the students can manufacture the part, as shown in Figure 4. In this case, the students first create the
CNC program and use it for machining the part using a CNC machine tool (Figure 1). The students
can be given two options to do this, as described below.

In the first option, the students reconstruct the shape shown in Figure 3 using a CAD software
and input the CAD data to a CAD/CAM software for generating the CNC program. In this case,
the performance of the students can be determined by an output, as shown in Figure 5. This is the
screenprint of the tool-path generated by commercially available software (MasterCAMTM) from the
CAD data of the shape that is shown in Figure 3. This type of learning ensures that the students can
use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools that are necessary for engineering practice.
However, the students’ ability to apply the mathematical and engineering science knowledge gained
in other courses cannot be tested or enhanced by using such an exercise. Thus, the students should
be given the other option to create the tool-path by applying Equations (1)–(7). The emphasis should
be given to both how to model the shapes using some piecewise B-spline curves, and then to create
the offset curve D(t). The students should create the CNC program, too, using the information of
offset curve D(t). The screenprint shown in Figure 6 shows one of the expected achievements of the
students. The CNC program can be observed in Figure 6. Comparing the results obtained from the
commercial CAD/CAM package (Figure 5) and the spreadsheet-based analytical approach (Figure 6),
the instructor can evaluate the performance of the students and explain other issues (e.g., how the tool
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should approach the blank for the first time, how the tool should exit once the countering is done,
how to optimize the cutting conditions, how to select the optimal cutting tool, and alike).

 

Figure 3. The schematic diagram of the shape of an airfoil.

 

Figure 4. The shape of airfoil manufactured by Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machining.

 

Figure 5. Tool-path generation by using a commercially available CAM software.
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Figure 6. Tool radius offsetting using CAD/CAM package and spreadsheet application.

3. Tutorial for 3D Tool-Path Generation

This section describes a tutorial for 3D tool-path generation. This is an advanced topic compared
to the previous one. The 3D tool-paths are an integral part of modern manufacturing, because freeform
parametric surfaces are extensively used to model a large variety of shapes [19,20]. For constructing a
freeform surface, a surface patch is generated from the product of two sets of parametric curves for
two parameters, u and v. Therefore, the equation of a freeform parametric surface denoted as C(u,v) is
as follows:

C(u, v) = ∑n
i=1 ∑m

k=1 Pik Bik(u)Bik(v) u, v ∈ [0, 1] (8)

In Equation (8), Pik are the control points or vertices, and Bik(u) and Bik(v) are the blending
functions. The expression of C(u,v) in matrix form is as follows:

C(u, v) = [u][M][P][M]T [v] (9)

In Equation (9), [u] is a row vector having n elements, [M] is an n × m shape vector, [P] is an n × m
vector of one of the coordinates of the control points, and [v] is a column vector having m elements.

For a cubic Bezier surface [19,20], the freeform surface denoted as CCB(u, v) is given by the
following equation:

CCB(u, v) =
[
u3 u2 u 1

]
[M]CB[P]CB[M]TCB

[
v3 v2 v 1

]T
(10)

In Equation (10), the shape matrix [M]CB is given as follows:

[M]CB =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

−1 3 −3 1
3 −6 3 0
−3 3 0 0
1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (11)

Now, the question is: how to create the tool-path to machine a surface similar to the one defined
in Equation (10)? The machining of the surfaces similar to the one defined in Equation (10) is often
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done by using a ball-nose end-mill cutter, as schematically illustrated in Figure 7. The center of the
ball-nose moves along an offset surface denoted as D(u,v) (Figure 7). As shown in Figure 7, generating
the offset surface D(u,v) means that each point on C(u,v) is mapped into its corresponding point on
D(u,v) by shifting it along the normal direction of N(u,v). This requires two tangential vectors that
intersect at the point, as shown in Figure 7. Thus, the expressions of the tangent vectors in the u and v
directions, respectively, are as follows:

C′
u(u, v) =

∂C(u, v)
∂u

(12)

C′
v(u, v) =

∂C(u, v)
∂v

(13)

The normal vector N(u,v) is thus obtained from the cross-product of the two tangential vectors
resulting in the following expression:

N(u, v) = C′
v(u, v)× C′

u(u, v) (14)

Once the normal direction is determined, the offset surface is determined similarly to the previous
case, which is as follows:

D(u, v) = C(u, v) + R
N(u, v)

‖N(u, v)‖ (15)

In Equation (15), R is the radius of the ball-nose of the end-mill cutter.

C (u,v) 

D (u,v) 

vuCu′

vuCv′

N(u,v) 

R

Figure 7. Tool offsetting for machining a freeform surface using a ball-nose end-mill cutter.

To exercise the above-mentioned offsetting technique for freeform surfaces, the students can use
a programming tool to generate the codes required for the CNC program. Appendix A shows the
required program written in MATLABTM in terms of two functions. The function shown in Figure A1
creates the offset surface from the given Bezier surface in accordance with Equations (10)–(15). It also
plots the Bezier and offset surfaces. On the other hand, the function shown in Figure A2 is used for
generating the codes (G-codes) for the CNC programming. It writes the code to a text file, which can
be edited based on the requirement of the given CNC controller. Needless to say, the function shown
in Figure A2 takes the necessary outputs from the function shown in Figure A1.

Figures 8 and 9 show the expected outcomes of the tutorial. In particular, Figure 8 shows the
given and offset surfaces, which is the output of the function shown in Figure A1. For this case,
the coordinates of the control points are shown below in the form of matrices.

[Px] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 20 40 60
0 20 40 60
0 20 40 60
0 20 40 60

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ mm,

[
Py
]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0
20 20 20 20
40 40 40 40
60 60 60 60

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ mm, [Pz] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 −15 −15 0
0 0 0 0

−10 0 0 −10
−10 10 −10 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ mm
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Figure 9 shows the freeform surface manufactured by using a three-axis CNC machine tool
(Figure 1). The sharp marks seen on the manufactured freeform surface are the tool-path marks. This is
due to the coarseness of the increment of u and v (the increment was 0.05) and tool diameter (offsetting
for a 4-mm radius of the ball-nose end-mill cutter). The students can be assigned to make necessary
changes in the formulation to reduce the sharpness of the marks. Similar to the previous tutorial,
the students can achieve all of the outcomes (the outcomes denoted as (1)–(4)) mentioned above by
solving the problems underlying this assignment.

Figure 8. The given freeform surface it its offset.

 

Figure 9. Manufactured freeform surface using CNC machining.

4. Programming Advanced Machine Tools

The previous two tutorials are meant for educating students with the knowledge and skills of
CAD/CAM technology using conventional machine tools with a serial kinematics structure. This is
not the end. The field is evolving very fast. From this perspective, the advances in the CNC machine
tools can be considered. In particular, as a replacement of the conventional CNC machine tools
(having a serial kinematics structure), researchers have been studying the CNC machine tools that
have parallel and hybrid kinematics structures [21,22]. These machine tools are more economical, light,
and functional compared to the conventional ones. Moreover, in the near future, these machine tools
are expected to play their role in manufacturing.

The previous two tutorials are meant for educating students with the knowledge and skills of
CAD/CAM technology that can be implemented using the conventional machine tools. Note that the
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conventional machine tools have a serial kinematics structure. These machine tools are by nature heavy
and less economical. However, researchers have been studying a new type of CNC machine tools
that have parallel or hybrid kinematics structures [21,22]. These machine tools are more economical,
light (portable), and functional compared to the conventional ones, and thereby are expected to
play their roles in the near future. Therefore, the students majoring in manufacturing, mechatronics,
and robotics are likely to engage in scholarly activities where the parallel and hybrid kinematics’
structure-driven machine tools are conceptualized, analyzed, designed, and implemented. As a result,
the relevant senior-level undergraduate and graduate-level courses must prepare the students with
the knowledge and skills of parallel and hybrid kinematics structures. Based on this contemplation,
this section presents a tutorial that is meant for educating interested students with the knowledge of
how to program a parallel kinematics machine tools for machining a 3D shape. The description of the
tutorial is as follows:

Consider CNC machine tools [21] that have parallel kinematics structures, as shown in Figure 10.
As seen in Figure 10, the cutting motion is controlled by six extendable linear actuators that carry the
cutting tool platform. See Harib et al. [21] for more detail on the kinematics analysis and the trajectory
planning. However, for the i-th actuator, the extension li is computed as follows:

li = ‖

⎡
⎢⎣

X
Y
Z

⎤
⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎣

c2 A + cB s2 A sA cA − cB sA cA sB sA
cA sA − cB cA sA s2 A + cB c2 A −sB cA

−sA sB cA sB cB

⎤
⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

xai
yai
zai

⎤
⎥⎦−

⎡
⎢⎣

Xbi
Ybi
Zbi

⎤
⎥⎦‖ (16)

In Equation (16), s and c denote the sine and cosine functions, respectively; (Xbi, Ybi, Zbi)T is the
constant position vector of the i-th attachment point bi with respect to the world coordinate frame W;
(xai, yai, zai)T is the constant position vector of the i-th attachment point ai with respect to the cutting
tool coordinate frame C; (X, Y, Z)T is the position vector of the tip of the cutting tool with respect to W;
and A and B are the angles that define the orientation of the cutting tool with respect to W; A is the
horizontal rotation of the vertical plane that contains the cutting tool axis, and B is the tilting angle of
the cutting tool inside that plane.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. A parallel kinematics-driven machine tool structure [21]. (a) prototype; (b) operational parameter.

To machine a freeform surface similar to the one described in the previous section, the following
procedure can be used.

Step 1: Calculate X, Y, and Z from the three coordinates of the parametric surface C(u,v).
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Step 2: Calculate the normal vector N(u,v) according to Equation (14).
Step 3: Calculate the unit vector along the cutting tool n(u,v) as follows:

n(u, v) =
N(u, v)

‖N(u, v)‖ (17)

The third column of the rotation matrix in Equation (16) is the unit vector along the axis of the
cutting tool. This means that:

n(u, v) =
[

nx ny nz

]T
=

[
sBsA −sBcA cB

]T
(18)

Step 4: Determine A and B, as follows:

A = tan−1

⎛
⎝ nx√

n2
x + n2

y

,
−nu√
n2

x + n2
y

⎞
⎠ (29)

B = tan−1
(√

n2
x + n2

y, nz

)
(20)

It is worth mentioning that if the students use a package of five-axis milling, they will be able to
determine (X,Y,Z,A,B) without any effort provided that a flat-end mill is used in the programming.
However, if the students follow the above steps, they realize the whole process without any support of
a commercial package. This way, the students having more advanced analytical abilities in CAD/CAM
can be nurtured.

5. Concluding Remarks

The authors have been offering CAD/CAM and related courses for a long time for both
undergraduate and graduate students of engineering degree programs. The authors have been
observing that if the commercial packages are used for creating the tool-paths automatically,
the students can gain the application ability, but they fail to gain the analytical ability, i.e., they become
doers, but not knowers. On the contrary, the students can achieve the same using the presented
tutorials where they do not need to use any dedicated CAD/CAM packages. This means that the
presented tutorials contribute positively to the objective of strengthening students’ ability to apply
the knowledge of mathematics and engineering science, making students both doers and knowers
together. Students also learn that designing a shape using CAD software is not everything. If the
design is not converged to a CNC program, the materialization of the shape does not occur. This way,
the students become aware of the activities of a product life cycle more intensely, which should be
the case from the perspective of their future employers. In the presented tutorials, the students are
introduced to the concept of parametric curves and surfaces. This improves their knowledge of dealing
with the shapes having complex geometry. In addition, the students are exposed to hexapod-based
machine tools. This makes the students aware of the CNC technology advancing rapidly. Therefore,
it is essential for the students to understand which module of a system of CAM (or CAD) affects
the operations of such machine tools from the perspective of the structure of a machine tool, as well
as from the perspective of the shapes of the parts to be manufactured. Moreover, in the presented
tutorials, the students get the opportunity to use standard computing and visualizing tools (e.g.,
ExcelTM and MATLABTM). This makes them competent enough while using these tools in other
courses, too. However, the instructors or the students have the freedom to use any computing
platform and programming languages they prefer, although the descriptions here show the usages
of spreadsheet and MATLABTM coding. Having said that, it is not meant that the mathematical
formulations presented in this article should not be obeyed. The first two tutorials can be offered
to the senior-level undergraduate students enrolled in mechanical, manufacturing, and industrial
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engineering degree programs, whereas the other tutorial is recommended for the students who want
to design mechatronics devices. While offering the tutorials, the authors recommend the approach
called thematic integration or problem-based learning (PBL). In the case of thematic integration,
the instructor may offer the tutorial in line with the contents of other courses (e.g., engineering design
or mechanics course), so that the geometric shapes used in the other relevant course can be used in the
proposed tutorials. While offering the tutorials as PBL, the students should be given a chance to form
a team. The team then sets the objectives and outcomes based on the contents of the tutorials. Finally,
the students present their teamwork for the evaluation.

Nevertheless, the presented tutorials can be modified by incorporating more outcomes (e.g.,
contemporary issues, teamwork, ethics, and alike) and the contents that are needed for mastering the
digital manufacturing technology. Particularly, the issue of functioning effectively in a multidisciplinary
team, and being aware of the professional and ethical responsibility, can also easily be accommodated
more explicitly with the presented tutorials if the relevant degree program needs it. Similarly,
the tutorials can easily be modified to accommodate the issues of sustainability and sustainable
manufacturing [23], reverse engineering [24], design for additive manufacturing of complex shapes [25],
and e-making [26]. At the same time, the issues of meaningful learning using a set of concept
maps [27] can be considered. It is worth mentioning that concept maps [27] can represent the
contents of the tutorials described in the article, and the students can even access them using their
cell phones [4]. Since the concepts underlying any topic of manufacturing are ultimately linked to
the universal concept maps, namely, the sustainability universe, the control universe, the material
universe, the precision universe, and the process universe [4], one must be careful about this linkage
while representing the tutorials using a set of concept maps. Otherwise, the desired learning objectives
may not be materialized.
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Appendix A

This Appendix shows the MATLABTM codes needed for creating the offset surface from a cubic
Bezier surface as defined in Section 3 and the relevant CNC programming. In particular, Figure A1
shows the MATLABTM codes for tool offsetting of a Bezier freeform surface, whereas Figure A2 shows
the MATLABTM codes for CNC programming for machining the Bezier freeform surface.
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function [Cx,Cy,Cz,Dx,Dy,Dz] = … 

        surface(Px,Py,Pz,offset,step_size) 

M = [-1 3 -3 1;3 -6 3 0;-3 3 0 0;1 0 0 0]; 

i = 0; 

for v = 0:step_size:1 

    i = i + 1; 

    j = 0; 

    V = [v^3, v^2 ,v, 1]; 

    Vp = [3*v^2, 2*v, 1, 0]; 

    for u = 0:step_size:1 

        j = j + 1; 

        U = [u^3, u^2, u, 1]; 

        Up = [3*u^2, 2*u, 1, 0]; 

        px = V*M*Px*M'*U'; 

        py = V*M*Py*M'*U'; 

        pz = V*M*Pz*M'*U'; 

        P=[px;py;pz]; 

        Cx(i,j) = px; 

        Cy(i,j) = py; 

        Cz(i,j) = pz; 

        ppvx = Vp*M*Px*M'*U'; 

        ppvy = Vp*M*Py*M'*U'; 

        ppvz = Vp*M*Pz*M'*U'; 

        ppux = V*M*Px*M'*Up'; 

        ppuy = V*M*Py*M'*Up'; 

        ppuz = V*M*Pz*M'*Up'; 

        N = cross([ppux;ppuy;ppuz], … 

        [ppvx;ppvy;ppvz]); 

        PO = P + (N/norm(N)) * offset; 

        Dx(i,j) = round(1000*PO(1))/1000; 

        Dy(i,j) = round(1000*PO(2))/1000; 

        Dz(i,j) = round(1000*PO(3))/1000; 

    end 

end 

mesh(Dx,Dy,Dzz) 

hold 

surf(Cx,Cy,Cz) 

hold 

 

Figure A1. The MATLABTM codes for tool offsetting for a Bezier freeform surface.
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function [G_code] = ... 

Gcode(Dx,Dy,Dz, offset, start_line_num, 

file_name) 

G_code = char(... 

'Manually write the initial part of the G-

code'); 

[m,n]=size(Dx); 

count = start_line_num; 

for i=1:m 

    count = count + 1; 

    counter = num2str(count); 

    sign = (-1)^(i+1); 

    k = n; 

    if sign > 0, k = 1; end 

    x_value = num2str(Dx(i,k)); 

    y_value = num2str(Dy(i,k)); 

    z_value = num2str(Dz(i,k) - offset); 

    if Dx(i,k)>=0, x_value = strcat('+',x_value);  

    end 

    if Dy(i,k)>=0,  

       y_value = strcat('+',y_value);  end 

    if (Dz(i,k)-offset)>=0,  

       z_value = strcat('+',z_value); end 

    current_line = strcat('N', counter, ... 

    ' G01 X',x_value,' Y',y_value, … 

    ' Z',z_value); 

    G_code = char(G_code, current_line);     

    for j = 2:n 

       count = count + 1; 

       counter = num2str(count); 

       k = n + 1 - j; 

       if sign > 0, k = j; end 

       x_value = num2str(Dx(i,k)); 

       y_value = num2str(Dy(i,k)); 

       z_value = num2str(Dz(i,k) - offset); 

       if Dx(i,k)>=0,  x_value = strcat('+',x_value);  

       end 

       if Dy(i,k)>=0,  y_value = strcat('+',y_value);  

       end 

       if (Dz(i,k)-offset)>=0, z_value = … 

          strcat('+',z_value); end 

       current_line = strcat('N', counter,... 

          ' G01 X',x_value,' Y',y_value,' Z',z_value); 

       G_code = char(G_code, current_line); 

    end 

end 

G_code = char(G_code, ... 

   'manually write the last part of the code'); 

fid=fopen(file_name, 'w'); 

for i=1:length(G_code) 

   fprintf(fid,'%s\r\n',G_code(i,:)); 

end 

fclose(fid); 

Figure A2. The MATLABTM codes for generating the CNC program for machining a Bezier freeform surface.
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Abstract: Introducing abstract concepts to students from applied fields can be challenging.
Electromagnetics is one of those courses where abstract concepts are introduced. This work presents a
conceptual model which defines learning objectives in three levels for Engineering Electromagnetics.
Each level is aligned with its own assessment and evaluation methods. The advantage is that the
three-level learning objectives can be extended as student self-assess and instructor assessment rubrics,
and a detailed implementation is presented here. This model gives students more accessibility to the
learning objectives and increases the transparency of the learning and grading processes. The main
goal of this conceptual model is to make students learn with the end in mind.

Keywords: engineering education; engineering classroom practices; learning objectives; student-
centered learning; assessments and evaluations; rubrics; constructive alignment

1. Introduction

Electromagnetism is one of the critical fields in physics. It discusses the inter-dependence of
electric and magnetic fields and how they behave under certain conditions [1]. Electromagnetism
spans across a wide range including but not limited to communication systems (wireless, satellite,
global navigation), space weather monitoring, and bio-medical applications such as body area
networks, glucose monitoring using micro-strip patch antennas, hyper/hypo thermic applications,
and the list continues. In today’s world where everything is wireless, knowing the fundamentals of
electromagnetics is essential for both physics and electrical engineering students. Based on the major
the depth covered may differ. Teaching electromagnetic theory for engineering students is challenging
since engineering students like to apply the knowledge to real-world scenarios, but the subject itself
contains abstract mathematics. Therefore, it is a daunting task for the teachers to find the right balance
between the theory and examples, given the limited time.

Electromagnetism, especially at its initial stages, requires visualization. Since most of the concepts
such as “an electric charge in free space” cannot be seen, students have to imagine it in their mind.
This issue together with the complexity of mathematics make students demotivated at the beginning
of the semester. To avoid that issue, students need to be involved in the teaching and learning process
since the beginning of the course. The more abstract a course can be the more student engagement
is needed to keep the interest and the intensity of the subject [1–3]. Students should know what is
expected from them and the process of achieving those. The assessment and evaluation criteria should
be available to them to make the grading process transparent. This is where a constrictive alignment
approach can be used.

Constructive alignment is an approach used to match the evaluation methods with the learning
objectives [4–11]. In constructive alignment, students are aware of the expectations at the beginning
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of the semester. This process makes the teaching and learning process transparent to the students.
Students know that each assessment or evaluation method is aligned with a course objective. Many
universities have applied this method successfully to their courses [1,10,12–14]. Learning objectives,
assessment, and evaluation methods are essential in the accreditation process. Nevertheless, average
undergraduate students have less knowledge on learning objectives. The efficiency of the learning
process will increase to a great extent if the students raise the concern about the learning objectives and
use those to assess them.

In this work, the author presents a model where students can self-assess whether they have met
the learning objectives. This model differs from the existing ones since, instead of defining a single set
of learning objectives, those are given in three levels for each chapter covered. The author also suggests
proper assessment and evaluation methods for each level of learning objectives. The advantage of
this three-level constructive alignment model is the learning objectives can be extended to be the
assessment rubrics for both students and the teacher. This approach makes the learning objectives
more visible to the students and the learning process more transparent. Although this paper uses
engineering electromagnetics as an example, this model can be used in teaching any major course (for
example, electromagnetics) to students from an applied field (for example, electrical engineering).

2. Proposed Model

The extended constructive alignment model I am presenting here contains the following
main points.

2.1. Entry Survey

At the beginning of the semester, the teacher is supposed to give the students and the entry survey.
Appendix A shows a sample questionnaire prepared by the author for this paper This step builds the
rapport between the teacher and the students and provides a rough understanding of the group of learners.

Knowing the plans of the students helps decide the extent of the material needing to be covered,
assign reading and homework problems, and extra homework.

By identifying the preferred learning style, the teacher can adjust the course material to cater
for all students. The learning style can change from topic to topic. But each person has a dominant
learning style. These are diverging (learning by watching and feeling), assimilating (learning by
watching and thinking), converging (learning by doing and thinking), and accommodating (learning
by doing and feeling). Although some students might categorize themselves as a hybrid, it is important
to know the preferred learning style of the students. When assigning students for group projects,
the teacher can assign students such that each group contains one student from each learning style.
The projects usually include an equal amount of workload from each learning category, and in this
case workload can be successfully distributed, and students can learn from each other creating a
collaborative learning environment.

Appendix A shows an entrance survey designed for an undergraduate electromagnetic course.
But a revised version can be used for any subject. It is essential to keep the language of the questionnaire
friendly and straightforward since this is the first written communication between the teacher and
the student. For a course such as electromagnetics, students might have already heard the toughness
of the class from their peers, hence it is crucial to building the rapport between the students and the
teacher by using friendly language.

The entry survey also serves the purpose of making the minds prepared to absorb the complicated
material by giving them a “heads-up”.

2.2. The Three-Level Learning Objectives

The main difference between this proposed model and the current outcome-based education is
that the current models contain only one set of learning objectives for each lesson. Whereas in this
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proposed model, we are introducing three levels of learning objectives. These learning objectives must
be made visible to the students at the beginning of each chapter.

The learning objectives are designed as low, medium, and high. The low-level learning objectives
target the basic understanding of the course material. The wordings are selected based on Bloom’s
taxonomy [4–9,13], and sample learning objectives for a typical undergraduate electromagnetic course
is given in Table 1.

For illustration, we have selected the topics covered in a 30 credit hours undergraduate
electromagnetic course. The topics covered are:

1. Gauss’s Law for electrostatic fields and Maxwell’s first equation.
2. Gauss’s Law for magnetostatic fields and Maxwell’s second equation.
3. Faraday’s Law for time-varying electric fields and Maxwell’s third equation.
4. Ampere’s Law for time-varying electromagnetic fields and Maxwell’s fourth equation.
5. Plane wave solution.
6. Poynting theory, electromagnetic power, basic electromagnetic radiation principles, and

their applications.

Depending on the university, there are variations of these topics and instructors would breakdown
the above topics to chunks. But the above are considered mandatory.

The learning objectives are designed on three levels for all chapters. In a course such as engineering
electromagnetics, students might have different goals. If a student is planning on going to graduate
studies, he or she may want to learn more in-depth physics content whereas if someone wants to join
the industry wants to know just enough material. With this method, the student can decide whether
he or she has achieved the required learning objective.

Table 1. Three level learning objectives and the suggested assessment and evaluation methods (Bloom’s
taxonomies are in bold face).

Topic Learning Objective(s) Assessment Method(s) Evaluation Method(s)

1. Gauss’s Law for
electrostatic fields and
Maxwell’s first equation.

Low: By the end of this chapter
students are expected to explain
Maxwell’s first equation and its
implications.

Conference,
Self-assessment

A quiz Presentation,
Case study

Medium: By the end of this
chapter students will be able
to apply Maxwell’s first equation
to solve real-world physics
problems.

Self-assessment quiz,
Question and answer, I
am in the fog about . . .

Exam problem, Quiz

High: By the end of this chapter
students are expected to design a
basic static charge dust collector
using Maxwell’s first equation.

Chart it out,
Concept map

Group project (2-3
students), A term paper
Project report

2. Gauss’s Law for
magnetostatic fields and
Maxwell’s second
equation.

Low: By the end of this chapter
students will be able to discuss
the practical implications of
Maxwell’s second equation.

Discussion, Conference Short presentation, Quiz,
Short essay

Medium: By the end of this
chapter students will be able to
solve problems related to
Maxwell’s second equation.

Self-assessment quiz,
I am in the fog about,
Operation outline

Exam questions, Quizzes

High: By the end of this chapter
students will be able to create a
computer software model of
Earth’s magnetic system.

Chart it out, Ticket out
the door,
Concept map

Problem based project,
Research report,
Research paper
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Table 1. Cont.

Topic Learning Objective(s) Assessment Method(s) Evaluation Method(s)

3. Faraday’s Law for
time-varying electric
fields and Maxwell’s
third equation.

Low: By the end of this chapter
students are expected to describe
Faraday’s law and its implications.

Discussion, Conference Quiz Short, presentation

Medium: Upon completing this
chapter students are expected to
compute values for real-world
problems based on Faraday’s law.

Self-assessment quiz, I
am in the fog about,
Operation outline

Exam questions, Quizzes

High: By the end of this chapter
students will be able to build an
electromagnetic inductor to
demonstrate Faraday’s law.

Ticket out the door,
Concept map

Experiment, Prototype
building

4. Ampere’s Law for
time-varying
electromagnetic fields
and Maxwell’s fourth
equation.

Low: By the end of this chapter
students are able to define
Ampere’s law and its implications.

Ticket out the door Presentation, Short quiz
answers, Short essay

Medium: By the end of this
chapter students are able to
calculate values for a real-world
application using Ampere’s law.

Self-assessment quiz, I
am in a fog about,
Question and answer

Exam questions, Quizzes

High: by the end of this chapter
students are expected to construct
an electromagnet with given
specifications based on Ampere’s
law.

Conference, Ticket out
the door, Concept map

Short project, Live
demonstration,
Presentation of a
prototype

5. Plane wave solution.

Low: By the end of this chapter
students are able to state the plane
wave solution.

Ticket out the door Presentation, Short essay,
Short quiz

Medium: By the end of this
chapter students are able to
manipulate the plane wave
solution and apply it in a
real-world problem.

Self-assessment quiz,
Questions and answers,
Operations outline

Exam questions, Quizzes

High: By the end of this chapter
students will be able to synthesize
plane wave electromagnetic
propagation in computer software.

Chart it out, Ticket out
the door, Concept map

Project, Demonstration,
Video presentation

6. Poynting theory,
electromagnetic power,
basic electromagnetic
radiation principles, and
their applications.

Low: By the end of this chapter
students will be able to identify
the appropriate concepts used in
real-world EM wave propagation
applications.

Ticket out the door,
Discussion Presentation, Essay

Medium: By the end of this
chapter students will be able to
analyze the real-world EM
applications using appropriate
concepts.

Self-assessment quiz, I
am in the fog about,
Operations outline

Exam questions, Long
answer quizzes,
Summary paper

High: By the end of this chapter
students are expected to integrate
EM concepts and implement a
solution to a real-world problem.

Conference, I am in the
fog about, Concept map

Prototype building,
Video presentation, Term
paper, Presentation

2.3. Three-Level Assessment and Evaluation Methods

In this paper, the author suggests assessment and evaluation methods for each level of learning
objectives. The teachers can pick a process that they might think suits the class environment to add
a variety and build a collaborative environment. In Table 2 below the author shows a standard
grade break down. Depending on the class performance and average, the teacher is free to make
necessary adjustments. This is the “judgement” component since it determines the final grade based
on the performance.
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Since this course is targeting towards engineering students, the highest percentage is allocated for
projects. Hence the majority of the course percentage is for the application or projects. Projects can
be assigned individually or as groups since there are five projects within about 14–16 weeks. Hence,
appointing group projects will expedite the submissions. The statistics collected from the entry survey
can be used here for assigning groups. It is preferred that each group contains at least one member from
each learning style. Also, students get to know each other by changing the groups for each project.

Most of the faculty is familiar with the evaluation methods. But some of the assessment techniques
are unfamiliar to most of the instructors. But assessment techniques are necessary because those give
students an opportunity to determine whether they have met the learning objectives. Appendix B
shows a sample self-assessment quiz for chapter 1; Appendix C is a concept map for Section 2 and
Appendix D illustrates an operations outline for topic 6.

Table 2. Standard grade breakdown.

Evaluation Method Percentage

Quizzes 10%
Homework 15%

Exams (3 including the finals) 25%
Projects (6 mini projects) 50%

2.4. Student Self-Assessment and Instructor Assessment Rubrics

Tables 3 and 4 show the student self-assessment and instructor assessment rubrics. The importance
of these rubrics is that these are directly aligning with the learning objectives. Therefore, this is an
extended model. With this model, students can determine where they are in the rubric, and the
instructors can assess where each student is in the performance chart. The alignment between the
learning objectives and the assessment rubrics extends this model and increases the visibility of the
learning objectives. It also increases the transparency of the teaching-learning process.

The three levels of Bloom’s taxonomy [9] (low, medium, and high) and the model introduced by
Biggs in 1996 [5] are closely related. In the Biggs model the term pre-structural was used to indicate
the unsatisfactory performance. The low-level learning objectives in Bloom’s taxonomy are similar
to the unistructural performance in Biggs’ model. If the student is at this level, here the student is
categorized as “needs improvement”. If the student has achieved medium-level learning objectives
(multi-structural in Biggs’ model), he or she will be categorized into the satisfactory level. If the student
has achieved the high-level learning objectives (or the relational in the Biggs model) that student will
be categorized as excellent.

Table 3. Student self-assessment rubric.

Topic Unsatisfactory Needs Development Satisfactory Excellent

Gauss’s Law for
electrostatic fields and
Maxwell’s first
equation.

I can neither both
explain, apply nor
design an application
based on Maxwell’s
first equation.

I can explain
Maxwell’s first
equation. But I can
neither apply nor
design an application
based on it.

I can explain and
apply Maxwell’s first
equation. But I cannot
design an application
based on it.

I can explain,
apply and design
an application
using Maxwell’s
first equation.

Gauss’s Law for
magnetostatic fields
and Maxwell’s second
equation.

I can neither discuss
the implications, solve
problems nor create an
application based on
Maxwell’s second
equation.

I can discuss the
implications of
Maxwell’s second
equation. But I can
neither solve problems
nor create an
application using it.

I can discuss and solve
problems using
Maxwell’s second
equation. But I cannot
create an application
based on it.

I can discuss the
implications, solve
problems and
create an
application based
on Maxwell’s
second equation.
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Table 3. Cont.

Topic Unsatisfactory Needs Development Satisfactory Excellent

Faraday’s Law for
time-varying electric
fields and Maxwell’s
third equation

I can neither describe,
compute nor build an
application based on
Faraday’s law.

I can describe
Faraday’s law. But I
can neither compute
nor build an
application based on it.

I can describe and
compute values for a
practical problem. But
I cannot build an
application.

I can describe,
compute and
build an
application to
demonstrate
Faraday’s law.

Ampere’s Law for
time-varying
electromagnetic fields
and Maxwell’s fourth
equation.

I can neither, define,
calculate values nor
construct an
application using
Ampere’s law.

I can define Ampere’s
law. But I cannot
calculate values or
construct an
application.

I can define and
calculate values for
problems, using
Ampere’s law. But I
cannot construct an
application.

I can define,
calculate values
and construct an
application based
on Ampere’s law.

Plane wave solution.

I can neither state,
manipulate nor
synthesize plane wave
solution.

I can state plane wave
solution. But I cannot
manipulate or
synthesize it.

I can state and
manipulate plane
wave solution. But I
cannot synthesize it.

I can state,
manipulate and
synthesize plane
wave solution.

Poynting theory,
electromagnetic power,
basic electromagnetic
radiation principles,
and their applications.

I can neither identify,
analyze nor integrate
practical applications
of EM wave
propagation concepts.

I can identify EM
concepts for real-world
scenarios. But I can
neither analyze nor
integrate concepts.

I can identify and
analyze EM concepts
for real-world
scenarios. But I cannot
integrate those for
implementations.

I can identify,
analyze and
integrate EM
appropriate EM
concepts to
implement
solutions.

Table 4. Instructor assessment rubric.

Topic Unsatisfactory Needs Development Satisfactory Excellent

Gauss’s Law for
electrostatic fields
and Maxwell’s first
equation.

Student can neither
both explain, apply
nor design an
application based
on Maxwell’s first
equation.

Student can explain
Maxwell’s first
equation. But the
student can neither
apply nor design an
application based on it.

Student can explain
and apply Maxwell’s
first equation. But the
student cannot design
an application based
on it.

Student can
explain, apply and
design an
application using
Maxwell’s first
equation.

Gauss’s Law for
magnetostatic
fields and
Maxwell’s second
equation.

Student can neither
discuss the
implications, solve
problems nor create
an application
based on Maxwell’s
second equation.

Student can discuss
the implications of
Maxwell’s second
equation. But the
student can neither
solve problems nor
create an application
using it.

Student can discuss
and solve problems
using Maxwell’s
second equation. But
the student cannot
create an application
based on it.

Student can
discuss the
implications, solve
problems and
create an
application based
on Maxwell’s
second equation.

Faraday’s Law for
time-varying
electric fields and
Maxwell’s third
equation

Student can neither
describe, compute
nor build an
application based
on Faraday’s law.

Student can describe
Faraday’s law. But the
student can neither
compute nor build an
application based on it.

Student can describe
and compute values
for a practical problem.
But the student cannot
build an application.

Student can
describe, compute
and build an
application to
demonstrate
Faraday’s law.

Ampere’s Law for
time-varying
electromagnetic
fields and
Maxwell’s fourth
equation.

Student can neither,
define, calculate
values nor
construct an
application using
Ampere’s law.

Student can define
Ampere’s law. But the
student cannot
calculate values or
construct an
application.

Student can define and
calculate values for
problems, using
Ampere’s law. But the
student cannot
construct an
application.

Student can define,
calculate values
and construct an
application based
on Ampere’s law.

Plane wave
solution.

Student can neither
state, manipulate
nor synthesize
plane wave
solution.

Student can state plane
wave solution. But the
student cannot
manipulate or
synthesize it.

Student can state and
manipulate plane
wave solution. But the
student cannot
synthesize it.

Student can state,
manipulate and
synthesize plane
wave solution.
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Table 4. Cont.

Topic Unsatisfactory Needs Development Satisfactory Excellent

Poynting theory,
electromagnetic
power, basic
electromagnetic
radiation
principles, and
their applications.

Student can neither
identify, analyze
nor integrate
practical
applications of EM
wave propagation
concepts.

Student can identify
EM concepts for
real-world scenarios.
But the student can
neither analyze nor
integrate concepts.

Student can identify
and analyze EM
concepts for real-world
scenarios. But the
student cannot
integrate those for
implementations.

Student can
identify, analyze
and integrate EM
appropriate EM
concepts to
implement
solutions.

3. Discussion

This work presented an extended constructive alignment model for teaching engineering
electromagnetics. The goal of this model is to relate learning objectives with the assessment rubrics,
hence students become more familiar with the expectations. Because a typical undergraduate
student would care about the course objectives if and only if it is related with the grade. Teaching
electromagnetics is challenging for engineering students since most of the engineering students do not
expect a course to be theoretical and mathematically complicated. But with electromagnetics being an
essential field, those complex material needs to be introduced regardless of the challenges. Techniques
such as the flipped classroom can be applied but those techniques might not have an effect given the
work–life balance of students and the context of the course.

In this paper, the author presents a model which defines the learning objectives in three levels,
hence it can be converted to assessment rubrics with minimal effort as illustrated later in this paper.
Therefore, this model is an extended version of the existing constructive alignment concept. Initially,
this might increase the workload of the instructor for course design, revisiting the learning objectives,
preparation of assessments, and course material. But once the learning objectives are written the entire
process will be much more apparent to the instructor as well as to the student. Instead of jumping
right to the high-level learning objective, the students can self-guide themselves through each step of
the learning process.

The difference between this model and the existing constructive alignment method is here course
objectives are presented in three levels. Therefore, students know what is expected from them and the
assessment and evaluation process become more transparent. As mentioned in this paper, this model
has the advantage of directly converting the three-level course objectives into assessment rubrics.

Currently this model is structured in a way that everything is well defined and gives only little
room for student’s imaginative thinking. But as with every course, instructors have to fine-tune
the model as it goes, keeping the core concepts intact. For example, if a student comes up with an
alternative project instead of the one assigned, an instructor can compare the workload of the project
and grant permission. And extra credit can be given if students perform beyond expectations. Another
way to include creativity is the course objectives can be modified such that instead of the instructor
assigning the projects students should come up with their own ideas. This second option might be
better suited for an advanced undergraduate or a graduate level course where students have enough
knowledge about the subject matter to challenge their creativity.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents an extended constructive alignment model for teaching electromagnetism
to engineering undergraduates. Although the model is developed for electromagnetism, this can
be applied when introducing any abstract field to undergraduates from an applied field. Currently
this model is at a conceptual state and a follow-up paper will be published with the results of
its implementation.
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Appendix A

Class entrance survey
I __________________________ answer these questions to the best of my knowledge.

1. As of now, after completing my undergraduate degree, I am planning on:

a. Doing graduate studies
b. Working in the industry
c. Doing my own thing, for example, painting, carving, sculpture

2. If I can get one thing out of this course it would be:

a. Nothing, I registered just because it is required. I have a different subject interest.
b. Try this subject and see whether I should pursue this for my graduate studies
c. Learn how things work and apply it at work

3. While registering for this course

a. I knew/heard this course it very mathematics and physics intensive
b. Oops, I did not know that. But I can catch up quickly.
c. Oh no, why? Engineers don’t need math or physics.

4. We all learn in different ways. But if I have to choose one, that I learn quickly by

a. Watching and feeling
b. Watching and thinking
c. Doing and feeling
d. Doing and thinking

5. Knock on wood, but if my performances at exams are not satisfactory

a. I will sue the instructor. I am exceptional, and it is always the instructor’s fault.
b. It might be a bad day. I want to write a make-up exam.
c. I get nervous at exams. If so I will do an extra project or a presentation, whichever it takes

to show my actual knowledge.

Appendix B

Self-assessment quiz: Gauss’s Law or Maxwell’s first equation

1. A spherical charge cloud with volume charge density ρv and radius a, is located at the origin of a
spherical coordinate system. Determine the electric flux density and electric field intensity at a
distance r such that,

a. r < a
b. r ≥ a

2. An infinite length of a wire contains a line charge density of ρl. Choosing a suitable coordinate
system, calculate the electric field intensity at a radial distance r from the wire.

3. Two hollow spheres are located at the origin of a spherical coordinate system. Surface of the inner
sphere carries a total charge of +Q and the surface of the outer sphere carries a total charge of
−Q. The space between the spheres is filled with air.
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a. Find the electric field intensity at a radial distance r : a < r < b
b. Calculate the potential difference between the two spheres
c. How much of a capacitance is developed between the two spheres?

Appendix C

Concept map: Creating a Computer Software Model of Earth’s Magnetic System

Appendix D

Operations Outline: Basic EM Propagation Concepts

1. A 15W EM radiator is isotopically radiating energy equally in all directions. Your task is to
calculate the surface area of a dish antenna located 15 m from the radiator to collect 1W of power.

a. What should be the radiating surface for the above radiator?

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b. Calculate the average power density 15 m from the radiator.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c. If the goal is to collect 1W at the receiver, what should be the surface area of the receiver

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

d. What should be the radius of the above dish

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
e. If the above dish was replaced by a parabolic antenna with the same radius, will the power

collected will increase or decrease?

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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